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ABs-TRACT 
.\ 
, · \ 
· LateraT· loadirl'g o~ pi~~~ ·;s a ·coiilnOn occ.urrence in pjl,e-~uppQr~d . 
.-. .  . . ·. . . : . ·.. . . ; . . ,/ . . . ~ . : . . . ·' . . . . . . 
struct~res such. a~ multistorjed bu~ldi'ngs. ··~ .arge-:-span ifr~mes artci>.a_rches .·· 
. . ' ' . \ . 
·and electri~a·l transmission ~owers. A reference' tq ·these ~an be found .· .. 
'·"': . . -\. 
. 'i •.·· 
. .· . . ,. ·. ~~: . 
J -~ .. 
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. . . ~ •,· 
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· 1.1 General 
; Rjles must often support substantial lateral loads as well as 
. I 
... 
. ' '4 
,, . 
. axial loads . . Examples·of pile-supported structures which must support . 
. 
larg~ lateral 'loads include marine structures, large ~dvertis~ng signs, 
:,) 
·· ar:ad ,J\ansm·i ssi on· t0wers. -~ 
. i . . . 
The .design- _of a~iaJly loaded piles is at present done satisfacto-
.. 
rily using ~earing capacity· theories. B.Ut the problem ~f laterallY' 
. . . . 
1oa9ed P11es is mor~ comp~ex becaus~\of the type· o.f its interactio.~ · .. 
· ~ w1th soil. The _p·roblem is further complicated due to the nonlinear 
soil -response. 
With the. advent of co~ers and facilities _f<Or ~igh "speed itera-
tive processing, analysis of laterally loaded piles has received 
. . . . . 
· ._consider_able ·attention in recent years. A valid solution to the 
._. 11> ·. ·. •.. . 
·pr:oblem 'mu,st jnsur~ - both compatib\1 i ty a~d equi 1 ibrium for ~he soil, · 
.. 
the pile and the ~uperstr~t!:tur.e:. .With 1the methods of sol ut1 an :·. 
curr·ently available, the most. important but d'iffici.llt part of .the 
. I . 
problem is to express the ·soil r~sistance characte_ristics. · Theoreti-
• . 
cal ~thods ~vail able at pre~ent influde different .variations·of 
I . 
finite dtfferen·ce~~Mld fini'te element analysis . 
. ~ubHshed 1 iterature _aiso contains · the resu1ts of full ·scale tests 
on 1 a tera lly 1 oaded piles.. Such tests are i nva ri ably ~xpens i ve t~ . 
. . . 
conduct: Any theoret1cal ·ni(!thod h~s to be ~upported by exp·erimental 
evidence before the th~ory can find-wi~e accept~nce, and this -. is • 








: . . 
( 
. ·L.-.-.. -
particularly important in .any soil - structure interact1on.problem. 
• i- • 
With this objective 1 n view, published fu 11 s ca 1 e ·test data were used 
in this thesis in an evaluation of the methods of analysis. 
· T.h~e main-factors are commonly believed to affect the beh~vior 
of a laterally loade~ile; l) the pile loading , 2) the pile proper-
ties and 3) the soil properties. Each of these parameters has an 
influence on both thft deflection and the bending' moment in the pile ·along 
its length. The bending moment computation is required to determine the 
. ' 
size of the foundation .and th~ deflection is important with regard to 
• 
2 
the . s~rvi ceabil i ty of the super.s tru.cture. Methods eva 1 ua ted here cqmpute . 
. . 
these two responses and -the influence of the different .variables on s~ch 
computa t'i on s . 
1.2 Scope of . the Present Inve~tiga1~on 
The purpose of this investigation is two fold: 
0 
1. To present a comparative study between the finite difference and 
the finite element approaches for analyzing the laterally loaded 
Riles. Computer programs will be developed including the effects 
of soil'nonlinearity and soil layering. Results will.be compared 
with pu~lished full scale tests data. 
2 . . The variables which- are critical and significant in the behavior 
. I 
of the laterally lo~ded piles will be establjshed. ·The effects of 
1) the pile loading., 2) the pile properties, 3) · the soil 'properties 
·'I-
.and 4) the soil layering, on the maxfmum defl.ection and the maximum 
positive and negative bending moments will be examined. Two types 
of soils, soft clay -and stiff clay whic~afe common in the dff-
. shore en.vironment will be considered in the analysis. Both free . 
1 • 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1 General 
•The various environmental factors which cause high late-ral forces 
on ~ile foundations can be grouped under earthquakes, wind _and wave 
forces, differential water pressure and lateral earth pressure. 
... 
·rn this chaptir the different methods of analy~is : of·.the lateral.ly 
loaded p_iles ~ill be briefly di scussed . ·The ·soil response which i .s ' the 
key element ir:a predicting the behavior o.f . the laterally 1oaded pil.e_s. is 
• • 
discu·ssed. Previous work on the.· parametric studies of the probl'em is 
/ . \ 
also reviewe(l. 
2.2 Examples of Laterally Loaded Piles 
Offshore structures used ,for. oil ' drilling are often subject ed to 
.. 
heavy wave and wind forces. The piles supporting these structures have 
I 
t6 resist lateral forces up to 3300 kN per pile · (lofti.n, 1976) . · Bridge . 
• 
piers and coasta1 .structures such as dolphins are also subjec;ted to -a 
similar type of lateral loads but not necessarily of th·~ same magnit.ude. 
There a.re a: ltumber. of other ex amp 1 es i n which . s tru~ture~, an~ he~ce r· 
• I . ~ 
the foundatipns are subjected to ··lateral loading . . These include ·tall 
,.. 
bui -ldin-gs subjected to :wind loads, large-span rigi d frames and arches "' 
design'ed to· re..sfst heavy horizontal f orces, road s·i!JnS subjected to wind 




forces, guard rail posts where ··impacting vehi.cl es deliver the lateral -r· 
\ . . . 
loa~, pile anchors used to·· support bulkheads, piles used to retain slopes \ .. 0 
and to increase thestabil.ity {Broms, 19'7~), an·d el ectrical ~ransmission 
. , .. 
·,· 
-~ ' 0 
, ... 
I I 
· . .' 
' .. 
.·- .;- :~ ~ - . ~- ..,..._-::---:-:-. "'--:-:: ... o-. _-:;,..,..._. -~·, ·"":C., . ,,...-.,~,--7":'. ,:-... -:7 .• :~,-r ..• .;.,-~. ~ . .~ ......-: . -. -:-.. -:-. -::-~ -:-... ~-:--~..,.,-;:-7~ .. C"':', . : .. -..-:;?<".._.,...-,::_.~~~-~·..:._;;:-·. ~· -:_:::-.~ :-. -:-: • .;-, -:.~ •. --::.~· ' . ' :. 
.J 
4 
towers subjectec;l to large lateral forces (Radhakrishna et al, 1977). 
Another interesting application of laterally loaded piles is the 
behavior of pile groups which include both vertical and batter piles. -
Even when these pile groups are subjected to only .axial loads-, the 
deformation of the group causes high lateral earth pressures resulting 
in lateral .loads on the ind.ividual piles {Broms, 1972) . 
'. 
2.3 Me .. tnods ·of. Analysis of the Laterallyyl:oaded Pile Problem 
The methods of predic::ti"g the ~ehavior of. latelTalJy' 1 oaded piles 
can be divided 1nto two main categories,· name.ly: ·n elastic metnods anf 
2) . su~grad~ · r~~ctio~ methods (·Brems, 1972) ·. Elastic ~thods - as;~ine~ 
the soil surr6u~ding the. piie 'rJact s as an el asti c hal f -space .and . . confonns ' . 
. . 
to the ~heories· of elasticity . (~~~cht'an~ ~och, 1973)·, while . the subgrade . ·· · 
rea'Ction methods are based on ~h~ assumpt1on that the soil inass resisting · 
the lateral forces is replaced by a series ·of springs acting indepe!Jdently 
of one another (Radhakrishna et al, 1977). Both . methods wil l be briefly 
discussed . . I 
2.3.1 Elastic Methods 
. 
i 

























Mindl i·n' s e~-uations (Mi ndlin., 1936) assuming that the soil can b~ repla~ed 
. . I . . - . . 
. . . ' ... - . . . . 
·by an 'ideal, ela'stic and isotropic material with a constant modulu~ of 
.elasticity and a · c~mstant P~isson•s ratio {Broms, 1972). · 
'Spiliers and Stoll . (1~64) were ·p, obably .the first to ·u.se Mindlin •s 
equation for calculatio~ _of the deflections of~ laterally l_oaded pile. · 
The behavior was analyzed by replacing .the laterai earth pressure alor:tg 
the pile .. 6y a series of point loads. Dpuglas and Davis (19.64). h.a:ve 
. . · ~ 
calculated from Mindlin's equation the pressutte dJ stributton,. 'the lateral . 
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displatement and the rotation of late~ally loaded vertical plates . 
5 
.. 
Poulos {1971) extended this. work for single piles. The laterally loaded· 
piles were replaced by thin rectangular strips with the same wjdth and 
total length as the pile. ·These strips were divided into a number of 
segments and the lateral earth pressure on each segment was assumed tg 
be constant . . Elastic solutions were also applied .by Lee (1975) to full-
. s~ale foundation tests-. Ba~erjee and Davies {1978) proposed a general-
\ized .. elastic anaiys.is of ·t.he working load re~ponse ·of s4ngle-piles . .,. 
. :· . . ' ' . ; . . 
ell_l~edqed in · a~ soil, whose. mod~lu_s· of elasti<;:i~y in¢rease .. s linearlY with 
. . .· 1 
. . · . . 
I • • , • ' ' ' ' : ' ' • ' • ' ~ \) • ' 
· As long as the soil resp~ns~ to an a.PPlied lateral _lo~d reinains 
, .. 
. .-· . -. . . ' ,'· . ·, . ., ' 
within the elastic ranget an elastic appro_ach can be' used .. to determine 
the behavior o.t .the pil~. Unfortunately, the near-s~rface· ~oil a~o~~d 
. . " . I . . . - . 
most laterally loaded pi·les is generally strained· well into .. the pl,astic 
range so that direct appli'cation of an elastic hai f-space. procedure is 
rtbt valjd (Focht and Koch, 1973). 
2.3.2 _ Subgra~. Reacticfn Methods 
. . . . i . 
These .me-~hods are based on a . sjmplified load-deflection re~ponse . 
· ni.odel · fo~ the soil ·surrounding the-piJe. · It is assumed that the soil 
r~sistanc;e p· on a pi-le is _ related to the pile 1ateral .defiec~-ion y -
'7 • • ~ • • • • 
. . according to the equation, 
. ' ' • 
~ 
P = - . Es Y . 
wh~re -Es is the soi 1 modulus ' or. the. coe.f.fi cj ent -.of s·ubgrade reacti~n .. 
The ,pile is regarded as suppqrted laterallY. by a series . of tnci.epend~n.t~ . 
- . , . ·. . .. . . 
· acting . mechanicctl~·prin~·~. 'rt sha1,1ld l:ie· noted'that the concept 9f th~ · 
: .. : 
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'of the soil mass (Broms, 1972}. 
The governing differential equation for the~oi1-pi1e system . 
according to the subgrade reaction"approach in case of a pile supporting 
a horizontal load-ffgiven ·bY (Hetenyi. 1946) , . 
d4 . EI ' Y 
d X~ 
p = 0 (2] 
' 
.. 
' . l ~ ; : • ·• . ' . • • • ' & • t • ,, 




~ · . . 
I' .' • 
., 
. . .... · ' , . . · .. · .: .. : .. · .. :. 1. ,· . . ·: \ 
.. . 
., 
:, . ';, 
·~ p · = s.oii r~act~on .. pe.r. i.mi._t·:,e.ng.th;;· ofthe ·pji.e ·: · . · ~ · . · .,_ . . . 
·E-1 ·. '·= · ·:.pHe ~fi e~ur~_i ·· ri ~.fdi ~;·, ·. ;. ·_. · .·< :.· :>· .. · ::, Y . · · .~:- ... : ·: ·. · ..  ·: ·.- : . ·,: ·_-:  · -~ :· ·_. ·.· · \ ·_L _:· ... :_). <. : .·· 
' • I ' • : • : I ~ • ' • ' • I ' ... • 
' .. ' .. I , ' ' ' 
I' · '•, c· · · . .. ,,..., • ·.· 
. \ · substitut.loil ;~f -equ~t'ion {1] i.nto ·equati'on [2Jyields·- ~ 
, ~ . . , . I , , ,• . I • . 
I 
- 0~ . . 4 E:r · ~· 
' d }( 
, I ' 




. ""· s.olutions to · ~qu~·t.ion [3].have been p~sentefby many . aQ~ors,·. _-
., , . . . . . ' 
. . _, . . . . . . . . 
Closed fonn-solutions for simple bo·!.lndary conditions are presented by · 
·~ • •• • ' • • • : • • ~ •• • • • • • • ' • .. 1 • •• • J 
H~tenyi (1946) : ·. Tlie finite .dffferenc·e appro.ach was .·di _  scussed· by 
' . . . : . . . - . _:,.! .'. -: . ' ' . - '· . .. ~. .. . . · . ... · . . .. : ..  . . ... . () 
severa-l ·authors; Paltrer and. ThOIJlpSon· (1948}' , Glesser (·1954) ·' , focht , .'. 
. ::: :::::~·; il~:~~~:11::' ~.::·~:9:~~ ·~ ::~:.(; ~::!)' . ::::. • .  
and. ~anoli>(l.97;}\nd :~e-es~' ( 1·~7s~. i9;7)·-.. ~ ~-·.· They.- ~ -n~l·},-;!ed ~~::_·1~-1;e-ra lly .. 
. . . . . . . . . 
-loaded .. pile problem. for ariy,._.varia-tion :·of.s~il - ~dul'~s . ~itti ;·depth, fo~ 
• ' 
0 
, • o I ' 
0 
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0 ·~- ' • 0 ~ I ' • I 0 0 
· · nonlinear load-displace'!len~: rela~ionships ·and·· fpr. nonunifqnn· . Pfl .~ -. . < ·· 
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7 
B.rans ·( 1964) pr:esented tnethads ·for the calculation ,of the ultimate 
'"' 
~ 
lateral resistanc~ and lateral· deflections at .work.ing l.oads of bo~h free 
and fixed head singi~ p;''-res. Latera-l deflections at working loads h~ve 
J , 
. . 
been ca lcul ate_d using the s ubgr~de reaction theory and·· taki ngo HH:o 
ac~ouilt edge effects bo,tn at the . ground surface and the bottom of. the 
pile. 
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. ·~ . . . \ .11' ~ ......  { , . ' •. ,. 
-~ .. suc~_ess _ive·:· appro.xi .~tJ~n~· asp~p~se~b)f: Muzfs 0 (1~7.2') .'by .. us_ing --~p~: _.:· . 0 •• · -' • • • 
. ·. . . .emct~.it 6f S~bgi'ade ;,;aCtion ~h~ch fs ~ith~~ ~.nita'~t 6/;~clreases ... · · · • ' J/LJ;:! 
,' ~ .·.' · :_ · ·. :.· ' :) ~ · .. '\ ' ·:: •, ' . ,· ·,· .· · . .~· ' ' .. ,. · ' / . .. :. · . · .. ·~. ·: .. ··.:-..... . ·· .· .· ··-::_.:· · .. :: ' -~ . .. : :- -.;;~ -, ~:- 'Yrt~·--:-
. _ .. .- ·_ ..... exponenti'ally ~; .til\iep~h~·· .A simi_l.ar. approach. has also ~e.e.n .use~o by · ·. ~. · . .' : _:.: ,/ - ::~::'i·:~~·,_::,:., _ 
' . · · ·~ ·· .. · . · ·'· ;. ~ . . ... . ' : .. .. : .. :. ·. ·.: '· ·. : . ··. ' :. _: ··.,- · .. . ·:···' .~ . ... . _ · , . : .,·. ,·' .·: ' ·~- ., :· ~· · , · . • , . . ·. ·· ·. ' . · . .. ~ : :-.~~~~:::~;.:~ ·. 
. • . · .. ' .. .' ~ ~:·. 41. ·t<\Jsta fayev~ et. aJ . .(1_972}.: . The results, ·~an ·be 'expresse~ · i rr:·a ·non--di'mensio!)al _: ": : ·:·- ~·;_:::.:!,~;;: 
. ' .· . ..... 
, ·. . . . • . ·: ·. ' . • . ·. .. . · .. \. . : . . · .. , . . . . . . . . .0 . ·!oJ: .I, 
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'- -- -. 
' . . ,. . . . ·,; ~ . . . :-: ; ' .· . ' 
or i.ntteas.es ._, i n'ea~ly~ with' .depth . . 00 0 ~ ' · ' . \ 
• • • l ' ' 
' . Mori J 196:4-) . t .. ·R~dqy. and Va ls:a ngkar<( 1970) ~nd ~adhav- e.t a 1..( 1971 ) 1 _ 
. hav~· solved the . diffe~nt·i. !ii eq~ation·,· .[Jj .'for .elasto.:.pl-~st.i c. ~oi.ls - ~~~-n 
L . 
• 0 • 
. . . 
the toad ·- --defor:inat.i<m .. re)ationship ~onsist.s ~f tWo o ·sb~aigtit' 1i~es . · 
· Reddy and.Va1simgkar (J97o)· ~~~e~ted. -~e r~~-~lt~ i~ a -no~---~1rne'nsio~~l -~ .. :. · · .. 
\ ... :- · . ' : ·. · ... · ;· '.· · .. ~. , · · . . ' .·: ·· \ . . ~ _ · . ··: - . ~ 
form· fO:t _the cases whe~ the .. co~fficoient of.subSrade ~ac,t_io~ - b~l.o.w .ti:Je .: · 
0
• 
·P 1 ~sti_c . . s~·~face. · zo·ne :is .either. Conitant: or:' i rrcre~se.s · l :f~e~:rl; ·: wi ~h· d~pth.; , . .'_.'. ·. .. . ·. , 
.. '. ·:· ~ ·.' .·, ·-~· ~ ... _ . . . · . . . · ..· :' . ·.· . .. · \ · . . ·, .. ·.· :· .:':' .. . · .. . · . ·~- ... ·.:. ~~ · \ . . ·~· ·: : 
· .·. :-- Bowles. (T9t2 , .1974 ): .ana'lyzed th~· 1 ate·ra11y 1 oaded pile problem : 
. . . '· . ' . ' :. . '. -. ·.· ·. . . . _: ' ' . ·.. . ' . . .. ' . :: .. . . . : . . . : ·.: ... ~ ~ . . ' .· ~ . ·. . . ,: . . . .. 




. .' :-;~~-; .. .·· . . . . : ', [4] . . 
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·2·.4· Soi 1 Response in the Subgr.ade ReactiQri Methods 
l'he modulus pf s ubgrade reaction has an important app 1 i cation 'i..Jl 
the analysis of the. laterally loaded pile. pro~·lem and extensive studies 
f) 
·have beeri made on this soil modulus. · Terzaghi (1955) has vown. that the 
' ' • , /' • I ' ~ ' ' 
coeffident o.f · s.ubgrade .reaction for cobesionless .soil,s can be exp~cted 
to .in6.rea~e- l inearly with ~~pth; wh~ 1~ : it is· essentially .constant ~ith 
. " • 0 ' • . 
. . . 
:. . depth ·.for p~e-loa~e·d :G~hesive .soi,ls. Matlock and. Re~se . (l .960) have 




r. · . 
. - ~; . . .··: di$cussed the ·_appli cab1n : of .. the 'fi riit.e ·d{fference . neth'od~'when the. co~ . ~/.\'.\:. -' ' '::·.>: ·.,-; ... ~ · .. : ··' .·: . .... \ : . . ~ - .· :· .. . . _ · .. ···· ·-.. · ~·''; .. . ' :·. :, - ~- - · .. ·· .. . . . .. ::.· . 
~._): .. :.-. ... · ··: . . · .effi .cient ·o_f'subgrade .. reattion .is :a .. pQwer func~fon or· a · p~lynomial. <, ' ·· .. , 
(~:- :· .-· ,· ; ::.·.:·r ;·.:_i .. ~-: ·· _> ~ .. :_ ;·· _ :~-:. E~·fi~ :·.a~p1-i ·~atioris··. ij.f~-~-h~\·ubg~~d.e:·.rea~~/o~ ·. ~heo.ry ·~ a~~u~e-~ ~f~·~:t ·,_fue . _·.· .. . : · . .- :<: 
·.J e • • • • ' • • • · ' • · ·.0 r . ... . . . ',· r . : . , : • • • . • :.. • • • ' . ' '· ' . • : :' • . • • • . . ~ • ' f . . . . 
· ~:,).-' ·. · ··. .:·. '-.'. · : ... :_ s~{i .. ~ss:. resi_sting_· :~he. ·la·tara i .tor.C~~- _;'5 re.placeiJ -- ~Y, a s~t..i ¢s .. of .: ·.· -' .. : ._.. · .. -·. \> -'_· .··.· 
, .. ... ···. .. . . ·.; .. ... .'. · ·.j;_-.··- ~ . . ·. · · · ·· : · . . ·· .. :_ . ~· - . ·.· ~· · . . -.. ~ . .. 
·· .. . : 1 i n·ear, ~ independently a_cti ng· . s'j:>r~ ngs. :. ! Ign9ri'ng the., ri6nl.i nea_ri ty of the : 
• ' ' I ' ' I ' o •, ~ ' ' I • ' ' • • ' ' 
·=· 
.t .. ~ .. 
.· 
• • , ' , \ I 
. -· . 
·.· . . :· . 
--~-· .. 
' ' 
, • . ' •4 . 
:, ; 
.. :·.·' : . . \ ' ~ .. ' 
/. · .. 
·~,'. I • I 
. : 
·· ·soi.1 resp:~ris¢ ~Y lead · to·7cqn·serv~tiv~· Jinear predi'ct.ions . fn va~~·nce 
· w/~h ·._actu.ai' b~ha.vi~r ( IS~~el . ~nd Kl;~,. 1978) .' ·A :~~re -~~~mi~irig approach: 
. '. - ' . ' . . ' : . ' . .. . . ' ' .· .. . . . . . 
to ~ccoun·t. for·the s·o.il.nonlfnearity' .. is the p.:.y curves con~ept: ·~hfch will 
. . . ' . ' ' . . .· .-· · . - . 
be · d;s~:u.ssed'-i'n the ·faJ']owjn~· seciions. . . . 
' • , ... . ' . ·.·. \.. ", .... · ·I 
2.4.1·_. ·r'lie p-y.- c~r~es .conc·ept ·. ·. · 
• . t • • . • ' •• 
': .Tne . p_iy-"c-~rves · -~-~ g~~er~Hy'~~ed to charac~~~i.ze: the. ~oil -re!sist-· 
_ .. :· .· .. _.;' · ~ ·· . . : ·· ···.l_ ' · . . ' .\ ~ . ~ ... . ·.::_. · -.... · . '· · . 
·. _anse ·- d~forma~n :r.e)ationshi. P · f9r _the ·1atera-Jly loa~ed· pi_les: · ·. 'T,bese . 
' I ' ~' • • ' • ' 
' • • ! ' ·~ ' ' '\, • • ' ; •• • ' ' • ' '. • • • • • '• ' ' ~ • :. • I ' • ' : ' , ' • • : • ' 
~ ·:· .'turves are relate~ to ~he str,ength - · defo.r.~tfon · charac~er~ s tics of the 
: -. so·i-~ as .'~.bta,fn~d . ;r~m· con~en.ti~il~·l . soi·~ · tests ~ .. The :use of p~y· c.urve~: 
. ' ·. . _. ·:: ·· ... · . . · .~ . .- ·· .. . · ' • . .•.• :- ··,~ . .. ·, . . ·" . . ·.· Jl 
. · · ·.in the· solution.-. to· the problem :ot the· -laterally ·1 oaded pll es· was first 
. ·. . . . :.. ..: .: .:·.· . .. '' .. ' , ·, : ' ' . ' : ' . . :. : ' .' ". ·. - · . . 
-_' proposed:·,by·McClell aQ(I an~ .F,och.t (19~8) ,~ · Based·: on .th~ - aria lysis · of · 
• • . • - " .. • ! ... • 
·:· ·. :·_ ' .. fiel'd .· tes.t da~ ,' _they Pr.<!P9S~d:·:a· i·.i n.ear<·~_onv~r~,ion ol'the ·scales. for· -.-_.-
. . . '. . . .. . ; ' ' ~ ·. '· . •. . ·.. :. : .... - . . . . . . . . ' ·. . . 
.. - ·. ·"no·nliriear laboratory strt!ss"'strain ·cur~es'; :to prod~te ~d-~tespondi'rigly 
. . ~· • , • . • , • • • • : •' • •• • ' • • • ' I "' .. , • ' , • , I ' ' ' • , ,· • , , •• ~ • • ·, ' : • • ( ' • : ·· ,. : ,' • • : • \ , 
: .; , sha'Pe.d ~~y - ciJ_rv'es for · ~aterally _lp~ded p_il~s ..  · : rh~- current·.method.s · for · . . 
t ' ' • \ " · ' • I 
.. . . ' : . . . . : .. · ' ' ' ' . . _ .. : . _,, . ''·· .- . 
• , • ' ~ r • ' · ~ ~: , • ·~ .: . ·: · ' 
·,··.·· .. ·. ~. ~ , ·. ' .· . •, 
.. . 
· .. .. 
. • .. :. 
' '· 
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• 
constructing p-y curves are :empirically derived from the results of · 
. ... I 
lateral load tests on instrumented piles. The tise 'of empirical methods. 
. ' ' . \, 
for des·ign purpo~es is justil'fiable when the design conditions approxiMate 
those upo.n which the method is based. The methods p_resently used for 
·constructing 'p-y curves for clays are based on the resu1ts .of lateral 
load tests ·on' instrument~d piles c.arried ,out by· Matlock (1970) for . 
' \ 
. ' :~ft'.~l~,ys ~~d 'by Ree~e et ~l _(1975) .·for stiff clays\. 1he ._im~~~a.nt ·' . ' . . 
. J •' ,~ • . • 
. . . · ·. difference betw·e~,Mc!~'liick.'s 1 (1970) ~o~t ·~1 iW ~thod ,and Re~se e~ al 
' . ' . . . . . .. . : .. . . : . . . ,· . ' ' . •' ' . : . ' ~ ,. .. . . . . 
._· · ·. ··.::- · :--., · .' · ('1.975} :~ti~f .. cl~y rrE~hod is tha~ the former :.is for a · str~i.n ha.r~ening 
• ' •• \ • • ' ' • ' •• •• .. .... ' : • • , :: • : • .' ' ': • •• • • ' · : • .0 • • • • - • ' • • • • •• 




' ' ' , ·~.: · ~ • , : ' '• ; • .'•/i I ~· ,~· • ''1i": ,: : :_.: •, o • 
0 
, ' ' . ' ' ' ,' ' , ~' · ,~ · • • ' , 0 • 1 , 
,. · · -'· . · deformation ~ehavior o.f' .a. strain ~ar.~~ning : soil is characterized by · 




. ' ' 
, i ·nc'reas.~d::resi-stance }tli'th ·fnc.reasirig' de'f.ormation; while . tar .. a strain 
' . , . . ' ' ' -. . ' ' . . . :· , , . 
.softehing .-soil, the resistarice· reach.es a· peak value ..... a~d then drops" -to ·. · 
. . . . . . . . 
. . ', 
' 
some ·lower value a-t larger defonnations (Stevens and Aud.iber~; 1979}. 
· The. use- {)f·the p-~ curves i~ ge~.te~hni·c~l · eng.in~ring has_ .been descr~bed 
. . • • . •, ~ . • ,. \ '• . • , • ~·;t • : ... :' . . I; 
··· by ·McCl s;!lJ a~d · _a~d Fo:ch; ( 1958), :Matlock and Reese , (1~60)';:_· Ma t .l oc~ _.( 1970), . 
. ~ APi_ ( 19J4); ·Reese· e~ · a l '_(i974, · 19.75), ~ese ·and W~ 1 ~~-- ( 19l5 )..: and Lee. . 
an4 .Gilbe~t: (f97,9)'.' .... · . , 
2:-~:·1.1 _ _.Basic :Idea· of p-y turves .:Concept:. · 
' ~4: .. . 
. - Th~ concept. of p-y.- curves· can ' be : explain~d by referring to -figure-1 
' (Reese and .cox~- - - 1969)' • Figu·r~ · la s.hows th~ .. s~ct;on through a . de~p ' 
. . ' . 
. fou.nd~~ion_ at so~· depth x1·_ bel1~w the - ~round ·surfa~e·. Figure. lb showfr;.· 
. • I • : • ' ' ' ' ",. ' ' • • ' , , ' 
· ' :the·possible soil-st'ress ·distributjon in ·th·e soil . around the .foundation 
' . . . . ' . 
- ~fter it ha~.b.een instanea and :before ···;fh~~ b~e-n 'loaded late~ally. · .. 
\ . . . . ' . .. . 
· ~e _d:~l~ciion -~f· ~h-~:_.tci~ndatiort th-~ough· .. ~ . di s~tanc-~ Y;.' as ··.sh~n · 'i'n · 
, . . . . . . .. ,: :· . . , . . . . I . . . 
figure ·1 c~ .. ··generates "unbalanced ~Oi.l" S try!SSeS: p'.rfSUII1ably' a'S i ndfcated . 
• ' • • • • • • ' : 1.: , : • ' • ' • • ' . • • • • 
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Figure 1· Graphi'~al definition o'f p an_d~ }i': · (a-) .side VieW;_·- ~ · 
·· _ · .. . . · . ,. ([)) : A.:A.-: ear~h pr~ssi,Jre ~istr1bution ·prior ' to .Jateral 
· ,- . · l~ding; (c):- .A;~; · ~a.r.th ·press'ur~ ·. dt~tr.ibution ,; af.ter . . 
:lateral l~:)ading (Reese··and · ~ox:. ·196~.)' - ' · · 
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in the figure. , Integration of the -soil s_t.resses yeilds an unbalanced 
force P; per _uhj t length of, the pile. The deflection of the pile could 
generate · a soil resis.tance parallel to the axis of the pile. However, 
" it is assumed that such soil resistance would be quite small and it can 
be ignored in the an~l.ysis. 
. For the solu,tion _of the late~~lly loaded pile, problem, ·rt is' 
· necessar.y to predict-~ set of p-y curves .• such · as those shown in figure 
. . ~ ... . . .. . . .,..: ,, . . \ . . . 
• 2. This set of curves would: seem to imply ·that the behavior .of the soil 
.. ..... . . . 
at a particul~r. depth -i~ i -ndependent of th~ soi 1 ~eh'a~ior at . ~11 oth·~~: . 
I '• • • ' . ''• ' • ' ' , •, • '\, ' • ' •' • ' 0 ' I • I • • • o 















. ' j 
'· . . : 
: 
. . .. ·, V\ .· . ·· . . ·.: .: < .-:·:···:··. . . ~ .. :_ ... . ·' .· ··:.. .. .... . . . · . .. . 
·-expe'r1ments see·m to in~i'cate that for the patterns ··of ·pile deflections· .... ,: : .. . 
.. ' . . . ' . .· . . . . . . 
·.;·.·' ·· 
. I 
that can occ~r· i'rl' practice, the .. ·soil reaction at ~ ·pt,·i-nt is. dependen~ 
. . . . . . . . 
.essenti'ally ori the pi'le deflect'ion at that point and not on pile. 
. . \' 
deflections above and below. Thus for purposes of the analysis, th!;! soil .. · 
·can be·· rem~ved· a~~lac~d by a - se~ of disc~ete: mechanisms with 1 oad-· 
. . . .. 
deflection characteristi ~s. of a- type shown in figure 2 •. 
. ! . 
• I . 
2.4. 1 .2 . Factors 'A'ffectii-tQ th~ p~At11fves · · 
" ' . . 'f ' . . ' ) . . . f . . '·. 
The _proper, fonn of. the p-y r.elati'on is ~luenced ·by a n~mber 'of 
·factors. i·~cludi .ng 1) natur~-l·~a:riation ~f soi'l properties ·wi'th depth, · 
. . ~ \ - ' . . . . ) . . . . . ~ 
. . 2) the genera·l .f~nn ._of ,the pile· deflection, 3.) th'e ~orresponding state .. ·: 
o~ stress and st~ain;th_r~li~hout ·. ~he :affec~_ed soi'l.' z~n.e .• . '( dep·t~ be.low ·· 
the ground surface, 5) the pile diameter and .6)" the rate, sequence an~ . 
, ' . . . . . 
history of cyclic ·lqadings. : . 
./' .. 
'\ . . .. · ' . 
2.5 Parametric Studies· 
· · ·. The· parameuirs ,-which affect tbe .behavior tit laterally. loaded . pil~s ·. 
0 ' • • ' . _ • • • • • • • 
a~e~ .1) the pil~ loading, 2) th~ .Pne p~oPerties ~-nd 3} .the· soil. proper-
·t-ies • . · 
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~ The effect of the pile ;loading has r~c.eived much attention PY many 
' . 
researchers. Most· o·f those studies have been done to investigate the 
. . . . . 
effect of increasing lateral loads on the -'behavior of the piles. The 
. . 
stu~ies wer:e generally\coTiducted after full scale tests •. Matloc~ (1970) 
p~rfonn~d - hi~ ~es~· on piles 'embedded.·in S<?·ft cla;s,- ~hi~Rees.~ ~tal · ~ 
. . ' ' ' 
• • • ' , lo • ' • • • ' , . • • • :4 .i,: ' , .. ) ., 
. ,. . (1974-; 1975) studied : the b.~.hav1or of laterally,.Joaded pi:les · ~n :.sand : and · · . . 
. \ . . . , . . ·. .. .. . . . . . , . : ... · . - . . . . . . . . . , ~ , .. ; . . -. , ~ '. ,· . . . ., ·. , . ; .. . . ·r . 
: · .· .. ·. · . /. ~ .. _: .. in s·t; ff. clays. Is mae 1 ~nd Klyni ( 1 ~8)·· studied the ·beha vi qr·.of ·1 alera lly . ., ·-: · · · 
' . . . ' ,· ~· . . . . •. ,· . 
-") ·, .;': . • • • • ' ·,I •' • ' > • ' • ' ~ ' • } ' ,• ,. ' • ' ' • • ' • ' '•' ; •• 1: .·. • • '' ' • • : . .' • 1 , ·.- : • : · ' ' ' • •, "1. • • • \ ' ' • ' ', • t ' I • ~ ' 
·. . · _· · ' · .>.··· loaded 1rigid ·piers· in 'layered· cohesive - soil~· :· - The ·eff.ect-.:·rif .the .vertical ··:-. :·.-.. . . 
.... _ _ · / : . .. ·_.: .. . · .. . ··: ·_-.::~.:,.~(:, . - -~. :-. ·:·:· · -~ · - ' . . · .. · : · ~. -- .~ :-~- - - ~ ·· -.. -~ ._'·:_· ... _ _. · ; .. , .· · ~- · : : _ _ · ·\ .. - . -~ -- - - -~ - ~ -- . . : _ · -:~ _- _·· .. · ..... · ,. ··._. ~ - . . 
:;.- · .. . _' ·. ':~<__..--:-· 1 oad ·o.n 'the ·behavior . of' -the ~ latet.a:llf loaded· piles-·· was preserit~d 'by ; .! ,. : · : \ : ' · _.-' .<.· . 
.:-~--~- ~-:~- •' ... - ·. . . . . . >.-:.- ,. : ·. ',•'·_'·' . ·: : ~ :.· . . . . ;:_ ·, ·:' ·. ': :--::· ... ' .. . : .. :,·1 ... ~·: , -~ - . ·. ,· ,: .' ". ·. ·. < ·'. ,: .. · . ' .. :· ; ....... 
. ·: ... ·.-: .. , . \ :· •, ; · ... ~uhkov·:,a'rid -s~·.l oy _~(i97.8) ·--~~s-ed .·on: b~th · ,-the~retica~ . :_a_~d ,;e·x~erimerjtai, · .. : .. · > . ;, .. · ._;:: ·. :·_. !_:. . < 
. ·. ·. ··:1 >. • . •• ~ . · , •• ·. · · , · · • •• ', II.' .'· ;".: . ·' . · ::· ' . _..._ ' .. . ~. : ._ . _·, .. n . . ,, . -~ .:: .. , ~ . . . . :- · ~ · ... . 
· ·. · ·. analys;s.;· ·rhe effect ·of the external moment in the case of a free ·head· . · · 




:- . -. 
•'· · .. ·, .... . ' ' · • · ·· .. , . . .. ·· ; . . •· · • : ' " ' ·.!', I ' ·.·: · • ' . , · . .- . ·:· .'• " If ·. : .. . • ·- , ·, .·. • ." 
_pile · embedde~ Tn \~and_.was ·: t~eoretic~~1~ studi~.dby- P.a1me~ ·and B~own 
· (-1954)' b~sed ·on t~e :.e~~eriREI').tal · ~ark _ci( Mason and Bishop (1954) .'~ 
~a )mer a:nd Br~n . ( 1 ~54 (presented a :th eo·reti car study Qh ,th~. effect 
. .._ . . . , . . ·. . . . . r ·. \ . . . .·. . 
of the -· pile proper.ti~s o~ the; rnaxi~um deflection : a~·d ~~ximu1(bending \ · 
· moment ·in a .free hea'd la~t~; :ly: t~a:9~d ~p¢' ~!lb1~dqed .. in sarid :~ · .· . --~· · · ·· · 
- :· . . . . . . ·. . . ' . . . . . \' . \ .. .-_: . . . ' ·. . . ' , . 
.- .. .· · .To the au. thor's .. knowledge, no · ·par~metric ana lysis h~s been. done to· 








... ), ··. 
' . : 
· :_:·, . .._· -'~ · .~,tningth .. and·· ti~·itwe1 ght:: :~rr-.the· :~e~~·vior : oi l~te ~a i l'Y i~ade·~ pi )es. 
. .. ---: · . D~Vf~~-~ri . and ~~ 11 .. (i963) · s_t:udf~~ t-h~ ·effect· of~ tne . sur-face \1 ayer 
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· in a·layered··sy.stem··of. soi.l _ c,Hijhe · · pile·.~o-·fl system.' ·. They toncl_u-ded 
. . . ' ~ . . . ,. '. . . . ' . 
.·. . . that th~ : sur.f~c~-- layer ex~rts an ove'r-Wh~·lming infl u~nce on the· b~havio:~ -. :· 
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:· . ·. ·. ·'. . . .. ·:· . \ . . ' ' ' . \ .. . 
· . · :"-E:x(lmRThs~i-aful..an~ pi,les_ :h~-v·~~ -been ~entioned. 'A r.eview · . · ... ')~- :·_,: 
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r.espon$e in the laterally loa.de·~ pi]e problem was di'SCUSSed · •. Previ,ous . 
. . • 
work Oh the1 parametric studies of .the prob'lEm1. ~as ·br.iefly re'yiewecL ·. 
' . ) Addftional :literature .;s'' presented 
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Two of the widely used approaches in analyzing laterally loaded · 
piles are the finite difference and the finite element methods. The 
diff1cul~ prob.1em in both is 'the idealization an'd representation of the 
soil surrounding the pi\e. To account for the soi 1 oon 1 i neari.ty. the 
' . . 
p-y curves concept is general1ly accepted as· the best approa·ch (API, 
. . . . 
.. ,. '11 ... • • , • • • 
197 ~; Reese .and We 1 ch, 1975) ·• A compu ~er program was deve 1 oped in · this 
. ' 
resear€h to •generate the p-y~~urves 'for a· ·pile .embedded 'in 1) soft clay 
' "" • .... t .. . 
below -water surface: 2) stiff cia~ bel.ow w~ter surface and 3) stiff 
"" • · ., •• ~ <!;\,.... •• " • • 
ol.~j 'above w~ter .~urface. This program iS capable of being used for any 
~ I i' • ·,:· 
layered system made u~ of' these broad types of soils. The program can 
' • c, t . . 
_generate the-· curves, fqr short tenn static l'bad.i_ng : · The computer program 
- ' ' • oJ • f :. .. 
~ to _ .... s~lv~ the , la~era~ly loaded· piles prob,lem u~ing the finite differe[Jce 
method · describe~ by Reese ''and Mano1tu ,(1Q73) and Reese (J975b, 1977) was 
I . : o 
modif.ied to i'hclude .the p-y~ curves genel"ation capability. 
'I< • I 
· •. 1.'. Bow1es (1.9~2, ,19~4 ·) h~s fUgge_s.te~ _:a c~nceept . in . the .use of the finite 
. element me-t;hod ·-for · solvin·g ~he · lid:erallyGloacfed pile probl~~ Using " 
thi ~. approac,h a·nd ta~i ng i'fl-toi'account t..he -~oil · rionline~ri ty, a computer · 
' ' • • • 'I • 
. P~ogr~m .was developed as a part of thi's .research. 
• . • q ' !') "' - • ~ • • 
·A comparfson between the .finite difference and the finite elem~nt 
' ' 
' ' 
apptoa'ches ·and a ·comparison with the results of published full scale ' 
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3.2 Soil ResEonse ,. 
As · already discussed, the p-y curves :e_pproacn-wi 11 be introduced 
~ - ~ .,. ~ 
in the analysis to account for th.e soil .non.lineari ty. The soi 1 wi ll~'be 
removed and replaced by a set of discrete. mechanisms with load _ ~ .def~ec­
tion characteristics of a type shown in figur.e 2. ' 
/ . 
In this ana·lysis the· sh'ort term static loading ~ill ·be --studied. 
Sbort term static loading can· furnish a basis for fi.rially ev~_luating 
the behavior of the pile Iinder cyclic loadi~~ (Matlock, 1970). Thi.s 
0 
aspect is very ~e 1 evant to offshore foundatfons ·where 1 oad~ such as 
thos~ d_ue to waves tend to be cyclic. Another form. of .analysis 1s :the 
' .. ~ . ' dyn~ri~ an~lys:is which is .--n~~ wi:h_i~ the ~~cope of, th.is woh: . In case ' ,, 
of long term static'loadi\ng.;.both creep- and visco-elastic .ef~~cts should 
•);.'" 
be introduted . . Thi·s is also not ,.considered in this research work. 
0 
The.analy'sis pr~sen~ed'here gives the basis for both dyn!imic arid long 
term static analyses. \ . 
-· 
3.2.1 p-y ~urves for Soft Clays 
' ~eco11111ended procedures for de vel oping p·-y curves for piles in 
• \t . • ' -
soft ' clay below. wa~er ~urface have been proposed by Matlock {1970). The 
procedures are se~i.:'empirical and rely heaJily~·::on pile load tests 
. . . '. 
performed on .·a-323.85 RIT1 (12.7~ in) diameter pile dri-Ven into soft to 
medium silty; clays at -two different test s.ites . 
' . ) 
I . 
A simplified symmary·of 
I ' ! • ' 
the pro.~edures ~was _presenteCf' by· Reese { 1975a) for shqrt te.rf!l static 
lo,ading ~s follows: : -~,?\ 
1; Obtain the best estimate of the~ variation of the soi 1 shear strengt~ 
and . effective urli.t ·:wei.gh.t with depth . . ·A 1 so• obta·i n the va 1 ue of e: ·. , 
• ' • - 50 ~ ~ > I ' '\ : ' 
"the stra·in cdrresp~mding to. on~·ha.H · .. the maximum· princ-ipal stress 
d,ifference. 'If no values of e: ar~ avai]~ble, typical values 
50 
.. 
' I . : 





sugges'ted by Ske!Jllton (1951) are to be~used. These values are given 
in table 1. 
Table 1 TYpical values of E • the stra~ corresponding to one-
so 
half the maximum pricipal stress difference (Skempton,l951). 









1 2~ Compute the ultimate soil resistance per. unit length of the pile p 
. . U 
at the requi ~d depth as follows 
'p = N u . p d .' ,[5] 
where 
d = width of pfle 
0 
c = undra1ned shear strength at the required ·depth • 
.) 
Np = ultimate lateral soil resistance ~oefficient 
Fo-r great depths where sufficient confinement exists, NP = 9 is 
suggested by Matlock ( 1970) . Near the surface the soi 1 in front of 
the pile is not well·confined and as the pile deflects, this soil is 
puslted up and away from the pile. For this type of fa.ilure mode, 
~ ' 
'-
Mcitl.ock (1_9?.0) suggested Np "'af 3 at the 'surface which increases with 
depth as follows · 
I . • i N~ = 3 + c .x +· 
. where 
0.5 X ~ 
x . = depth fro.m ground surface to p-y curve 
\ 
(6] 
y• . = average effective _unit we.i ght from ground surface to p-y curve 
The value of ·Pu is C"oJ1llUte9 at ea~.~ - ~_epth ~here a p-y curve ·iS -desired, 
















' 18 ~ 
based on the shear strength at that depth. 
3. Compute the deflection y , ·at. one-half the ultimate soi 1 resistance 
. . 50 
from the equation • 
• 
y = 2.5 £ d 
so 50 
[_7] 
4. Points describing the p-y curves are now computed from the relation-
ship 
= 0.5 ( YIY 
50 
) 1/3 [8] 
The value of p.rem'ains constant beyond y = 8 y 
50 
3.2. 2 p.-Y Curves .for Stiff Clays 
. ~ . Reese and Welch (1975) pre~ en ted pro~e~e$ fo.r develop_i-ng p-y 
. . . . . 
curves -for stiff clays above water sur:-face ~ ·_ This proc~dure will n"ot be 
I • 
discussed here in detail since the main concern is offshore piles where 
the soil is below water surface. Development of p-y curves for s-tiff 
clays below wate: surface is given by Reese et ·al (J9,75) based ort'-the 
results of tests conducted on two 609.60 mm (24 in) and dhe 152.40 nm 
(6 in) diameter piles driven into stiff clays. Using an appr_oach si~ilar , 
to _t~at used by Matlock ( 1970) for ~oft clays, an empfrica 1 carrel ati on · 
/ 
of-the expe.ri·rnental data, soi1 ~ehavior and foundation engineering concepts 
was fonnulated by R~ese et al (1975) in~_o a design prpcedure to_construct 
th.e p-y curves . . That procedure, for short term static loading, . can be · 
r 
summarized as foll_ows: . 
#.• 
1. Obtain val u~s · for undrained soi i shear strength and· effective unit 
weight from ground SUr.face to the· .required depth X • 
. ~ 
2 . . The ultimate lateral soil resi~tance ,Pu,, per unit length of pile i .s 
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p = 2 c d +- yl d X + 2.83 C X [9] 
u J 
Pu = 11 c d [10] 
'•' ~ 
3. The p-y curves may be defined in five different sections as de.scribed 
' in detail by Reese et al (1975) . 
3.2.3 p-y Curves for a -Layered Soil 
• 
Extending th~ above procedures, a method was evolved for construct~ 
.. 
ing the·! p-y curves in a layered system~ The p-y curve .was assumed to be 
primarily.influenced ·by .the type of the soil for Which i.t is generated 
. •t. • ' • . • 
and a· suitable comput¢r _program PYCURV. was. developed. Layered systems 
.·. . . . . .. 
I . . . 
cbn1pQsed 0~- v~riot.is combinations.". of ~oft clays, below·· .wate~ ~urface, . 
, . \ \ 
·stiff clays below water' su~face_ and stiff clays ~boye .'water. surface 
were considered . This program ·cjin ·handle up to 5. layers ~nd as many 
. ~· - . 
as 25 p~y curve~ can be _ .con~tructed -along the pile lengtl:l . The values 
of the -t.~ndrained soi.l shear s~rength , , the soil effe<;tive unit wei.~ht 
• f 




, shou·l d be deNtt1ed fa! each 1 ayer. For . th~ analysis, 
at lea~t two p-y cut-ves . ~r~ ·s~quired _in ~a~JJ laye~_. . This .program can 
generate equi-dista'nt p-y curves in each layer, ~th the first a~ tlie 
ground surface and the 1 ast at the ~ottom -of _the pi 1 e. There wi 11 ~e 
two ~-y c~rves ~t . the interf~ce of · an,Y two adj~cent fayer~; one 
representing the upper layer and the other for the lower one ~ 
·. \ 
The zone. of importance in · the 1 ate:ra 1 .behavior of pi 1 es is the 
upper 6 ~ to 10 m (20 to ~0 ft) (Rees~ and ·welch, 1975) .· Below ~hat 
zone the p-y curves are identical .because the ultimate lateral ·soil i . • . . ·. - ' _· . 
re~is·tanc~ becomes;-c'~nstant i.n ~- given· sofl layer. The' program developed 
. . 
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here also enables one to analyze a given single soil system efficiently 
by considering an upper zone as·an imaginary layer.and developing as 
· many p-y curves as are requfred at small intervals in order to increase ,. 
. '· 
the accuracy of the solution. The lower zone can be copsidereu as another 
layer w1th the same properties and a smaller nu~ber . of-,p-y curves can be 
. . 
gener~ted to adequately define the remaining soil. 
The computer program devel·oped was ·introduced as a subroutine PYCURV 
. . . 
. in both · the fiil~te diffe·re.nce and · the .finite elemeht approaches. Detail~ 
.· 
Of this SUQroutine are ·included in . t~e listing Qf the fi.nite; element 
. . . . . ' . 
p~ogr.am : given in .appendix c. · The·· ·res.ults· obtain.~d and.·a comparison wfth 
• • • l' : • • '· ' • • ·• c . ) . 
th~ full sca.le te~ts. ~ill be disc·~·sseq, ·in. ~~ct~on 3~ ·s· . · . . 
· .3 .2 A Compartsoti of Results 
Meas·ured and comput.ed famil ie~ of p-y curves for a stati C:· test··on · 
' . . 
609~60 rwn (24 ih) and 152.40 nrrL(6in) diameter piles are shown ·in figures 
. . 
.3 and 4 . . The measured values are the results of lateral load tests 
conducted by Reese et a·1 C1975) on ·piles driven into · stiff clays. The 
. • I 
computed values are the output o{the computer program already discussed 
where the ~oil. was· divided tnt~ four i ayers of stiff clay to satis-fy the 
var1ation tn ttie undrained soil' .she.ar strengtry with depth at the: site. . . 
I .. . . . 
The \general shape of .the p-y: c·~rve~ . in f; gure_~ 3 . and 4 i_s s_i.~i 1 ar .for ·· both 
the ~ea~ure~ i:m~ · the . computed curves . . Fo~ ariy •particul~r depth·-the initial' -... 
· . pa~t . . of the c~rve is . relaiively steep. Jhe ultimate soil resistance shown· · . 
' . 
in the p":'y -curve corresponds to · a partkular deflection. dJeyond this 
' ' . ' 
deflectiori there · is a reducti9n in soil . r~sistance with <;ontinued 
', ' o I 
defl ecti.on. With'· regard to the f!lmil y of. curves in fi 9~!es 3 arid 4 
. the ·slope ·of ' the initial part :<?f th~ ·curve increases w'ith'.depth as does 
. .... . ·. ·.. . . \ . 
the magni"tude of the ultimate. res-istance . . It c~n be ~oticed th~t while.· the 
·-.. ' • .... 
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me~red curves are described up-to a deflection of 0.02 m , the 
comp~ted curves ar~ extrapolate~ to higher values of pile deflections. 
It can also be seen that t)le ultimate ,soq resistance ·;n the case of 
I 
a 609.60 .nm diameter pile js ·significantly higher than that for a - 152t~o 
• . . \ . . " • - .:> 
mm diameter pile. The small .itregularities · in the shape of the measure'd 
curves are due to experimental· problems (Reese et al, 19751 . 
.' _Figure 5 shows a · predicted f~mily of the computea p-y curves for 
. '. -~ ' 
Sabine soft c1ay for short ;term static loading. In -that site . the -soil' 
' . ' . . ' .. . ' . ~ . ' 
undrained · shear. ~treng'tb .was 14;5 kN/m2 in the upper. re~.~on of )• h. 
significance to ttie analysiS (M~tlQck·, 1970) . ·. 
' · . ' ~ . . . 
. · :To check tne-accura~y ·of>.the 'computed· "p-:-y c~rves ~ - they ~;ere .· used as . 
•• ·, : •· I ' ', ': • ': • • : : • ' , • , ' ' ' ' ' ' • \ • \ - • ' , ._ ' ' ' ' • ... • • 
.an ·in_put t~. a · c~.mpute~ p~~grarr- .('~~-~s.e ~and -:Manoli.u, 1973 ; .. , Reese,·_ . 197~b, ··· 
. . . . . - .... . . ·. 
197-7) that yields· the .. pile ~ehavior ·under la.teral loading. There was-
. . · . . . : ' -, . • , I 
good· agree1flent between· the ex peri menta 1 ·and the .computed results as 
, 
:·will' b~ di~cussed in section 3.5 . 
• 
. ' 
3.3, The Finite Difference Method 
· ·~ 
The use of: .t~e fini¥ difference -approach i·n analyzing the laterally 
. . . . ' 
. ' 
1 loaded p_ile. p~oblem was fi-rst s~ggested : by Palmer and Thompson {JQ48) · 
• \ I ; • " ' • ' • • • ' • 
·as a - met~od of .. so1ution· for fre~ - ~ead pile~ (the :different _ end conditions 
. : ' "' . . . ··. ; . . 
of p'iie ~eads -will be_ :distuss~d-·-~Libsequen~ly). The mec~anics of t~is · 
sol~t-ion ·was · c~oside ~i.Y ~ini~~ified .f>y , G~·e_s.er . (i954)~ ~nd ' mo.dif~ e~ · bi . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . 
Focht. and McClelland_· (1 55) • • 'HQ\'Ie · (19ss').:set ~p:'.t~e f;~ite d_iffeh~nce 
- . ' ' '-· . ' . . 
equation .sol'ution. in · an eJ~c.tronic computer whic:h _significantly reduced 
. ' · . . . . . .. . .· . . . . . ' ' '. ' 
tb'e time requi'red for· th9s-Psolution • . A further extension w'as ~ad_e by 
. Rees~.-- and. ,Matl~ck·. '(1.9~6)" .t~ · ~-nabl~' .the ·. in~~odu~~i()h -of. momen't' and shear. 
·. - :,. ' '·. -: ' •, : . : ~ ·. "' . ' -
as·. th_e. b·o~nd_ary condi tton,s. ~Dd ·to· pr~-~uc~ _a se-t of non~fmen~j.oha 1 · .. :: _.  · 
.. . 
. ' . 
. : .. . 
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solutions for the problem. A computer program was developed by Rees~ 
/' 
and Ginzbarg (1958} in which the. nexura~ rigidity of the pile may be 
changed abruptly at points along the length of the pile. The method 
was generalized by' Matlock and Reese (1960} . Reese and Manol iu (1973} 
dev.eloped a computer program which uses successive difference equations 
,., . - . ' 
ba.sed on repeated reference to the p-y curves. The soi l modulus was 
~ ' 
determined .. at increments along· the pile such t~at there :~s ,- both - . . s. ·. 
comp~ibi.l i ty a~d equilibrium for . the soi 1 , the pi 1 e and the super-
.· ' , ' 
struCture~ That .progr:~m has the advantage ·O.f analyzing .1 atera ll.Y. . 
.. ! . : . . ' . . . . ' . fl 
. loade.d piles subj~cted to. -~oth horfzontal. and v€rticar loading with 
• • J • • • ' . • 
· : differen-t b.o~ndary · cond.itions·. Details of. the-" program are documented 
~ . ' . . . ' . · .. -··. . ' . 
by Reese (1975b , ·1977) • ·_ · 
• • • , # _. \\ 
". 
/ ~ . 
3-.J;l The Governin(,j""Equation 
I \ • • 
The ·differential equation to be .solved is derived on the as.sumption 
. . . 
that the pile is a linearly elastic beam and that the soil reaction may 
-. be represented as a 1 frie_ ·lo-ad (Hetenyi , 1946) : . " 
.. . 
.. 4 Er;::, _~ + 
~ 








- . ~ . . . 
= lateral deflection of the': pile. a_t ·point x along_ the_ pile length. y 
·.· 
. . . 
p -· soil reacti,on· per unit length .of the _pile . __ · 
= _axial load on .pile 
·. 
·pile flexura.l rigidity • 
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EI ~ = M d X [12b?· 
and EI 4f = s [12c] 
in which 
v = shear force ' 
M · = bending mament ' / 
s = . slope of tbe· elastic. curve . 
react;_ on , .. _E5 . , ;.~- -.~ften t,Jsed : . ·. .1.. 
, . '• . \ . . 
. ... n 
E . =· ·- .,..L- . 
s · · w~ 
... 
.[13]. 
.' . · . 
' . 
.-
. - . 
3.3.2 .. Splution ofthe Governi'tl'g DHfel"enti al .Equation 
It _; s .desi ~ed to express ~he gov~rning d.ifferiHrti·al equ~tion hl'] 
in a firtlte .. diff~rence . fofin~ Thi s is ~ccomplished by discretizing · th·~ 
. . '.. . . .. . 
pile length· usi.ng a c:onstant incr~ment -~ , ·as sh.own in f igure 6 • · ~ 
26 
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. S~bstitutin.~ .. ~q~:~a.tion LJ2ol'· int_o· equ·~_tion Ti 1] ~- ~nd . using:· equatio.ri · [1.3] \ . 
' · . ' 
·: .· 
2 t -~ ·. ·. d· M .· + p. ~ 
· . ·· : · --:---2· . · x·. · ·2 
· . -~: . .n X . ~ . ,,· d X 
. . " ,': ' . :0 ' . . ' .· 
• + · E ·. y = 0 
'<· . s . 
. .. · [14.] 
· . . . 
. \ 
-/-. 
The di-fferential . equation _in the finite -differ.~_nce ·fonn.· at poi.nt m··is 
' . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . ~· . . . 
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in which R. is the pi1e ·flex_ural rigidity at ' point ·; .. 
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I ! ~,: _.. 
. . _. ... . ,. .{ .. 
. !t ~~oti~d.-· J)e notE~d 1 that :th~ ax0-Jor~e--Px --; ,~ic~ __ produced COijlP_r~_ssi~nl • . . :' ' .' : · -::-t ~ ~ 
i's ·assumed to, be..,.p6.sif~~e--~n~ -_it acts · t.hrciugh. ttie :--pi .i~ "axis wi~i -· ~ ;, :,. 'J-- \, 
~~ " ·.:----~ · ' ' ' ,• ' • I .., .' ::- ~• · ' ,' ' ' • · , ' 
<. ecceritri city: _ · Q • . • . · • • ' · • · 
l ' ,· ' ' ' ' • •' • •· • f ' \ ' ' J ' .. • • ' ' • I ' I ' . ' • , , ', ' ' ' ' ' 
• · .
1
_. ·Two . imaiii.na~y · p-oi~ ts · ~~· · the . top .. ' and :tw~· .i~~g;_riar~·~l»pin\.~ - -~t, ttie ,· - . ,. , . ; 
~~- , ;, .; ,•. . .: ,., . · .. · . · . . · ) · . . · ... ~ · 
· · · bottom .. are ' added .·as ~.a Q,eyice · for ~ introduc~ng :~~e bouna.ary cond~ti'C?ns;· . ·. ····"'-. .. , .· .. · ···. 
. \ ' . • • \ ' • • . • • • . t . • ·• • ·; • ~ 
·Apply.ing the boundary ~ondit.ions : to the top a~d bottom of the pi.i:e·.·· \ .· 
'\ ' . : \ . . ' - . . : . . ~ . . · ' ~ .. . ' : . . .., . . ~ -- -~--;-
equation [15] can .. be solved .(Glaser; f954) . __ -. . . ,., - --'-- --------'- ~-
. . . - -- -·-
' · .. . 
·, , 
\ . 
3.3.3. The ~om uter Pr ram . 
' ' ' . ' ' . . ' : .· \/ . ·. ' ' '. . 
The co11Jputer ·p·rogram developed" by Reese .· a~d Manoliu · (l973) and 
- . ' , ' ' , , •,. ~ 
~xtended· by Reese (19i~b. 1~77)~ uses_ su·~~~~iv~ <;J~iffe\"e:n_ce_ equ~~1ons_ 
' . . ' . . ' . 
based· -on repeated· reference· ··to· 'the ·.~p-~{ curves. . Th-i s-:'program, wa,.s f~rther 
modified .;·ri ~~e .-~rese~t: re~ea;th."t~·. ~-11 ~~:·:~.or th,e ·gene~ati~n .~f t~e .-·-p-y ·: . . _ ,. ·; 
\ " 
·. , 
:' . . . . curves f~r. ~af~d~S .s~~l·: ·~ystem~ _:.a~ . al~ead/d~~cri~~d · i~ ·S~~·t{c;n·· J.~·~·3. •:; .·:~. · .. ··.' ·.: 
.- · ··.>··:·. .-~ . • ~- <·~ .-~t~(-~~diti_o~ · ; :i~ th~·. :j;·e~~bi·i~ ,of9eri~~:tirig· · ~·i~e : ~~y .:curve~ ·., _ -.·th~~ pro·~~~~- : ~·>: . -.;: 
. , . .. '-· , • •. :.-· :· :: .· ' " .·. · -, . ··. :" . . - '· : ' ' ' .· '\:.' • , -: .. · ·· , _:· . , ,, 
. :.·· . · . - · · .. · allQWS;· -f.or_ . s~ep cha_riges -in - ~he p_ile flexural · rig.idft,Y; , Three .~ets ·of: .·: .. ' 
.··'f.:_ ', ··: .. ·· . ·' · . ', . .. . ' ·-. •,-' . ' . . · " ' : ' " ' , ' :·_, .'--· ... ' .-.·:· 
. _ boundary .. conditions are considered at: the- tQp of' the pll¢: :1} A pile _, . -. -
•. : .•· •. · •.•. ; ~· · 'carryi~g a' ~howh~al .;A 'H • an~ ' mo~nt' MT. i. thi 5 C~Se 'wtJJ .be : .•. ' • ; .:. ' '' ' ' ' . ; ·. 
· · · · . ref~r~eq .-t~ as __ free --~d, P~.le: where. ~h~ . pil_~·- head-' i s_._t,~e~ _:to. ro.t11t~ :a!:ld ; -. _ -_·· . ·, ~- . : <-: 
1 
· - : .. . t~a~·sj~t~~<_2): ·_:_A pil.'e·-c~;,~~in9: a £<-no~,· laie~~i ·load · H. ·\rlth-.. a .d,efi~e.d ; . _ · .·-- .· :.:· · · ~ .. , 
.. - /-·. . --. . . . . ~ . . .. . . :· __ - -. .-: ·. : . . ·. : ·~·.',•,: . - •. ,· \ . -.. :·· ' .. _· ··. -· ... .. . : ~ · ;: · · ,. :. ' :.- ·. ,{ ·. - · ~ .. . ;, .· -....... . . :.. ·;·:, ·.· 
- --: : .. ,. -slQpe of the : elastic._ Gurye· at :the top . ST ; . .-if ST ·equals -zero,' this· c-a:se _. . _ .. ,. -::·· :· · ... ·.· 
. ··.  :. . •. ·• ~ .• ~~ >: \: ~ :: · ~ .< ···;::.·: ' , ~-, .; /;,.c j:~/:, .:~~~ '\ •: .),·.,J•; · .. ·: :· :. 
',"_ ,' ' . ~:· . · : ~:~; · .. . ··· :: ~ - ~ ·-. ~- •.· ' ·, .' , :_: ·:.,· ' .;. ' .• · - !'-' _- ,;- ·: \ :':-:-- .. ;;' ·· .. . ·_ :. ~ :.:, ·.:··· : ~, · . .::- : :·> · ... _. _.-., " ,-::··· ~· ·.' . : ' .. ' ._· . . :-.·:.·.,  
-.. ·.:·.:_ .. :_;~~ .. ,.~ '· ·:; . :~. ~~ ·:·:_ ~ ~. -: _: -~:·:·:/ .. ·. ~": :: ·_(.-::~:: ·; ; .~~~··: ·. :::. "': -~> .. ~r; ~-/-~;;ii;::::: :;:~z;,~::-?\~.~<;:;,.:::.~-~~-: .. ;·;.~:::,~;-;~\·-~:~·~:·~:;):: .... ~~~:i"~:~t:~\~z~-~;;.;~:~~;~::.-.. _·:.-: .~ ·.~ -:-... ~>~: .·.,.,·. ~\ . 
.. 
. . ·:~ 
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will be equivalent to _the conventional fixed head pil~where the pile 'he~ 
is free to translate but fixed against rot~on, and 3) A pile carrying a 
known lateral load H, with a defined rotational restraint constant MT/ST, 
at the top. In addition, an axial load ma~be specified in all these cases. 
A flow chart for the entire computer program is given in appendix C. 
Details of the subroutines developed for generati~g the p-y curves are 
similar in both the fini~~ difference and finite element computer programs, 
_and ~hey - ~e included in the listing given inappendix c ~ 
3.3.3.1 Computer Core Sto'rage Requirement · 
0 • 
The mod~fi e~ program req~i'res abo-ut 256 K of ,s~orage to campi 1 e0Jn? 
.about/ 76 .K of storage to execute one prob 1 em on the FORTRAN H comp 1 i er of 
.· . 
an IBM 370/158 machine. It is to be noted that the program .uses double 
. ·' 
precisi~n arithmatic . r 
I 
.. 
3.3.3.2 Running Time ,. 
. ,.... 
.Jhe centra 1 proces-sor unit (CPU) ti'me of the program cannot be 
,, 
defi neq pre~i se 1 y because of the fact ·that the program so 1 ves non li'nea r 
• I • • • 
proqlems and the CPU tim~ depends on the magnitude of the problem. However, 
for the types of the examples illus~rated i'n t.his thesis. the CPU time was 
. ' ~ . ~ 
' · less than 2 seconds for each problem. 
3.3:4 Sample Problem 
" A sample problem ~as chosen -to demonstrate the use of the modified 
' finite difference program. · A free head pipe p:fle of 0.05 m wall thickness 
. . . 
' . 
was assumed to ~ filled with concrete and d'riven in .a soft clay soil 
. ' ' 
below water surfa·ce. The pile i's subjected to a horizontal load and an 
. 


































· representing offshore piles in template structures . 
a) pile loading : 
horizontal load H 
*vertical load , V 
external moment , MT 
b) pile properties: 
pile length , L 
pile diameter ~' D 
. pile flexural rigidity , EI 
c) soil properties 
soil undrained shea~ strength ' c 
0 
soil effective un~t weight , GAMA 
\ .. 
, strain corresponding to 1/2 the maximum 














o .. oo kN 
~~ 
1000.00 kN m 
30.00 m 
1.00 m 







The pile was divided into 30 increments each 1.0 m length. The 
~ .. ' 
upper 10.0 m of the soil was considered as an imaginary layer in which 
11 p-y, curves were generated 1.0 m apart. The rest of the soil w;s 
considered as another layer with the same prop_erties, but onlY. 2 p-y curves 
were generated in that layer. 
, 
The output of the compute~ program shows that the p-y curves become 
. . 
identical below a depth of 9.0 m . The maximum deflection occurs at the 
ground surface and is equal to 100.99 mm , whereas the maximum positive 
, .,. 
bending m~me~t,occurs at a depth of 7.0 m below ·the ground surface and is 
equal to 2934.90 kN m. . The so i l modulus Es , increases with depth 
"' 
' . 
*The vertical load i~ not zero for offshore structures, but it is 
neg1¢c.tea here so that the loadi ,rig conditions for the -two pr::ograrrts ·are 

























' 2 II 
until it has a constant value of 10444.00 kN/m oelow a depth of 11 ·9 m. 
~ 
The soil resistance p , has a maximum value of 82.035 kN/m at a depth of 
. . . 
7.0 m. A partial computer output is shown in figure 7 and plotted in 
figure 8. 
3. 4' The Finite Element Method 
The use of the finite element scheme in analyzing laterally loaded 
piles ~arted in the early 70s. Approximate two-dimensional idealization 
assuming plane strain conditions for complex pile foundations (Desai et 
al, ·1974) and plane stress idealization for detennination of p-y curves 
(Y~gi·an and Wright, 1973) have be'n used. Bowles (1972, 1974) analyzed ' 
the laterally loaded pile problem using the stiffness or M.~placement 
method of analysis. Ruser_and Dawkins (1972) and Wittke '(1974) have 
con\idered the use of three di.mensional finite el.ement me·thods for 
laterally loaded piles. Desai and Appel (1976) developed a finite element 
procedure that can allow for nonlinear behavior of soils, nonlinear 
. . 
interaction ~ffects and simultaneo~s app}ication of axi~l'and lateral 
1 oads. Kuh 1 emeyer ( 1979) presented a formulation for. finite ~ 1 ement 
analysis of laterally loaded piles in which the beam bending,.aspect. of 
. ' -
. 
the problem was properly and efficiently considered. 
The stiffness method \l!hich was presented by Bowles (1972.., 1974) 
was chosen in this thesis··to analyze the laterally loaded pile' problem 
beca'us'e ·of its simplicity. A computer program was developed in the present 
research for this approach,. The program takes into account the soi 1 · . 
nonlinearity by repeated reference to· the p~y curves which are generated 
.· 
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Figure 7 Partial computer output for the sam.p.le pro61em using the finite 
difference program ' 
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SOIL MODULUS 
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-~ ... ~ . 
FiQI;'~e.' a· 'Ou~put :~esults for the salnpie problem usfng the finite difference program 








3.4.1 and the effect of the soil nonlinearity is discussed in section 
~-4 . 2 . A brief d~~ of the program along with a sample problem 
are presented in sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 . The matrix notation of 
Wang ~ (l970) will be used in the analysis . 
• 
3.4.1 The Stiffness Method 
\ 
The fundamental equations of the stiffness method of the finite 
' 
. \ 
element approach are as follows: 
p = A F \ [17] 
e = B X = AT X · [18] 
F = s e [19] t.. 
· .. \ \ ! 
·where A is the static matrix o.f size NP x NF. acting as a brid~e bet'deen 
'·, I . . 
external joint or nodal · loads· P and interna~ element· forces (acting at 
\ 
the nodes} F. The connection between the internai element displace-
~ ' 
~ ments e and the external nodal displacements X is .the defonnati on~ matrix 
B which can be shown to be tbe transpose of the static matrix A (Laursen 
.. 
• 
1969; Wang, .1970} . Th.e stiffness matrix S of size NF x NF is the relati on-
,..ship betWeen the fnternal element forces F ~nd the resulting element 
aisplacements· e . The NP and NF symbols are the number of P and F en t ries 
.. 
respectively. 
Substitution of equation [1~] into equation [19] yi:elds', 
F = [S .AT ] :( [20]' 
and substitution of equation [2.0] into equation [17] gives, 
P = [A S AT] X [21] 1 
The P vector . is the_ applied load vector, X i's the ·unknown displacement 
vector, and [A S AT.] is a square matrf x of size NP x NP which can be 
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With the computed,. X vector, the desired internai forces at the 
selected nodes F , are obtained from equation [20].' 
Figure 9 shows the pile-soil system and ·the corresponding 
~na~al model. It also sh«;>ws the coding which is used . in building 
( 
the A , S and P matrice in case of a free head pile. Details of 
constructing both the tatic and the stiffness matrices are 
presented by Bowles (19 4) . 
~ . 
-3.4.2 Soil Response 
The soil -effect on the . pile i.n ·the stiffness method app·roath 
· app~ars ·in the ~tiffnes(matrix S, as a soil spripg_ constant, K;. , where 
· '-. _ . ~i = K; e1 ···t} .[23] 
and i ~ from ( 2n+ ~J to ( 3n+ 1 ),: where n is the number o·(_ e 1 ements. 
The method chOsen to detennine th.e va 1 ues .of the soil spr:ing · 
constant is based on using a ·second degree parabolic curve to describe 
~ ' 
. I 
the 'variation of the soil modulus with depth (Newma·rk, 1942) . . ,This 
method is also valid for a• constant o..r linearly varying soil modulus. 
This gives nodal soil spring conStants,.as follows:· 
. 
Ki = ._ 1· 2h · ( E + 10 E · + E ] [24a] 5(i-l} _ 5(i) . 5 (i+l} 
. \ 
.where 




E = soil modulus at node i , where i varies from (2n+2) to (3ri)· · 
s{i) 
At the top of the p.i1e, the soil spring constant becom~s 
· , K · = J- . [ 7 'E · · ·. +. 6 E . - . -E ] .[24b] 
o 2n+l ~'+ 5 {2n+l) . 5(2n+2) 5(2n+3) 
and 't(lt the bott~i' of the. pile we have 
. ( 
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K '. • h [7E +6E ··E ., 
3n+l = ~ s(3n+l) s(3n) s(3n-l) J [24c] 
' . 
A reduction in the first soil spring constant at the top of the pile 
J is recommended (Bowles, 1972,1974; Stevens and Audibert, 1979) to account 
( 
for surface disturbance, tension cracks, seasonal changes and lack of 
confinement of soil. 50% reduction was used by Bowles (1972,1974) 
\ 
A study was made in this research to determine the optimal percentage of 
·' 
reduct1ion ,jn the soil spring constant at the top of'-, the pile such that 
the pile d flection at the ground s.tlrface obtained by the finite element 
\ .. ' ' 1 I ' 
method is i enti~al with that · Qbtain~d using the fi .nite di"\er~n~e 
a·pproach.. ,h~ study shows that the relation ·between the percentage of 
re~uct i on a,, th~ p; 1 e 'defl eci I on at the g ro.u n~ ; u rf ace H T; nea'r , and 
a r~ducti on 120% is_ recormlen~ed -{?r a free ·head pi 1 e embedded in soft 
cl~y. Result~ are shown in figure 10. . ,, 
. . ~ 
The soil nonlinearity~ . taken into considefation by developing as 
· ·many p-y curves a~ required alo"ng the pile lfngth. · Initial vaJues for 
· the soil ~ulus- are assumed at the nodal points, and the finjte element 
procedure is performed to detennine the pile deflections. Revised values 
for th~ soil modl!lus are tren obtained with reference to the .P-Y curves 
and the finite element procedure is repeated using these revi~ed v~lues 
tpet updated values for the pile deflections .. The above procedure Is • 
repeated until the sol utjon converges. 
3.4.3 The COmputer Program 
The computer progr.am usin .\be finHe ~lement approach was developed&· 
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procedure aalculations based on repeated reference to the p-y curves to 
-determine the values of the soil modulus at the nodal points which insure 
. - . 
both compatibility and equilibrium for the soil, the pile and the super-
. 
structure. The program can generate a · set of p-y ~curves in a 11yered 
soil system similar to those previously described in the finite difference 
-.. 
method in section 3.3.3 . A reduction of 20% in the soil spring constant 
at th~ top of the pile is used. Step changes in th\_pil~ flexural rigid-
ity can be introduced at any depth pro vi d~d that the <:t1ilQQe occurs at a 
, · I " 
nodal point. As many as 30, elements can be used in- the prog~!ll· This 
., \~ .. . 
, program in its present form is capable of p.nalyzing only free head piles· 
where . a lat~ral load H and an extern.al moment MT a~e speci'{ied at the 
tqp of the ~le without tny axia1 load. 
' . . . \ , . 
·,\. This program · -is no_t so fle~1ble as the finite difference program in 
th;\~ chang~ in the end '>condiiions would require major Changes in 
th! pro~ ·.~· Only one ty~e of end conditi~n has been chosen for this 
analysis with a view to evaluatiog the cotnparative merits of the finite 
element and finite difference methods. A l_isting of the entir.e finite 
element prog~am is given in appendix C. 
3.4.3.1 Computer Core Storage Requirement 
The finite element program· requires- about 256 K of storage to compile. 
216 K of storage will be required to execute one problem on the FORTRAN 
. . 
H compi 1 er of an IBM J70/158 . machi.ne as compar~d to 76 .K for .the finite 
differenc~ method. It shou1d ' be noted that the program uses dou~1e 
' •• precision ar,thmetic. 
3.4.3;2 Running Time 
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the program solves norffinear probl-ems and the-CPU time depends on the 
magnitude of the prob 1 em. However, for the types of the examp 1 es '111 u·s-
trated in this thesi·s ,the CPU time was about 85 seconds for each problem · 
as compared to 2 seconds for ·the finite difference method. 
3.4.4 Sample Problem 
The example that was chosen earlier for the finite d-ifference 
program was solved by the finite element method. The pile loadin~, pile 
proper.tie·s .an~ soil properties a_re given in section 3 .3'.4 . Jhe pile :was 
. \ . 
divided into 30 .elements of l.Om·length each. \ The so.il was analy.,zed 
in a similar way ·as mentfom!d in section 3.3.4 and an i<;fentjcal . ·s~t .pf 
' ' .. 
p.~y_.,curves 'were .obtained. 
I· -
The output ·of the computer progr,am shows that .the maximum 
deflection at .the ground surface is equal to 100.99 nm , • whi 1 e th~ 
I ~.. maxim~in positir~ding m_oment occurs at a depth of 7_.o m belc;>W .t~e . 
ground surface )and is equal to 2949.40 kN m. The soil mo4ulus E5, 
. ' 
. \ 
increases with depth until it reaches a constant value of 10444.00 kN/m2 
. ) \ . ' 
belo~ a depth of ll.flm. Th~ sQil resistanc.e p .has'-a ~axi.mum val'ue o~\ 
82!7f5 .kN/m at a d~p·th ·of 7.0 m. A par~ial . c~mputer outpu_t1 is_-_ shown in 
figure 11 and plotted in figure 12. ft shoui4 be noted ' .thatc.the signs. · 
. . . . . . . . /' . . . -
of both the defleqti on y and the s?il resistance p .are o_pposi .t~\ to. those 
' . -~---obtained u~i~g the f .inite difference program be~ause the coordinate' 
. system~ are opposite 'in the _ ~inite element method. ·A comparat.ive sta;te-
. _......,. : 
ment sho~ing the salient value~ obtained by both methods is given in 
table . 2) 
-(' . . 
' 3.5 . Comparative Study_ 
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. finite eJ.eirl£lnt programs for solving itie samp-l.~- -problem. 
•• O> ' 
..... : 
Method 
Maxjmum deflection. mm 
~'Ximum bending moment. k.N m 
Depth to· 'the maximum bending 
moment, .m -" 
Maximum .~ue of ·soil modulus, 
. kN/m~ 
Maximum soil resistance, kN/m 
· .. 
D,ep,th to the nia)(.imulll soil resistance. 
lTI· 
\ ·' i 
.. ' 
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44 
element approaches in solving the laterally loaded pile problem .will be 
presented here. A comparison between the two theoretical schemes and 
published results of full scale tests in different types of soils . will be 
discussed . 
3 . 5.1 Comparison Between the Finite Difference and the Finite Element 
Methods 
The two. methods presented in sections 3'.3 and 3.4 insure both 
/ 
r compatibility and equilibrium for the s~il, the pile and ·the super-
, 
structure under the effect of lateral loa'<:ling. "The finite differencJ 
approach is based on e·xpressing the governing differential equation [llJ 
in a difference e~tion form (15] and extending it to sequential points 
along the pile length with the aid of two imaginary,' points at the top of 
the pije .and another two at the bottom to represent the ·boundary conditions. 
I 
On the other hand the finite ~lement approach is based on discretizing the 
pile into a finite number of elements and expressing the external nodal 
forces in terms of the external nodal . displacements with the aid of both 
.... ' 
the static and the .stiffness matri~es (equation [21]), then inverting the 
' relationship (equation [22]), to obtain the solution. In both. the computer 
pr0'grams soil nonlinearity is taken into, consideration by repeated referenae 
I 
to the p-y curves along the p·ile length which .are genera~ed in the programs . 
• 
I ' 
3. 5 .1.1 Compt~ter Core Storage Requirement~ arid Ru.nnl.ng Time 
Both the progr.ams requir~ about 256 K of storage ·to compile, but the 
finite difference program requires only 76 K of storage to execute one 
. II 
problem on. the FORTRAN H c.;ompiler .while the finite element p,rogram 
. ~ .. ~; 
requires. 216 K of ·storage to execute the same problem on the same 
compiler . A 1 so the first program solves, one prob 1 em in 1 ess/:than 2 





seconds of CPU time. while the latter one solves the same pr·oblem in 
about 85 secon~s. 
The reason. for· the 1 a rge storage and the greater .time requirement 
I 
for the second program is that it involves large matri·ces and the 
I. • 
I 
process of inverting such matrices requires both storage and 1CPU time. 
~ . 
This problem can be overcome by using more powerful· compu~er techniques 
in dealing .with these matrices and taki,ng advantage of the s~l·, 
banded or sparce matrices. Such modifications would form part of a 
separate project on computer tlfehniques~; 
\ \ 
\ .. 
3.5.1.2 Number .of Elements · ~ 
While the finite difference program can use·a·s·m!inY a·s lSO. incre: 
. ' 
) . . ' '\ ' . 
ments along the pile length, the f_inite el~ent program all.owco ly up 
to 30 elements. 1 The m~xi'mum a'llowable number of elements whic s 30 
in the finite elemen~ program proved to be sufficient to yiel good 
results when these resu1ts are compared with the experimental values 
. 
as shown i'n subsequent secfions. However, this number can be increased 
\ 
without a significant incre~se in both the computer core stor.age and 
·, 
the CPU time by using more powerful compute'r tec;hniques as previously 
.. 
mentioned in section 3.5.1.1 . Moreover~ long piles with p~le properties 
a'nd loadings of the order discussed fin this ·thesis, 'can be analyzed 
. . . . ' . . . 
I 
based on th~ upper 15 to 20 m of the 1 erigth .as t.he ·.pile l'ength is not 
\ 
. ." . . 
a critical factor in the ·analysisdBowles; 1972, 1974) . This fact 
' . . ' ·~· . 
makes the maximum null)be.r of, elements specif-ied :in the finite element 
' . 
program s~fficient enough .to obtain good results. 
\ 
· . 3.5.1.3 BoundaryConditions · \ , . 
The fin~te difference program can..,.deal ~ith pH~s with diffe_rent 
\ 
. ' . 
• :::. :. ~• ," ''• . ! .. _.: ;· ·:::·.= ..~~···· -~~-:~~::~·:: ·_ :.~·--;:.; .. (.!·:·: .. :.::~·:_:·-.~· . · : ·~.1 
,,. 
•.· ( . ': 
' fo • ~ t 










degrees of head fixity, while the fini.te element program as de~e,.oped 
here is capable of analyzing only free head piles. It is to be noted that 
the latter program can be modified to allow for , other types of·end 
conditions. The advantage of th finite di~ference approa~h over the 
~~~~~ 
finite element one is that it · apable of .dealing with both horizontal 
and vertical loading, while atter can handle only 1ateral \oading. 
3.5·.2 Field Test Resu.lts 
1 
A ~umber of full s~ale test) on laterally loaded piles have been 
conducted during .the last few years. The results obtained from \iree 
dtf'f.erenf sites have. be~n chosen tp present ? comparison between the · 
·full scale . tests· and the finHe difference and th¢ finite ele!Tient analy-
ses. · 
. . 
3.5.2.1 laterally Loaded Piles fn Stiff. Clay 
., 
Reese et· al (1~75) conducted a series of f~ll seal~ tests ' on two 
609.60 mm (24 in) and one 168.30 mm (6 in) diameter piles driven in 
\ I 
stiff clay below· water table~ The pile and soil properties reported 
in these tests were 'input into the finite ~fference and the finite 
. J . 
~ element programs. The computed and measured moment curves for the 
•. ' 
609.60 nm di~meter· pi-le. subjected ·to an i11.creasing set of horizontal 
. •. !4, . . . . .· 
static. loads' 'are shown in figures 13 to 16. Computed and measured values 
• • I 
• 
· of maxim~m ben'ding' moment as a function of the 'lateral load .for static 
• I • \ 
\ . ~ 
loading a·re show~ . in figur~s 17. . and .~-9 for the 609.60 rrm and the 168.30 
f"P. : 't' 
\; ' 
.mn diam~ter pjles respectively. Curves in· f~gures 118 and 20 sh~w the 
compari'si)n_ between computed and measured · va1u~s of deflection at ground-
o . · ... :· . . . . ' . . . . 
line :as a ft.mction .Of th~ .lateral static 1 oading for the ... 609.60 nm and 
J • • • 
· Hi8~3o· nm diameter·piles respect.i~e,ly. A good agreement is o6served · 
\ 
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D= 609.6 mn 
FD Meth·od 
--- FE Method 
. ' .I 
• Test results 
' 
Figure 13 Computed moment cutves and test 
results, H = 180.0 kN 
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Figure 14· Computed moment curves and -test results, 
H = 318.0 ~N 
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Test' results 
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.. Ffgure 15 C'omputed mOment curves. and 
t~st results, · H = 486.0 kN 
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Figure 16. Computed moment curves and test results , H =· 606.0 kN 
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Figure 18 Computed and measured values of 
deflection at ground surf ace , 
D = 609.60 11111 
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Figure 20 Computed ,and measured va l ues of 
deflection at ground surf ace, 

















between the computed and .measured bending moments. The agreement is not 
satisfactory for the deflection at groundlin·e, especially in the case Of 
the 168.30 mm diameter pile. The poor agreement is attributed to the 
sensitivi~ of the deflection to. the soil modulus which is heavily 
' ' 
" , influenced ~Y the derived p-y curves . 
.•. ' 
.3.5.2.2 Loaded 
Th~ re ults o_f the full sea e tests ~onduct~d by Matlock ( 197Q )_ 
on a laterally o ded piie driveh in a.soft clay"layer below \'(ater 
.... 
' ' 
surface at Sabine e cdmpared with those compu~ed using, 
\ ' ; . . . \ ' . 
. ·the two ~h~oreti,ca 1 ·methods. Th.e computed and mea.sure~ moment curves 
for different static load. incre"'ents a~e sho·wn in figures 21 to . 24. · · 
.tete al ·~· ~:..pari~~· ndjcat~s a good \agr'e~eni betwee? the computed 
and measured ~ bendi aments. · The pile deflecttons were not reported in 
. ~ ..... . 
. . 
the test and no comparison could therefore be ·made. 
~ -
3.5.2.3 laterally loaded Piles in a layered Soil. System 
T.he e)ficiencyof the two comp~t~r. programs i~ d:a~ng with a 
Jayertd .so} 1 ,sys~em .was br.iefly stated e·arl ier and presented furth~ in 
this s~ction; F~ scale te~ts by Ismael and Klym (197~3} are the basi~ 
of the -comparison. between computed and measured results. The t~st was 
; • ; , . . Ill . 
) 
cond4t ted on .a 1.5 m diall\eter rigid concrete pi.er wi_th a to·tal length 
' ~ - . : 
of 12.0 ni • The soil prot'ile at the sit~ generally consists of ··a layered 
' system of stiff si_lty clays_. Both the' pile and soil properties were 
. ' ' • ..,\ . , 
int~oduc~d !f'ri the comput e!' programs· and the output computed defl ~ctions 
are comp~red with the meas~redNai'Ue-sli .n figure 25. Results fndicate 
.J • ' . . , . r--- . - . . 
· · . th.at both t~e programs do not show good correlation. but "the . correl ation 
.. . 
with the. finite el~ent m~thod is sli~htly better . This ~evi ati6n be-
\ \\ 
· ) 
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Figure 24 ·.Computed moment curves and ~est results, 
H = ~0.1 kN · "' 
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55 
tween the theo'retical and experimental r(:l,Sul ts is attributable to the 
~ffect of the pier rigidity on the computed p~y curves. Also the 
differential equ'atio" (11] is applicable to the_ case of r~igid piers 
only with a degree of approximation. 
3.6- Sur~111ary 
Both the finite difference ·and the finite element approache.s i n 
analyzi:n~ th~ laterally loaded pile 'prob.lem were briefly discussed . 
. 
A c()mpdter_,prograni using the ·finite difference methoq was modified to· 
' o I ,• 
. • . . I~ ' . . . . . 
·generate the p~y curves .along. 'the pile leng~h ,_. while ~no.t~er program _. 
. ' . . "" . . . . . . . usin~(th.e ,.fhlite ·element ·met6o~ , was develop~d. A c!ofupari-.s~n between 
,., .. . . \!' . ' ~ . •• . ' ·. . . : ' ~ : •• 
ttie· 'two th.~re.t.ical - iC:heme's . was· presented_; .. Methods.: of pre-dicting 
. ,... .. - ' . · ~ ·• . . . -.. ' . . . . . . .. ·,_ . ' ' 
the p--y c·urve_s in . different types · of ·soils were exteiHfe.d ·for-· a 
. . . . .. ~ . 
f ' 
layered soil . system. Generally, the results obtained ; Q_Owed 
\ , 
sa,tisfactory agreement compared \:lith the field results. Conclusions 
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CHAPTER IV I 
/ \ 
PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS 
. . \ 
_In the process of analyzing laterally loaded piles, a number of 
varia-bles were considered in determining the static response. These 
. a include the pile loading and the properties of the piles as well a~ , 
. . 
thQ~e of the supp~rting .spi-1. As a part .bf this study, an· analysis of 













.. . ~ ,. l 
. . . ·J·' · 
• ' o ! ~ •\ I 
. ,. 
' ' , .. 
. . . 
... ' . ~ ' , "' 
. . ~- Par~metr~ c _ s~uqi e~-: w;re made · ~~r_ \~ ) a ·free:. ~~f.~ :,Q.3,.} e_ ::rn -s~ft c-~- ~y. --_,:.- ··<.- :· _;_ : _~ 
bel'ow wa~e-~:·_.s -ur:fa.ce,- - 2)_:a free ~ pi_le· in stiff. clay}~low · w~_ter sur~ -:_ . _. _ ·
. .. 
r:.·:··.-.,. 
• - \ ' . , . .... ' , ' '• I , • ., \., ' ' ' ' • .. , • ' ' ' , .' ,f' o 
_ -fa~e, 3_)' _a? f1xed · __head p'ile in_ ~ soft c).Y .below ;wat~_r surfac~,'- ~fld .: 4) ,> . . · · 
.. . ~ .ffxed ,h~ad ptl~~~- stiff clay: below water .surf~i:e· . A free he~d .pile . -
l ;. ·-.. l' . : 
·./ is a pile with - ~t-~-- -~ead - free to translate and rota'te. A fixed nea_d pile · 
· i_s ·a ·pi'le · ~ith it~ head free to i'ranslate bu.t fixed against rota-tion .. 
'1. ' " • 
These two types· of pii~s- were chosen as repr.esentatiV.e of ·two extreni~-
.. • t I 
' \ 
situatio:ns .. that ·can occu~ i.n practice. It 'is to be ·realized that_ there 
. . . .· . . . . .. . .. _,. . ~ . . : . . 
_:. :)s ·n? ·ideal fr.ee :. he~d 9r f:ixed \head Piles ·that would,. be fouri~ .: i~_,_practice; 
. ' •. ,, . . . ' . ~ . , ~ "" . . . 
_- . since .. ,there·will a:lt~ays be some ,amount of rota~ion· . . Such ·acWal .situa,:; . 
.. .. . . . . 
I "' , 1 • • , • . , • , ., 
tions would be intennediate between tlie two. extr.eme .'tCJSes' d-iscussed.' ~.re . 
: ... · . ' . : . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . 0 . - - i. . . . . • 
' For' e.a_ch _of.; tpe-'four ·cases! a~l_ study w~s· .madet~~ .~etermi~e ~he effect '-'of-__ ·.· 
. a) the horizon.tai load ~ b) the vertica_l ._~ oad, c) the . external moment, _' . . 
. ' . . ... . . . . . . '. . . . - . . 
d) the''~i.le length, e')the pile diamet~r, f) the pile -flexural rigidity, 
. . . \ ' . •' . . - . : 
g) the' soil u~drained shear ' str~~g:tlb and h) the soi i effecti ve 'u~it .· 
weight. Th' ~f c-~ -- ~/each . of these -·-v~rf.abl .es :-- on. _--~~~- ma.x_i ~tim de.flectio~ 
.. . -'·. . . - . . "· . . . . - .. . '', ' . . . ' ' . . ' 
~nd the rmi'xfmuin . po itl e and n'egative bending ffiO!IIent s :WaS ·studjeg. 
. -. ' . . . . . . . 
4 - • ~ . . . · . , . 
Also, for a layered soil 'composed of sQft, c,lay below .wa~er. su_rface· 
•• ' - · . • - • • .... . . .p ' .• • ,1... . . 
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I 
underlain by stiff clay, a study was made to determine the 
soft clay layer depth on the •maximum deflection '~md t'tie max mum positive 
and· negattve bending moments in both free and fixed head pil s. 
An algorithm was intro.duced - in ·the finite difference pr gram already 
. 





.sponding pile. deflection and bending moment were obtained. I each case, '~ 
• jl> . , .. ~= · .. 
' ' . . . 
the magnitude and position of the. m·ax.imum deflecti~n 
,· . 
positiv~· and neg~tive bending moments were obtainE1d. 
sub~out~nes were d~velo·p~d · tp plo: bot\ th~,pile def1e.cti~n ~ndL bendir:~g 
moment al-ong the pi'le length .and .the variation of the maximum .deflection 
· ' \ .. . 
and the maximum positive and negative bending moments as a function of apy ' ' 
, r 
.:desired var~able. Partial listing of the plotting sub,routjnes is incl~f!~d 
' \in appendix C. A CALCOMP graph plotter was used to generate all ~h~ graphs. 
.2 Practical Range of Input Data 
• 
In order to d~ the parame.tric studies, a. practical range fiad. to be 
etermined for l) the pile loading • . 2) the pile properties,: and 3} the 
. . .... 
' 
·s ';1 prope_rties. : Table 3 sho~s the 'pile ·p~operties and the corresponding 
. . 
p le loading for some typical -offsflore structures. · _TabJe 4 shows. tbe soil 
.. , ' 
• • w ' 0 
~ _ operties for ?ce~n sediments ·;n bo&the· Atl.a~tic ar:td th~ Pacific oceans ( 
. . . .. . . : . } 
·~ ~2. 1 Pile· Loading . _. _ .. ·· .. _>-. • • •. 
Some offshore 'pile$: in the· Bass Stra.it-of~ th.e Qo.ast . of Austral ,ia . o ~ 
- I 
• 
.. \ . . . . . . . . . . -. . : . . . . : - . . 
supp-ort h~izontal loads . ' up to 3300 ~ (Lof.un·, 1976}.,'-whi'le . some ·others . . . 
. ' • . . . .._ . " .. ' ·. . I . . • . . , . . , ' 
{-
o j .. . in. the, .North :-sea .~r.e sub.)~c._ted to horizontal _lria:d~~ ·a·s . low ~as 329':.:kN .·::·_·. · 
. ·l., . - .. · ._ (O'Nei~J :·and-Gtlazzaly, · j -~J-7} . . The v~rti~\1 ·,~~~~ - v~ry . be~w~en. Z'3000, ~N - .· . ,-_,:· ·. 
.. 1 ;\ . .. .. . (14CC\e 1; ·an~: ! 974) aO~ 1850 kN: {0 ~:~•) J 1 a~ d G~azz~/ y,. 1 ~7:7) • ' iJ,._ e~ttir~ ~ ) . . ' 0 ;: l 
·:~~ . . : ~.. ·.:\ . . · n~l ~nt at.th,e top ·of ~he . ~ll,e· .. ~an~es·.· _·_frym · .,gapo ·kN m .(F~c,~~ .a~d.Koch, ·- · · · · :>-..:  
' .. ~.~ , • . • , ' : '• • ":" , I · ·, , • f • , ' •• ;: •' • ' • • • • • ' • .' :·. - • • 
• • _. : · .: ••• • • .- • .. .' '-- o • • 1973) ' to 2300 ·kN m· (O'Neill arnLGtiazzaly, 1977) ~ · " : . .. · · .., · .. · .- .· .. · .. ... · . . \ <. . · 




·zs~o ~7~ · 
" ~3.0 . l .37 ' 
f 0.91 l 
. ' 
1 .22 - 1. 52 
1.07 
1.07 
~: 11 1.42 
1 .-11 1.42 
. '· 
' · 
Wall thi.ckness _ Horizontal 
(m) 
. 
' 0.0635 ....... 
J 0.051 - 0.064 
/ 
0.025 - 0.0~1 
0.025 - 0.051 
·o.:o25 ·-. o.os1 
0.051 - 0.0.76 
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4.2.2 Pile Properttes 
. ' Most of the offshore p1les are steel pipe piles filled with conc.rete. 
The pile lengths vary between 137 m for a deepwater fi~ed platform i·n 
I 
Bass Strait off the coast of Australia (Loftin, 1976) and 28 m for a 
drilling platform in Cook . Inlet, Alaska (McClelland, l974). · The pile 
. . . . . ' 
diameters range from 1..52 m.(loftin, 1976') to -0.76 m. (McClelland, 1974)_, 
'-.,. ' . ~ 
while -the ·wall thiCkn·ess-· v.aries between 76 mm and 25 ·mm. . · 
' ·' . .· .. . .. . . ' . . 
4. 2. 3 ·.so; 1 ·.Properti'~s- _ · 
4. 2. 3. 1 Soil Undrained ··Shear Strength. ... I 
Average shear strength values . in the At-l-antic ocean range from less 
. . . 
than·3.5 . ~N/m2 to 14 .0 kN/m2 , for the upper few feet of· sea-floor sediments . 
- . . . . ~-' 
Sediments with a shear strength of 3.5 kN/m2 to-.7 .0 kN/m 2 appear 'to· pre-
. . . ' . 
dominate in tl1e ~orth Atlantic basin. r'n contra'st to the North Atlantic,.· 
·. lar~gE! po-rtl_ons of the Nortfl. Pacific sea-fl.oor are cover4ed, with sediments 
: '... ' ' 
whose ·a~er~g~ s·flear strength i's 1 ~ss than 3. 5 kN/m2 _. However the.re are .. . 
• ' ' ' , • -, ' • ~ • , , '• , I ' • "':'\., • 
sam~ ar.eas tn the.__ .. Paci.~i c ocean · wfiere the shear strength' val ties range ·from 
, 14.0:kN/m<~o H.5 kNfm2 (Kel~er,_ ·j'969; ~ukuok~ and - Nak~~e, _' l9l3) ·. - ~igher 
: - - . I .- . -. . . ......_, .. ... · . - : .'_. ·.'· -~ ' ·: . 
values fo.r the .shear . strength, .\iS ·high as 23.0 · kN/m2 ,"in· the Atlantic 
·, ' • • ' ·- • ' I ' ' • • ' 
• • • • • • • ' ' • • • • : . • • • •• • • l ~ • -~ ~ ' 
·ocean have also· _be'en -reported (Noorany and 'GiziensJi, ··1.970) . ~- · · _ · . · 












' ,l. , . 
,. '! 
-· 
. ' · 
~. . . ' 
• J • / - . , "• ' •• • -. 
undrai~e~i ~h~r ~t~ring.th is hi~he_r than ·s_o .• o .. 'kNtm2 ·_ :~;- an'd ·- it_'·j_s considered . :: __ :.~·-. :.: ._ 
..  :J.- .·. :' · ·.to be very : ;oft.~-:soft_~ ·or'.·!iJe.dium<if the und~a ·1~e-~: :st)~ar-~t~_e.~gth is Tess _: ·.: :~· -;;; .. :.'-
--l -- . _· . than- -5~:~0 .kNym~-::h~riagh,~ a~d :·p~~k,' 1948). ·· In \.hl~ ~·an~l;~; ·s .jf .'~he un;or?' .·. _  :· .:_.-. · ·. 
-i':~ { .. · ·_ · · · · . A~a 1~;~d~-- -~~~~ar. · -s~r:~~gth,. ·; ~ : ~ es·s ~h~n · .. 5~ ~-0·· ~N/~2 , ·. t~~ . ~ 1 ~)' _ ,will_ ·:·be' --~-~~~:1~:~~-- : .. ':_, · .. -: .-_ 
> J Y , ; efe<t, as so,ff c1·~y, iind if. it is h ~~~.~; ~Q thi i V~ i;;~.~ the ~ 1 ~;~~i 1) , be < .· ·. · . . _. . : 
.. -. ""- . . - . . . . .: . · .. __ .. , . . ' -. . .• , ' . :. ' ;. .. . -
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Si-nce •this study concerns with offs,hore piles, the stiff clay layer 
below water surface will be simply referred to as stiff clay, and the ' p 
soft clay lajer below water surface as soft·clay. 
4.2.3.2 Soil Unit Weight 
) 
For the upper few feet of the 
Pacific oceans, the saturated uni't 
. ' . . 
1 -
1 both the Atlantic and~he 
"ght Of :sediments is_ fdun9 to range . · 
' ' 
.t:;,om 11.50' kN/nP to 19 .. s'o kN,/m 3~ , out more frequ~ntly v~ries from 12.25 
.. - I . . . . -- . - -- -
kN/ma '.to li.oo kN/m3 • Th~ valu~ o:f the '§atwated unit .~eights . is general-
ly lower\,ll - ~ North Pacif~_c. -. (12.Z5_ kN~ 14.75 ·kN/m3 ) coll!pared to 
' I the~orth Atl'antic~(14.75 kti/m3 to 17.00 kN/m 3 ) (KelleY', 1969 ·; Fukuoka 
and Nakase, 1973). 
4.2-"4 Input Data 
From a brief ~urvey of the practtcal p .nge ~f _the different parame-
... . . . . . ~ 
· ters affecting the laterally loade·d offshore piles, values were chosen' 
' ~ .' ' ' . ' .:--'' - . " 
for the· parametriC ana lys. i.s. The standard va-1 ues used in the· parame'tri c 
' . •' ' ' . ' .. ' ' ' . ' . ' 
stud:i:'es- and the 'ra~ge of varjati_~n ' constder~d 'or each' vari~-ble ~'re 
tabula tea in .ta_ble -.5.' Each of th_e.se paramet~rs - w~~ .v~ried within . its -
'range while all . oth~r. v~Habl.es were kept constani;' :· _r~e ~~~l:ts _ ~n_f · ~ · --
. . . . 











. . . . ·- ........ ·' 
.• l 'l'' . . . .. 




: P1-Je ·lo.iid.ing : 
horizontal · load 
.. ~ ... : : ~-· 
· · · · ::._ :: ::·: ·: . . verti ca 1 19ad 
~ -:' /:::·:_':~ . ':~: ·. -_ - -- ~-~; ~::~~:<:'.. . . e~~-~-mal · mciinen·t It' 
·L_::·:-: : :·::~ ·.:.:_ .:.-;:: '·.· · ·:: ·' ·:-'_: :~ 6 p-i _le .p~opertie·s :· 
i ::::_.'· · ·.)~·: . .' :.: ' ·· . > ·'· ~ · ,·Pile ·l~ng~h -
-~- .. .. __ ::. : pll e d1 ameter ' 
'?-:·;-·. ,:. ,-.- ' · · · . ~ile- - wall· thi .. ckness·· 
i ....... . ·.:-. ,, .· ~--:·: - ~1\{{i/xii;.il . ;fi~idity 
... , · : .·.. ( stief~·i·p~ pile f.i 11 ed 
. ... ·. ·I - .. :1 - / . with ·COi1Crete) 
>:,: .~.-:..:: .. ·· ·. :. : .. . . :::: '\ "': ·.: ;: .. 
1: · ;. ·. ·>· · ·· ·· .. ·"·::-.: ... .Soil prope-rties· 
,;,·, .;·. ·.·:. · ...... o._-: .:.::::·.c_.:· •>··c'.~ .~-, . ·· .' 
.··: <"\. · ·;-:-::<·: ·· ::. -: ·:· . .-._. · . (a) soft clay 
·:s.·:·:."'_:':S ·· .; . . :. Ul'\drained .'shear strength 
·_:".'. :.---.. ( -. .. , _; -·ef.fecti.ve.uni·t weight 
. ··:- ;·\ ·· :,: . . ··. ··~ . ..... : ::.· ·:· :_ ... ~ ' ~- (b); s'bff .. ~-_la~ · .: .;. 
1:::_: ·. _ .. _. _. • . . • ' -~ .·.. ·u~·drained shear .strength •. 
·.·. ,.:: ... :.-·:·· ~~ · · ~ . · . ; ~ . eff.ec.t1v~:- :unit/weight :1: · 
. .. .. . . . .. -- . . ,· . . - - ' . 
'7;: .. ~::_X_; _ ;_:_. :~.-_,~:, _,:. >.·> ',. ., , 
._:,.,. . .. . ; .. ' .. . . : . . . . :" -e 
: ""~: ; • •,' -·~' .· ' • ' . ..... .. • I 
.· . / , . .. . 
. ... .. ' ·' . -· -~ . 
. ·. ~~ - ,_ . . 
, kN 
• kN 
•• ~N m 
m 
m 
























Range of variation 
., 
'( 
100.00 -to 1150 .. 00 
0.00 to 18000 .'00 
0.00 . to 2400.00 
24.00 tct 
0.75 .. to 
96.00 
2.25 
2000.00 to 20000.00 
l5.0D to 45.00 
2.00 to 8.00 
55...00 to 205.00 
. 














pile were. o,btai.ned for the t~Q eKtreme. values of the ~rameter, 
' } . ' 
Because 
of the scale 1 i'it~tions, only the points Wher_e tliese curves crqss _the ·-
longitudi.nal axis ·of the pile ar_e 'Shown jn the lower portions. These .are 
poinh of z~ro deflection and . z_ero bendin!l moment. Th~ plo(showing the .. ;, . 
effect of the ~ param~ter on the ~mum deflection and thJ m.axi~um positi ,ve 
a~d negatiVe b~ing .moments was finally drawn. Magnitudes·'· and positioils ~ 
of . the m~~i~~m-· de~ction , ~max · '• the ma~imum J¥l.sithe "berid~.ng ~o~ent, 
6 ~ax·+ .a~.d the:· maximum rr~gative o~ndfng moment ./f.\nax- for . e~ch increment 
. . .. . ' - · .. :.· . . - . ... . 
wer_e. ~a~~ted. · l · ....... 
• T. "' • .I ' , I 
The para~etri'c study effecttvely involves nina. variables , with 
~ . 
four types of· soil-pile _com~i~a·tions~ A total of 102 graphs and 32 
. . 
tables· were obtained after ·the analysis. Only -'three. visuals· are presen.ted 
I ., 
·' 
./ . ' 
in ~he(JOO:m text of ·tfle thesis for each.'parameter, and the rema,ining are 
~ \ . -. . . l 
··serially_ arrange~ in· arl app~·rtdi'~, tiut referred and di scu.ssed in. the· main 
. . ' 
'i. ' ... , 
;.'.'' . . 4.3. L 1.. ·Effect of tlie Horizonta·l_, Lo~d . ~ 
. ~\:~ .' '. . ' • . . . ,. . ,. I' ~ • . . ' . ...,\. 
~( .· .. ·.· . ~ ·. ~ - .. ~ .}.Y~ .. i .. sa~\~~~p~s, showin.g t~~ . ~~feet _of the htiri z~nta 1 ·1 oad a·re ~hown '· 
· ~~-- · .. · : - ~ . ir(fi4}ur~s·::: 26 · .·t{). 28. ·' Ta~ulated ·result's ' are suiiiTlari zed ·in · table ·6. · Both 1 
l ·-···.. '~ the 9raP.~~ 'aFth010~I~ 'a~~ for. a free1 + ~~· !;.so;< cl~Y· . Simpar 




.t -~e><_t. · ·.· ~- similar metho~ ;·~·. adopted. for .the tabulated results. 
. . . . : . . ~ . . . . 
l . 
''_) ' ... . ' ,, . . 
.. 
.. . 
\ 'I ' 
~-; ' , ) ' . .. :; , ( . .,. . .; : . \ \ .. ·. . ' . . . : . . . :· ' • .... . 
. ---.,~l : ,:;: : · . . . ~::: {::.::/~;;:~:f~:O~ :~:given ~n •;.7d:x A ( tabl:~ 16 t~ I~) . ··• .· . . :'· 
• . i>: . ': ; ' · · •.. • .· , ; . . . -. :t ~ .. :.r,; ·~~·~~ :f;.e. head .~; 1 ~s{Y~ o~~d. ~L,th~:~ourn{ ~urf~c~ ·. a•l . • i . · .. :.·_ ·• · .·' 
.· ~?'··-:_:_:-: · .:· .. : · .... ·--~~-- ·:; _:::-.-:·:, : . .:_i.ncrea~1!s iri~~~~gnito~~ - \'fit~ --: . .i'.~c~-~-~~;~~ ':~~ ~1~~~~~\~)~-~~: .. HQ~,y.~~'~:-.-~11~ (;. · {::.-:·· :~<.:: .. --,_- 4 ;:_:·; ·:_' 
. . ->(.: .· . :_:-,:_-. ~ · · .. :,,_ ·· ,:· ·.-:. :;:~-.\~~su.i ting. bend·~ -~9: ioni~.nt ::~·~; : th~. ~t~<· ~y-pe~i::d~ ;s:ci~~ -~-::i:~;:;~l :i·g6t)Y..~·ciiff.~r~·n1:l .: ~-.'-: , .. · . .-, ·· .  :. ::.': ' , 
" : 
-, ,,·_: . 
~ . . . ·. . • r' . :. ·., . ~ . ~ 
'· · .. '· '. : . 
. ' ··.. ~ .. 
· .. '. . . 
. ,, .. ' ·. · ..  
.. ~ . .: . 
; ;;_ .... .. ... .. u •. ' 
..... · : 
•.' 














In case of. stA1ay, the lQcati .on of Mmax+ is almost independent of 
the horizontal load, while it sh.ifts down _along the pi_le axis in case 
of soft c1 ay. A s.h:ift as much as 
loading considered "'ere. In both 
. \ 
~ncreases with the increase of the 
' 
5.0 m was observed for· the range of 
I 
types. 9f soil Mmax+ significantly 
horizontal 1 oa·d. The ratio of M~ax+ 
, 
to ~ax- is ... h,igher,....in case or stiff clay. 
F ~ fixed head piles, ~oth Y max and Mmax-
' . 
occur at the gr9und 
· . . 
surface and. increase with the irfcreasin~ ·horizontal · Joad. l .n c.ase of · 
·, . . ~ 
"' 
. Stiff C 1 ay, t~e tlefl ~cti Orl . iS. Very ..sma 11 ~ where its maxi mum Va 1 ue· equ a 1 S 
. l . . . " .. . : . ..../" 
I'· . . \ 
. . ' I . 
to on·ly, 5~90 min corresponding to a horiz,ontal load of 1'1 50.0 kN • For 
both types of .soil f1nax:. is higher than Kmax+ by three· t .o four times. 
•. An· inter.esting -~phenomenon noticed here is that Uh~ ratio of M"' ~' 
. " ~ ... urax-
to Mmax+ for fixed ~ead piles is mucH smaller thari Mmax+ to ~ax- in• 
~ase o~ free head p l.les~ Obviously this means t~at the ~es ·ig; 1~1 fixed 't 
head piles wilJ be more econom cal irt terms Of optimi:zation co;J'fpared to 
a free head pi 1 e. s ti·f~ . day, ·'th~'pos 1 t i 6~ b.f M: .. X. + 
. . . • ·rna 
·~ 
is ~earer t,o. ·the ground surfac. ancl ~oth the . deflection_ a~d· the bendi rig ~ · . . 
' ,......r ·-
moment van'ist:t very_.rapidly a·l.on9 .the·:pne axis~ .whil~ in ' soft ~.laj such 
' • ' • • ' • • • ~ ••• : , .J • 1/11" \. )~h ·; . """ ' 
a ph,e'nbmeilon is nQt not.ice,q .•. : ·rh'i ~ implies 'tha.{ an upper shorter po.rt ion . 
' . - . . . · ·_· ·. . . ... - . - . ,, ' . -. 
of tt;le pile .is .. subject~d · to significant bending stres·ses ;'n case of ·stifr' , ,.· 
• - ' . • '• • ' v • -~ • • • " 
clay> .. · .. -· - ' . · . · " .. · ~. 
··. ·· .. . , 








' I ' · 
f 
I 
i .,. ! . 
I 
\ 
. .. f 
_ .. ,,
· ·4.3.~ ·~ .~·.: ·E:tect o~ ·the_ve~tica~ - ~oad.: .: _ · .. --,, :: ./ .. '· , :-':·.·: .. -;: .. :_ ~:. ;·~\.: · . . 
Typica 1 . graphs·, showi ng.othe .'e'f .fecf:·c:>'f.:the· ve,r:ti.¢al -lo.ad·.,are shown :in.· • .. ... · :, .. ·:, . 
• ' • • ; • • •• - .' • • ' • • . • ' •• • • • . ' . ·". •• • : . . .. ~. • . • ' .' '. f><o ... ~.~ ,j · .. 
'figures .29 'to . 31.:; :·.~Tabula·ted results are···summar.i%ed ·i·n ta~le> T: ·aoth the . · : . ·. ··.· .. 
:~'· •••• . :0 t .... <-· ; .: .' .... .. . · ... · .  ~· ~.· ... ·. ,.,,·.·_ . ·. :·.:·· . <· .· . · ~ · ~ " .. ··. ·. · .. ·· · . :::·  .-. ~-· · .: .'.~· ·. : '·'. · ...  
'· ·~ · . graph.s ~and_: :~n~- ta~J .~: ar( .. for. .a; fre.e ·head · pile .in.-. soft : cl~y. ·>S;mil ar ... 9r.aphs· · \:· . . · ~ - · :;·.-:' 
' . . . · . : .· · ~- . . : , . ,:· · ' · . , .• ·., ; : .::;.~ · .. . .. . _' .~ : _ ...... . . • .... · ..... · -... . , •. . ..... ~· ;·, _ . . , . • . .. <t, -. · ~. : .. 
~~ ' .... ' < • .... 0' , ·an(f"'table(;:For.'d .f'ree hea·d:.Ji1i·~· i n 'S'ti.ff·, claY: and ' a· fi'x~lhe~. pile in·)the·· ..... , I , ._. : ' 
....... • ·: . . · . • : ,' '· · : ,· •· •• · ••·. . : ·: ': .· •• _·· :· . • f· -~ •. •. ·:. • •. :.. ~- • .. ·:: : · • .. . .• : ;·' :'•~: ~.: ~:- :· . :'~:~·· ·- -~ ·" ·. --~- . ••••• _ · < . ..,. · .  ~ .-·:_. ..::·; 













(figure~ 69 to 77) • 
f Results show that th~ increas-e of th.e vertical load causes a corre-
sponding increase in the magnitudes of Ymax , Mmax+ and Mmax- for both 
free and-fi,x_ed head piles in the two types of soil. This agrees with the 
s,~ experimental and th.eoretica 1 s.tudtes. presented by Zuhkov .and Ba 1 ov ( 1 978) 
. . ) 
for ·lat~rally loaded piles subjected to vert-real loading~ ·· . However, this 
~ . . . . 
lincrease app~ars to be significant only i'n the cas~ · of:. a fre~ head .p1le . 
. ~ ' . ., - . 
. ... u ·. 
L 
•in. soft cl .. ay, but fs n.ot appreci'aole in the other three .·c;:ases. It can also -
• - ~ . 
be not~ce.d 'that_ the .Position of. J~~x+ . and Mmax- -· ~s nearly 'Independent o~ 
,, I l . . • • 
the vert1cal load especially for fixed head piles. .' . . 
" I 
[ The :~a?n itude o~ Yma~ is sfgn i f~~ant only for a free head pile in 
1
soft clay, while 1t is almost n~gl ;~·ible even for higher vertical loads, 
. . 
in the case of> fixed head pi'le ·in stiff clay. A 1 so,for pjJe-s driven in 
. . 
· 4 . spft .clay~, a lo~ger upper ·porti'on of the pile is sub~cte.d to appreci-
. - .,.. . ' .. 
able bending ·s_tress~s compared to the case of stiff clays._· 
. 4.3_. i. 3 Effec.t of .tfie External: Moment . 
- I 
· . . Typi_caJ gra.pfts.-s~owfpg t~e effec-t Qf the external moment .are shown 
..'"' ~ . ( . 
• 
' i.n figu·res 32, to ·34.. Taoulated.-results are .surm:narized. ;·n table ~· - .Both . 





(~ • the gr.a_phs a_nd the . table are for a· free ·head pile in soft clay,.· Si!riiiar · 
. l . .9raphs .~ndt;lbl.e for a free head ,p;le 1~ s'tiff cJanre giv~n"ln aPpt;n~ix , ' · 
J -·_ A ;~h~~l ~-- :2~) __ ,a:nd · -~ ~pendi_x 8 · ( ;; g.iir~ ~'78ft~ so) . . ·.. · . · ( . · ·. ·: _ <. : .. · 
~ , • . ,.: ~ri .bo~li V,Pe/of. s~p; vmalt • : ~ •• ,. ~nd "ax- !•~r.••r' 01_;,s t lln~~r- .. , ., , 
.. 'I , . , ly ~itt. :he i•~re~~e ,oi.th•. ~~b.,.:~~i .~:~,t; '·~d· the m•9~'t· df i•"n:~r . ·. • '· • 
~ _ . .- :- . -- ... " " ., ·. -.. ·_1~ . Mm~x+· ·~~ ~~P~~~x-~m~~~~f ~e · ~a:me _ .a_s.}:~:~)?ncr;a~-~- ~w ~~e ~x~er_n~~: ·:~·om~_~t . .-_: · - .~ . ... · - - ~ :: _ 
> ·•·•· ••. :.,·;· _: •... t:K ~t~c::~::~~·:: !~~t::::;s i;i~ 1 ;~:~ ~:?:P::f;:· ;~d~:;~lt' ~--· : '' ·: } , 
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Table 7 Effect of the vertical load on tn~ . maximum :deflection and the maximum / 
. . . ~ ' . . 
. t,>e~ding ~ment for a- free h'ead pile -·it:~ ~~f~ .~l ay 
-
v ymax Mmax+ .oepth . io., ~ax- Depth t·o M·- . . - Mmax-
' 
max·+ ., · · 
(kN)· 
-· 
(m) (kti m) c · -. · ( ~) .;. ·. :_ . - (kN m) (mJ 
~. : .... 
0 ·~0 .• 1704 3850.7 g·.o, : . . -'-. 150.1 28 .. 0 
.. 
. . 
. 3000 0.1867 4188~2 9 -~ 0 167.4 29.0 ' ·. -:;.· 
-.. 
6.000 0.2072 46Qp. 3 9 •. o· 191 • 7 29.0 
9000 ' 0.2339 5122.4 . 9 ~.0 ' · - 2~. 5 29.0 
... . i2~ .0.2712 _; 5817.8 -9.0 . :- 289.6 29.0 
.15000 0.3280 6821 ;7 9~0 ~- 378~2 29 .0 
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~ J, , :: _ ·, ', . ,: < , :'' , ' } .f ~~~f"cs; 11 "tO : 37 ... 'rabul ;tJd ,{~~u it~ , ·~;e: ~j,n.nH~ed. ~-~ .· t~~l; i9: •  • l!O~~ th~ ; .·_. . _ · •.. :i . : '
.-':··, : ..... ·'::-. '_ . .. ·.<'.·> '<: .:· graph~'-i and th~'.' t~bte . ~r~· for, '~ .:free head: .p:t1e . ;·_ry -softi cl ~y-~ 'Simjlar' :' : . >' ' :' ·. ·_:: ( . . ' ·· . 
. . & . ,·.  :->-. •. }-; gr.~p~~ ·.,lid ~~~i ~· fbr: ~ ~re~ ~··~ _Rtl~'fn:)~i'tJ.~ 1ay +~~ } ft~:~ he~i p~Te . , · .. ····•·.··, · •..•.•. 
·: ·(·.~·: .. :···· .' ~-/ .. ···.' ·-·: ·i~~the : twi(typ~s, of ~ri_n ·· ·at-e gjven. : in -~ppeni:tix ·A' _lta~les>23- ~o 25-) ani ·· ·:' ·. _-:_·:-.-.. .-.:' .:·: ··· 
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. · :~ •. · . ~- · . , 1 w . .. .. : ·· ·:,' ' _'·· · . ' • . .. ~ :_ ,. • J .· ': ~ ·. ·.: ._· ... ' . . ' .\ .J • • ' • : • 
· ' . .'.. ·. , . . : :·.- . -. Res_ults i-n~i5~te that.: IJoth _ tf:l~ . . ~a·gn.i'tu~e and ,1~~ation of. ' Yinax". ~ · . ;: __ 
· i:·. . ·· _·_': ~ : f.· .. ~a~~- :~ndMm~x~· · a-~~ ·;_ndep~nd~_nt qf.~ the: ~~ -~ ~ ._le~gth _f~;- .a lJ --~~~-·:f~_ur.· ·< . _.-::: .'. _·: :. . ~-
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>i· ... ::~ ·:· · . .,; :_ \. :~ . · .. ;· ·. · · .:· (u~e~ .P-i]~ .. s·:.l,o~g~~~· t:han _;~ . sp~~~ft~ Je~g·~~ -~i :h·· jnsu~~·~ ··sta~~Hty- ·1~~ - -~,he ::: . . ·. · . .· : 
· - -~. :'. : . : ·~. : ·· · .. :-. . :: .. ~·il~~soil ·.sys,tem. it _should ~e note~- thaf:ther~ma.Y 'I>e .. situatfons-~.e~e· : · .:·.- · ... ' 
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' \ _ design crit_eriiL. !· 
. \ : . . 
. • A comparison betw~en - fi gu~s 35 and 36' shows : that there are fewer 
_· re~ersa··ls, ~n the :s·i gn of bo.th . the d~flecti?n ~·n( the be~din~ rriome~t {V 
'-..... . ( . - . ~ 
curves _for snorter . piles. · Th'is 'may be ,due to less f~xit,y at t~~ e~,ds of 
. . . . 
\ .·,_ 
re lii ti v~ ly.' ·short/ pi 1 es . . . ' ' \ 
b• . ' · . .I . ' . : 
-., ·:4.3.2.2·· Effect-.. ;'of. Pile Flexural' Rf9idi'ty . ··1 \ · 
" •' .·. ' .. ·_ ·_ . ··.·· ... ... _, -. · .. · ·: · .· ; .. .. _.· ... -.:. ~ _ · · ': ·.· :. ·. '.' · • . "··:- ·. -J.-. · · 
·. ~ · .:· -· :· .- ..,-··ry{)lcal gr.aph.s.·showing:_the .effe'Ct. of .' tne: pile- flexuraLrigid(ty ar.e -. -- · ·. , i, --' ·. 
,'/ · : , . . ·• · .. ,, .··• '; , sh~~n ,in: ti9u:~i- j6' f,b ~~ •. ' Ta~u1at0d • ~s41 ts ~~/su~ar;ze~ i n kble 10 . .• :' ' . · . . • : .. · ·. · 
·.r .. :.: :.·._ ... :-\·:_ . · .· : :~: .:_>_' ,. :··: so~h:::·tFi(9~ap_r,s 1 -a~:d_·, - ~~~ i .t_ab ~ ~,~ a~e_._t.~t:· 'a· ?~ee_ .. :he~d~:: pl :lr~-~ ·.~o:1t ~cJ.~_Y: ~. : · i- .. . _::: .- :· ,:_., . . ·-.--1-< ._·_- . 
.. . ·.: .  ·>·.·:···. 5imil_ar. : grap_ns · 1~~d' . t~bles, . for· a · ~~~e_: ~e-~d pi_ ~e · i_n. stfff ~iay and . a-:-fix~d· .·_. ·.· ·.:··: l.-.:: .. 
·. :. ·. . .: . ' . . . ' .. - . I '·' .· . , . ,· .• . ' .. / . . I . '• , • • •• '4 • . 
-... ·· ... _. . · ·, ·:· ~~ ... he~d - pjle·_:;-ri .th¢: two · zypes . ~f -'sotl' are .given : in .' t;;~endi·~:_·A · (t~b] ·~s . 26 ·, t~ .. -·, . :" . ;_·> 
. : ' ::·  .. ·_ ·.· ' :: : ' '\ . : .. , . .' ·: · ·: . ' ' ' :, · . . ' :. :_ '. · ' . ' . ·' ' ' , ' ' ' .'· ·· . ,·, ; ' . , • ' .• ' ' 
. ·: · · -<:: · .. ·- ·~ · · ~8) · an_~ . appendi•x B"' .( fi gates· go ·. to ·ga) • . '-:. ·· · . · · ~ · . · .... · · · · · . . _., 
':-'."">.: ·. . : . . ' .. ' ' 1- ,· . ' ' ·, -. ' . '.' ' , : ,\ · ' ' ' - '.- ~ ., ' ' • . . • •. , . , ' 
1
_ _: :· . : • :. · ·Forf~e· . ~ea_d p_; le~--~- Y ~-~- - dec~eas_e;:with .the· .i.n.c)·e·ase ·of the -pi.l.e 
.. \ ' : ' . '\: ' . . ' . \ : . •'- . . . ' . ' ' . ' .• ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . 
. . -~: - .- ~ · ·: fl~~a·l rigidi1ty.· · "T:he _rate .of chal')ge in:··~m-ax ·;s:·more sensitlve in,:th~ 
'• ' :· ·:I , . , . : ' ·, , . .. ·.·. . . . . , 
, ·. :·. l _~er. range of j fl'E!!x_u~a\ rig.idity , v:a1.ues. - ~e :be~-avior. ~f ~e · !ll_~m~.nt . 
' cUI)j$S · is sl't~tly -~iffereni: : fn the;.two eypes ofsoil. In Case of S9ft 
" . . . c 1 ay ~ ~Hh the I; nc~ as e ; n thi! ~a lues of Hexu~a 1 ~i gl dl ~ the ~n1tudes, 
- - - ~ _.. .-. ,Qf~~th .. '\i~x+ · a'nd _ Mmax _·sli_ghtltdecreaseJnitially_ ar,ld . tne~- -they st~rt - .. 
·' 
; ; . • 1 _ • • . • inc i~' ! ~g .•1 +•rth~ Xin c~as~ i nthe i1 exu ~al ri gl df tr; ~ 0~ i~ e other: 
t .· .' .. _: · ._ · ·.' _ : .. h~nd; .. i~a~~- ·o~ ,st{f_f :clay .. t~_is ~~itia( de~~_as~ :;·n.:·the roo~~t1 i .s . not - · 
. I ·. ·. , .· . , _ •.·. , . Observe~ ; Th) 1 decr'tia~e Is ~e,:Y • mi 1 ~ , ~ esqit~~ ~ and o~curs on'ly for . ·.·· · ·· 
'~.: )·' .. ' 
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~ - ' ._ .. ·a ·free head.: pil~ 1n ·_s'oft clay' • .. ;This may be -cw.-'an·omaly· due to the : · : :·. ' 
J.·:~.-:·:>::.' . <·~ .· , ·_ · :·_. :·c·~~~\~·~i.1~ !ty_:)leq:~i ~~nfb .. ~t~~e~:-- ~~ .. _ pi).e _.~n~ .th_e_ s_oil -~~:p.o:~s,e _; _ .. ~ t.· ;t' · ·.·. _ .- ~- - _. 
- ~ ' ·· i . ' . ' ' ' . ' ' . , · f ' . ·.  :·, ·: " :: felt tti~f thfs ' an.omalY, might require' further . 'de,tai te~_-inves·ti gati on. ' •, : : ' : •, . ' 
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dQW,ll 'a_long tfu! ptie axis with hicreasing flexural · rigidity, which· m~ans 
: .i ' . .· ·.: · . · .. _· . . ' . · •. · ' : . . . 
>---:--~t a 19.n9e.r por~ion_ of. the p1le .ts suo_je~.ted to sign.ificall.t ben.ding· 
- '.· : : ' . . ' . . . 
.. : . J ' • I) 
: stres~es for ·~·~gh~.r-·· ·value·s : ot ~-h~ pile flex~~al r·fg _~ _dity. 
, . ' . ; ' I - . . . ' ' : .. , ~\ 
For fixed .ftead pi.les .in . tfte two types of ·soil, Both the · deflection.: . 
• • '· l • .' ,. • : •• : . • : ~: : • I ·~: ., . . : : . . . .... . . . . . . - . ,. .... . .' : .. . 
and the moment" respo.nses ·are similar to the .. case of· a fr.ee ·head pi Je· in 
. .. . . . . 
stiff clay. However, the . mag~itu~e o'f~. Yroax in . : c.a~~- _of ·:a'.fi~e~. · .he·_~d : _'Pile ·~· , 
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. in stiff clay ·is relatively' .. smal:l, .. _· ·. : . . ·. · · · . ·· . .. . · > .\ ..... · . . . . '. .· :. ·.. . . . · ti.~~~ ! ' . . . .. .. .. :·.. . . · . . : :: ~ . : ... · .. ·\ ·; .·. 
" · .i·.: ·',' ·.' · : : · · , . -.. . · ··:·~·. '.-_T~~ do~war,d · m_C?V~~~-~ .' o_f-~~~~JJJ c~~i;~n ... qf :Mma~+. and: M~~x·_ .: ~i-t~ .. ··<:··. ;· .· · . · .. _ ... :. ·.: · .( .. · 
·. · .... ·· ·:. ·.- ·. :_· _- · : ion~r~~sihg .fl~x~~al~ri~i~it.Y, ~nl · alvs~/ b_e.' i'.ryte_~preie~ ;~~ -~n,qti-ier ~Y~. · ...... :< _.> .~_. ; '-:\ .. · ·_: ;· ·.:.· 
: ;·· .. .- : ··.·: .~ ·.·:.:··:, ... : .. : ... Th~ · fl~.><~·t_ai t _i g_~~-~t~~ ~~s .. v~-ri·~mhang~~·~~ _-·t_h~.·: ·t~i.ck __ n~~~·}of. :1 -~h~ · :~:~~~1 ::\~n · _:: ·.·_ ·~ ::··.· .  .'  .,;.:._. ... 
·., · . .. , . . .. . ·' 71' I .• . • . \ . . ' I . . I .. ' ;~ ·. . . .· . . ' .. : . I • ' • /. • ,· . • • • I ·. . . ' ·• :.:;:-.-·~ .. ~~·· · . ·-::.< : ·~:. <-·~; th_e : .~·ipe~~ s .· : T~Us, ··,.wH~ ,~~~/' 9 ~~-~ --~·1,-e~~r-~1-- :~fg·i.?i~~~:-. t~e-: ~i.le_._ .· -~ .. · ... . , _.;:·..- ·.- ~·-.L ·: 
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I • ·,,' ••· • ~ . ·~ ', ' . • I(. ·, •, ·~ ' ", ., ' ·,, ,· • ' .' . • ~ ' ' • . , • , .· ' ': ~ ' . ~ ' ' •. ,· . • 
:, ' · .( ~Y:oU~d s~i-~~ c~~~re~ . t~.·:~ .~t·.•~ ~il~ of:~• sO~e ~iZ~_,'.;d l~Og'th ilriVOn .· . · · . · 
.· · \ · " 1fl ·a··sil)l1lar typ,e . ~f=~o11 - and :subJected . to the · sam~ ·1oadln~~u_tthe , , 
\.:6-· .... '. ~ ~agrijtud~ :of' 'the ma~imu~ moment. ni·._tfte. steel ptle w.ii.l ex6e~:d ··· ihaio~·: th~- ~ · .. ·.,· . . : . ... :  . 
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· · .PaimOr arid, Brown ,(i954) o~tain~d Similai' ;..,sults fcir freeh~~d pi;es . •· .· · i 
in ~~"?· ~- -For·· ~ · 7?0% · · ~n_c·r~as~ in ·'th~ f~~·x-~r~·l · fig1 di·t~·t_~{~i\~-~Jt~d~: · .~i.. -~ · . . · · ·. . ~: 
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·, ·, · _Typical graphs showing · ttie' ef_fect .of' the ,pile .diameter ;are. shown in .. ··.·, . 
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figti're{41 t6 . 4~ Tabulated results. ·are ·suilinarized ·in table . .ll .· :. Both. · ·: ·: .. 
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~owever, in s~ft clay the magnitude of ~~xt st~rts decreasing with the 
increase of the pile diameter, then it slightly increases with further 
increase in the diameter. For stiff clay, that -magnitude of Mmax+ 
slightly decreases for lower ra~ge of increasing ·diameter, then a signif-
' , icant increase js not.iced with continued increase in diameter. In both 
soils, the depth to ~axt moves down with the· increase of the pi 1 e diameter. 
The pile response in. this study appears to be similar to the case in which 
\ I :~ • 
_only the flexural rigidity was va_ried (section 4.3.2.~) rather than the 
'. ' ~ -' . 
G 
.case where the pil~ diameter· alone (sectior:J 4.3.2.3)' wa~ increased. This 
tmplh~s :that the pile fl~xural_· rigidity tias- a greater · influe~ce on the 
pile respon~.e than the cK'qmeter of the pile alone.: 
.. 
For fixed he~d piles also, the deflection and the bending moment 
response are similar to the case where flexural rigidity wa.s the variable. 
The magnitude of Ymax de~reases while ~h~t of Mmax- increases corre-
' · 
spending to an increa~e in the pile diameter. Deflections in case of 
·fixed he~~ piles are generally smaller- than those .f~r free head piles in 
the same~~ype of soil. 
4. 3.3 Soil Properties •. 
" 4.3.3.1 Effect of Soi l Undrained Shear Strength 
. Typical graphs. showing the ~effect of the soil undrained shear 
r '' 
strength ' ar~ sh~wn in figures 47 to 49. Tabulated results are summarized 
in table 13. Both the graphs · and the table are for a free head pile in 
. . . 
-. 
soft clay. Similar graphs and tables for the o.ther cases are given in . 
· appendix A (tables 35 to 37) and appendix B ,(figures 117 to ·125). . 
·· For 5oth types of ,piles in s1:lft clay, the magnitudes, of Ymax , • 
\ 
'\ax+' and ~ax-· 'significantly decrease with an increase in'· -the .undrained 













soil sh.ear strength. The position of t\ax+ moves upb'ard along the pi fe. 
axis with increasing shear strength. The portion of the pile which is 
e.ffective:W underbending is shortened with increasing soil strength. 
The pile response in case of stiff clay ts s~milar to that in soft 
clay for both types· of piles. However, the magnitudes of Y , M + 
max max 
and M are smaller in case of stiff clay. Also, reversal in the 
max-
sign of both the deflectjon &nd the bending moment curves is more 
pronounced in stiffer clays. For both types of piles the position of 
~ax+ is. n~arer to the ground surface in case Qf stiff clay. 
'. 
4.3.3.2 tffect of Soil Unit Weight 
Typical graphs showing the effect of the soil unit weig~t are shown 
in figures SO · to 52. Tabulated resu~ts are summarized in table 14. Both 
the graphs ftnd the table are for a free head pile in soft Clay. Similar 
graphs and tables for the other ·three0 cases are given in appendix A 
(tables 38 to 40) and appendix B (figures 126 to 134). 
!" case of free head piles, ·both Ymax and Mmax+ slightly decrease. 
with an increase in the soil unit weight . This decrease is almost linear 
. 
and it is more pronounced in the case of soft clay. A slight upward move 
in the position of M a + is noticed in case of soft clays, while the 
m x . -
' t 
position does not appear to be affected by an increase in the soil unit 
weight f.or . stiff clay .. 
. Similar behavior is noticed for Ymax and Mmax- i·n case of fixed head 
piles in both types of soil, but with smaller magnitudes of deflections. 
4.4. Layered System of Soil 
. In most practi cal offshore .sites the soil properties vary with the 
depth below the sea-bed. Generally the soil undrained shean strength 
(Text continued on page 108) 
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figure 47 :Deflection an.~ ·betidi.ng moment; for a .free head pile ih soft clay., 
C',~ :15.0. kN/m2, . - . . - · . 
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. Table 13 ·Effect of ttie soi 1 undr~i ne~f shea·r strength :on . the _· maxinl1m def~ ecti on and 
·.:;· 
· the maximum bending ·m~ment for ·iF-> free he~d-- p.il·~ . in s~ft ,clay · 
c- / ·vmax · M . max+. 
.). ,...;.--(m) . (kN in) .. 
' ·· 
15.0 0.4856 .: 6906.6 
•· 
20.0 . 0.306·8: 56l~L3 
2·5.0. 0.2241 4933.0 
3a- .o· 0. 175]. 4411-t 
~ 
35 .. 0 0.1437 4094 .7' 
. 40.0 . . 0.1209 379_6 .0 
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.. 
~ 
-y ' ·. y. Mmax+ Dej:lth to : .. "\n~x- -· Depth · to max - ~;+ _-:· ·· Mmax-
.· (k.N/m 3 } (m) (k~ m) (kN m) ( m) 
. . 
. 2.0 0.2579 5235.0 10.0 
-
234.5 29 . 0 
:f.o 22.9 ~ 6 ~ 0.2.474 5155.? · g.o - 29.0 
4.0 0. 2387" 5080.0 9.0 
-
2.25 . 3 29.0 
5.0 . 0.2310 5006.0 . • 9.:0 22).2 29.0 
6.0 0 .224"1 . 4933.0 ~ ·.9 ..  0 . -216 .. 0 . 29.0 1) 
7.0 ' . .0.2181 4864.0 ; 9.0 211.4 . 28.0 
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has lower ~alues for the upper few meters of the ocean floor, then 
increases for deeper son strata (Agarwal et-al, 1977; Mahmood and Hough,· 
1978). For some deep-sea .sediments Stiffer clay underlain by softer layers 
has been reported (Silva et al, 1976). This phenomenon rarely o"urs on 
~he continental shelves where most offshore structures are constructed. 
Conditions obtaining in deep-sea sediments will not be discussed he e. 
. 8 -
• , I 







a soft. c 1 ay 1 ayer u~der 1 a i i1 .by a sttf~ 1 ay. The study ~as 
a free head pile, anq zt a 1i'xeo. ~ead pile, both driven into the ' layered· 
son system.- T.he standard v11,.~es fn t~ble 5 for the ·pile · ,o~d.fng~ P.i:h! :· 
properti~s ·an'd\h~- soil p~opert:i~s w~re tsed in . th~ :a.na1. Ysis ·~ . · ~ ···: . . 
: , ' ' · , , , ' I • -. ' ' .. ' •: • . ' • • • ' . , • ' ' 
. In this stUdY. the ·depth ·ot the uppe'l'1 . soft cl i!-Y layer ~was vari.ed· 
. , • . I , , 
between 0.0 in and 60.0 m ( the pile length) in ten increments. ··. Six 
plots for the deflection and the bendi'ng .moment a,long the pile were 
obtained for each or~ t~o piles. The plot sh~wing the effect' .of th~ 
depth of the soft. clay layer on the maximum de'flectiOn and the maximum 
I 
• • I( • 
positive and negative bending moments was finally drawn for the two 
· t~pes of piles . .' Magnitii~es and p~si':ion~ the maximum dTfl.ectibn and 
the maximum 'positi~e and n~gative pending nioment!{for each )n_£rem~nt were 
a·lso t.abulated. I / 
The.· graph.s a·nd tbe table in case of a free head pile are presented . 
in th~ ma~ text o~ the th~sis, and for fixed h~ad pile ~he~r_e arranged · 
at the end of appendices A and B. , , . . . ,. . 
\ 
4.4. 1 Effect of the Soft ·Clay Layer 
Typical graph_s showing the .effe'ct of the, soft clay layer in . a 
layered soil .system, are shown in. figures 53- to. 59. Tabula~d results are 
. .. 
. ' 
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su11111arize~\n table 15. B.ottt, the· grap~$ and the t_able are .fbr a fr~. he.ad 
pile: 
For both t.xpes ·of>piles Yniax fncreases rap'idly and significantly 
when the soft c 1 ay 1 ayer depth increases form 0 ~ 0 m >to· 15.0 m, t~eil for .~ 
a further increase ln depth. the magnitude of. Y . is nat appreciably. 
. . . . rna~ . . · . . . 




that fo~.' a fi _~ed h_ead · .~·il_e .. Ymax • ~~·~a~s· OC,t~~S at th~· .'ground S~·r:face · 
. . • : : I. . ' ' • . ' . . ' . , • ' ·· - . ~ . · .•• ~. -
independent .of~ the depth· of tFi.e .'soft' .day J\ayer ' whil~:. the:-po'sf·t'ion ot: •' . : . ~-::: : 
. · ..... : . .' - ' ... · · •··.·•• .i· .• .· · · "" ,·, •••.• .. ~ ·:4' .... ' · ... . . ·.: . . ·· . . ·._· .. \ · .... ~.: ·~· .. -~- . ~ . . .• :·::-'· ·, 
.I . ..: ~ax.+ ·mov~~· ::d~wt:ra'long t~e ·.pne .. a·~ts : for; ~~~.e~: · va_l~~~~ of the sof.t·_ ¢l_~Y :.·: :·: · .~ ·. ~--' -~· ·.-". <: . 
. " ...··. D layeri :·~j:: C~se .· ·o: •• ~;~ •. Lad·. p~l~~ .~ .t&O. magn:~ude;. dt "max+~h i ch ... •• •• · .• · • ;" •. •. . .. .·; · .•••.• : 'f ~··· 
I . . . ' . •, . . . ' ' . . .'- . I • • ' • • • ' '. ... .: • • • . '• • : ... • • : • ·.; - : ; ' ·Y . ~ 
'·governs. the ~esign of the pi·l~.~ ·increases very"quick11 corr~spo·ne1i119· ~o · · < .. ..... · : .. ;~ . 
. ' •) . . . . . . 
an. i~crea~e in 'the ,·depth of the s'oft clay.·- la~er.:'.f'_rom( 0. 0 .fu ta.·ro.(rm', ' ·.; // 
. .. ~ 
then for a further . increase i:t slightly decreas.es· 'and, reacher a_;.constant ' . .  
. . . / ,. ·' ·. . . ~ - - . ' - . ' 
. I , . . . . . . 
val~e .  · How~.ver for f~xed . nead plle$-; t~~ magnitud~ of ·Mmax- which · 
governs the desi'~n; · iricrea:s·~~ - ve~y .r-api~fy ~h~n~ the dept~ 'o{ the .soft c;1.ay g: · , 
' ;, . • ' • • I . 
1 a.Yer i ncrea.ses· ·.from • . 0. 0 m to 15.0 m ·, then it ~ 1 most remains ,.· constant 
. ' " . . ~ , . ' ' . . . \ ~ . . ~ 
·, 
.. !· •, 
~I · . . - ~-~- · 
} .. 
and' is ind~pend~nt~ of ~n.r further in~re.ase in. · t~e 'depth .of the so'f.t_ c]ay 
,._ 
. . .. .~ 
stratum. • <)> I 
' 
. ' . . . ~ 
.. Accordi_ng . ~o · t~e .-above · ~nalysis, i't. cari -~~.-c~~clu~ed · th~~ fhe ·s~·rf~~e 
: .l~Yer eierts· ·a · c<?rtro 1ljng_ influ~nce . on·. t~·e beha:V~o~ of, a. ,;o·il ;_p; le .·s;steni. · 
I . . 
subj~e~~d .to la~era.1 lo~ding. Thi-s i.~ . Jn - .'agre~~nt'wi~h ~im~·ia~· .co.nclus:i~ns · 




' drawn by Davi~~on and ,...Gill (1~~3). \ · 
. ' 
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· . . ·. 
. . :· · . / . 
/ the maximum bending moment for a f~ee ~ead. pile in a layered soil system . 
L.l y 
'\ax+ · · Dep-th_ to · ' ~ax- Depth to max ~x+ · ~ax-., 
(m) (m) · ( kN m) - .( m) · (kN. m) · (m) 
. 68.7 13'.0 o .. o 0.0121 1658.6 3 .• 0 
5.0 . 0.0504 .- 3788.'9 - 6.0. 161.8 16.0 : 
--
10 .o,.. · 0.1503 5265.6 
.. 1o·:o - 222 .0 20'.0 
1s .o- 0.2149 4939.3 .9.0 
-
157.9 24.0 
20.0 . ' 0.2187 -4926 .. 8 ' 9.0 ~ 216.8 24.0 
25:0 0.2220 4935.5 
, .. 
9.0 .:. 418.3 26.~ 
30. 0 0.2239 4933.4 ·9.0 - 277.6 30.0 
~ 
'40.0 0.2241 49-33.0· . 9.0 - 22'0.2 29.0 
~ 
50.0 0 .2241 4933.0 9.0 - 216 .0· 29.0 
· 60.Q 0.2241 4933.0 9.0 -: 216 .0 29.0 


















4} a f1xed hea~ pile tn· s.ti.ff cla,y, Tb.e effectS: 1of 1l p'Ue loadi.n~, 
2) pile properties and 3f s:otl properttes, on th.e ma-ximum deflection 
. . . 
and the maximum .bending moment in tli.e pi 1 e were ex ami n,ed. Another study 
. . , 
was made to dete-rmine the effect of soil 1 a,reri ng on the. maximum 
. ' . 
deflection an·d the maximum moment for both _ free and -fixed head piles 
• 
·. 
drivenw in a layered .soil system. Variations within practical ranges 
. . 
of the parameters were studied. The .finfte . differe·~c¢_ method .w:s used \ 
in· the parametric. analysis and the·_ CAlCOMP graph plotter .was used to · , · 
generate.- a·l r the graphs. 
. . . ~ · . ·. : --: .. . . . . . . . ·, ... ·., . : .. . : .· 
In general; resuHs .showed gopd agreement ~th sjmilar_.publ is~ed , 1 . 
" .. · . r : . ·.· : ·. . . ·\ ...... 
analyses. ·-· .: , _ _ · . , : 
,• 
· ·: 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
• 
The laterally loaded pile problem has received considerable attention 
in recent years. In the research reported here, a comparison between two 
' 
theoretic a 1 methods of analysis . .. the finite difference and the finite e 1 ement 
, ~ 
methods, has been presented . . Soil nonlinearity was considered by adopting . 
th~ p-y CLH'Ves con_cept. A comparison was made of the re~ul ts obtai'ned by the 
two.,theoretic.al methods·.-. Full 5_cale test r.e~~lts r/orted .iri publica~ions · '\ 
.. were compared with the .th~oret·ic.al solytions. A parametric analysi.s w.as done 
. , , ,, • .' '• I • ' 
! 'to ~stablish the' relative 'sigll'ificance :of the ·variabl.~s .influendng the 
. ' : . ' ' . . . \ ' . . . . . . . . . ~ - . . 
, beha\~ior of· \h .tera_lly l~aded pii~·s. ·. Th~. effects. o{ l) pi l.e · l~~ing,:_ 2) pile_· · 
• • . ~ 1 • • ¥ • • • • • • • ,·. - • • \ • '. ·: • • 
· propertie~, .3) soi'l ·properties and. 4) ·soi_l layering, on the ·maxir!Jum deflection 
· and the ri'Jax.imu~ ~ending. monient - ~ere examip~d. T~o ·types ~f· soil~. soft clay, 
. ' . ·. .. ,. . . 
and stiff clay, were consfd~red in the an.alysis. Both free and ' fixed head 
~ ' 
piles were studied. lhe ·CALCOMP graph plot.ter: -was used to generate all the 
graphs for . the· parametric ana ly.s is. 
:____., The ... f~llowing c;:onclusions are drawn from the present investigation 
(a) Comparative Study ·· 
1. _The soil · nonli~earity can be efficiently repre~ented in tenns· of t*e - P~Y 
curves. These.-'ctirves can be gener~ted ·in a. computer .Program as was .-
/ . . 
, ·denxmstrated •. The methods p,resented ~ere · fQr predicting _ the p-y curves 
. 
.~ 
in different types of 'soil show good. agreement with' reported field data.· 
.· . . ' . . 
2. T' method of cot~structing_. the p.:.y curve.s .d~yeloped -l'h this in.ve~tigation 
. . . . . . 
lends itself., easily to tha · analysis of la.Yered soils > ··" 








l . ·.: 
' · 3. A co~arison of the finite ._difference ~nd the" finite .element programs 




shows th~t the cor~ storage and .CPU time req-uirement are more for the 
·, · / . ~ ' 
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finite element method. 0 ' 
4. A reduction of 20% in1 the first soil spring constant at the top of the 
~pile ~reco~ended when a~alyzing free.head piles in soft clays using 
the finite element method . 
5 .. Ab~ut 30 elements will be sufficient to yield good results in the finite -... . 
element program. 
6. Comparison between the theoretical moments and the full scale tests 
' ~ 
results ·are generaliy agreeable, but 'the agreement in the colliP.uted and 
measured deflections is not satisf~ctory. · 
·(b) Parametric Analysi.s 
1 ~ . Y~ax .a lway_s··_ocGurs· at the ground surface. 
-·· . . 
2. Ymax in~r~as~s wi~h t~e incr.ease of ~~h_e ~ateral loa~, the vertical load 
• • • I ' ' ' 
, and thE(.external moment~ It decr~ases" with -th~ increase of the pi:le 
\ .. 
d.iamet;er, the .-pile flexural ri.gidi ty, the soi1 undrained shear strength 
. . •. . ( J!l , . . . 
and tl:l~ soil Ur).it weight, while,it is not affected by the pile leng~h~ · 
' < 
3. The· parame~ers which significantly affect tlie magnitude of Y~ax are th~ 
< '4 • 
h~rizcmtal load', the. _~ertica] load (in case of .free head piles in soft 
. · ·~ 
clay), ·the extern\11·Q1oment, the pile diameter ·(in case o_f free head piles ., 




generallY sign·ificant in case of fr~e ·head pileS" in 
soft cla.Y _while: ·'it is ry small in case of -fixed head piles in stiff clay. 
• I 
5. In st{ff clays,. fai_lure o~curs corresponding to relatiyely small , values 
of the pile defl.ection. It may thus be stated that the _behayior of stiff 
c 1 aY tends to be brittle . / 
6. The value __ of ~ax-+: in ~ase or free bead piles an~ that of Mmax- for 
fixed h~ad pi 1 e~' increase corresponding to ·ar: increase in the hori zor-tal . 
. . . ' ' . ~ . . ' : -_ ) 
1 oad, the .. verti c~.l 1 oad t · the- extern·a l moment (for free head pj 1 e~) ~ and 
.·. 
· . " •'·· 
: ·-
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the pile flexural rigidity, while they decrease with the increase of the 
. 
pile diameter and the soil undrained shear strength. They are not 
affected significantly by the soil _unit weightr. Pile length also does 
not influence M + and M greatly. 
max max-
7. The position of Mmax+ moves downwards due to increase in the horizontal 
load and the pile flexural rigi~ity, and it moves upwards correspohding 
to increase of the external moment, the pile diameter and the soil 
undrained shear strength. Both the upward and downward shifts are 
' 
within a small range. The position of Mm~x+ .is not af!ected by the 
vertical load, ,the pile length arid the so_il unit we1_gh·t. 
a.. ~n g~neral ,. the position of Mmax+ _is ·neare·r to the ground surface Hi · 
case of st.iff clay than soft clay. · 
.,. .·. 
9. The·, ratio of Mmax+ to Mmax- in case of free h~ad piles i.s higher than 
th.e .reciprocal ratio in case of fixed he·ad piles. Obviously this 1neans 
\ . 
.. ' i. I 
. .that the' des i gn of fixed he ad pi le s wi 11 be more e con ami ca 1 in terms o:J 
optimization compared to free head piles. _ · 
' 
10. There are more re~ersals in -the sign of the deflection and the b~nding 
moment c'/J"'es when the soil-pile sys"tem becomes more stable due to 1 anger 
piles, larger diameters or. ?tiffer soil. 
11. , The•resu1ts obtained from this investigation -agree with those obtai.ped 
. . . . . ' ' . 
-by Palmer and Brown ( 1954) for a f r'ee head pile errbedded in sand~ 
.Matlock (.1970) (for ·laterally I loaded P,iles in soft clay, ~eese et a'l 
(1975) .in case of stiff clay, and Zuhl<'ov and Balov .(1978) for axiall.yt 
and laterally loaded pil-es. '- · ' ' 
• f 
.12. In case of a layered soil sys.tem coll{)osed of a- soft clay layer underlain 
' b -
by a stiffer one, only the smaller depths· of ·the soft clay 1ayer, .affect 
. , . ·., ' 
Y max, Mmax+, and Mmax- -, ·but whe_n the depth increases the pile behaves 
• 
. , ·•· 
., 
'f. . 
' .. . ,. 
. ) 
\ --
- ... ---- -- - ---------:--
. -· 










as if it is fully enbedded in soft clay 'without any influence ·'from' the 
"' . 
stiff clay layer. This agre~s with th~ conclusions of Davisson and 
Gill (1963) that the surface layer has a controlling i nf luence on the 
. 
behavior of a laterally loaded pile in a layered soil system. 
13. The conclusions reported here are _restrictEtd to single piles driven i n, 
. / 
clay S?i 1 1 ay-ers bel ow water surface. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
a) In th~s~udy, onl~ shor_~~term s~atic loading·was•cohside·red. L~ng-te.rm 
stati~ loading, taking .into accou~t creep and visco-e·lastic effects, and 
also dynamic behavior are to .be. investigated. 
. . . . . . 
b) · Effect of ·toe soil la.yering can be studied for ~i.fferent l-ayered soil 
' . 
systelffi, and . a co~pari.son with- more fie.{d data ~an :give ~ . better 
. •' . ' 
. ~ 
evaluation of the method presented here. 
\ . 
c) Modifications · to the finite .el emen,t program presented here can · be made 
to allow for different end conditions and to reduce both storage and 
( CPU time requirement. 
d) A thre~-dirnensi~-~1 fi'nite el.ement approach 'which considers both soil 
and pile elements~ ·· ,the· npnlin~ar soil beha\'fior, and the nonlinea; 
interaction .effects can be compared with the methods pres en ted her~ as 
. . 
. ~ · · · ' •· ~ 
a diff~rent approach. for analyzing ·laterally loaded piles. 
e) Laboratory experiments, and full scale tests if possible, should be 
conducted to support the theore'tical .. analy.si s. 
. . 
f) An in.teresting area of study and an extensi.on of this research, is ·the• 
, \ 
effect of· lateral loads on pile groups. Such stu~i es should he under .. 
· taken if the interpretati d~\ of. the beh~viour of pile grQws . in· the f ield 
. . . . . . 
is· .to be meaningful and of prac~ical use. 
•· ' 
-: . •"ffl ., . ... -....c";.--,.-,----
· , .. 
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Effect of the horizontal load on the maximum deflection and the 
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Table 17 Effect of the horizontal load on the maximum deflection and the 
maximum bending moment for a fixed head pile in soft clay . 











(m} ... (kN m) 
0.0026 87.1 
0.0079 263.5 





0.0950 · 2021~8' 
Depth to M 
·max-
'\tax+ 
(m) (kN m) 
"\ 9.0 I - 360.2 
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Table 18 Effect of the horizontal load on the maximum deflecti on and t he 
maxi~um bendi~-t foy-a fixed head pile in stiff clay • 
I 




( kN) ( m) (kN m) (m) (k N m) {m) 
100 0.0005 51.8 5 .0 - 216.5 0.0 
275 0.0014 142.4 5.0 - 595.5 0.0 
450 0.0023 233:1 5.0 -· 974 .4 0.0 
625 0.0032- 323.7 '5.0 -1353.4· 0.0 
. 800 0.0041 414.3 . 5.0 --1732. 3 "o.\t. 
. . \ 
975 0.0049 505.0 5.0 -2111.3 0.0 
1150 0.0059 607.1 S.Q -2526.4 0.0 
Tab~ 19 E-ffect of the vertical load on the maxi mum def lecti on and the 
maximum bending moment for a free head pi le in stiff clay . 
.. 
v 
· ymax Mmax+ Depth to Mmax- Depth to 
Mmax+ ~ax-
" ' ( m) ~, (kN), (m) {kN m) · ( kN m) (m) 
0 0.0117 1594.5 :t_.O - 64 .2 14.0 
3000 0.0119 1617 ~ 9 fJ 3.0 - 65.8 13.0 
6000 . 0.0120 . 1642.1 \ 3.0 67.5 ' 13.0 
., 9000 0. 0122 16.67.0 3.0 69.2 13.0 
.... 
,12000 ' 0.0124 ' 1692.6 3.0 71.0 13.0 
,, 15000 0.0126 1719 .o· 3.0 72.9 13.0 
18000 0.-0127 1746.3 3.0 
-
74.8 13 .• 0 
. ', 
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Table 20 Effect of the vertical lead on the maximum deflection and the 
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Table 21 Effect of the .vertical load on the maximum deflection and the 
maximum bending moment for a fixed head pile in stiff clay . 











(m) {kN m) -





. 0. 00406 . . 414. 9 
0.00407 416.5 
0,00408 418.1 
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Effect of the external moment on the maximum deflection.and the 
maximum bending moment for a free heil'd pi 1 e in stiff c1 ay . 
'\, 
MT .ymax~ M . Depth to . M Depth to 
f> max+ Mmax+ 
max-
Mmax-
(I<N m) (m) (kN m) /""-- (m} (I<N m) (m) 
0 0.0121 1658.6 3.0 68.7 13.0 
400 0.0146 2060.6 3.0 - 86.0 13.0 
800 0.0171 2478, 6 3.0 - 104.0 13.0 · ' ' 
'\ 
1200 0.0200• ' 2897.2 3.0 ' - 121.7 / 13.0 
16.00 0.0234 · 33~9 .5 3.0 - 139.4 13.0 
2000 0.0270 3773.3 3.0 - 157.5 13 .0 
~ . ' / 
2~0p·' . 0.0307 4215.2 . . 3.0 ~ . 175.5 13 ~0 
Effe'ct of the pile length on the maximum {!eflection and the maximum 
bending moment for a free head pile in stiff clay . 




. (m) (m) (kN m) (m) ( kN in) ~m} 
24.0 0.0121 1658.6 ' 3.0 - / 68.5 ,13.0 
36.0 ' 0.0121 1658.6 3.0 -.. 68.7 . 13.0 
d' 
48.0 0.0121 1658.6 3:0 - 68.7 13.0 
60.0 0.0121 ~·~ 3.0 - 68.7 13.0 .. 
n.o 0.0121 ' 1658.6 ' ' 3.0 68.7 13.0 
84. 0 0.0121 1658.6 3.0 68.7 13.0 ' 
96.'0 O·.Ol21 1658. 6 3.0 68.7 13.0 
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Table 24 Effect of· the pile 1 ength on the maxi mum deflection .and the maximum 
bendi ng moment for a fixed head pile in soft clay • 
' 
I 
L ymax · ~~x+ Depth to · M Depth to \ l Mmax+ max- Mmax- ~ (m) (m) ( kN m) (m) ( kN m) (m) ,. · · ., 
., 
·l 
24.0 0_.0486 1209.9 12 .0 ' -4138. 5 0.0 t { 
I 
36.0 0.0480 1240.3 12.0 -4135.3 0.0 ' \ ' 
48.(t 0.0480. 1241. 1 12.0 ;mf..9 0: 0 
. 
. 60.0" 0.0480 1241.1 12.0 -4134.9 0.0 
\ . 
.... I ~ 
1241 : 1 -4134.9 n :o 0.0480 12.0 0.0 
84.0 . 0.0480 1241. l 12.0 -,4134 . g\ ' . o.o 
96.0 . ' 0 ~0 0.0480 12~Ll 12~0 -4134.9 
I 
\ 
Table 25. Effect of the pi\ e ~ngth on the maxirfium deflect ion and t he maximum . 
• 
bending moment for a fixed head pile in stiff c1a~ • 
L y 
'\tax+ Depth to . Mmax- Depth to max 
Mmax+ M· max-
(m) . (m) (kN m) (m)· {kN m) (m) ! 
24.0 0.0041 414.3- 5.0\ -1732 . 3 0.0 
36.0 0 . 0041 414.3 5.0 -1732.3 0.0 
\ . ~ .:Jif . ·": . 48.0 , 0.0041 414 . 3 5.0 -1732.3 0.0 
60.0 . 0.0041 414.3 5.0 -1732.3 0. 0 
' 72.0 0.0041 414.3 5.0 - 17~2.3• 0.0 
84~0· - J 0.0041 414.3 5 .. 0 -1732 . 3 0.0 
' 
96.0 0. 0041 . " 414. 3 5.0 -1732.3 0. 0 \ 
; 
··b 
·-:. ' ' ~ . ~ 
~ .. · . . . •. . ' . 
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Table 26 J/ Effect of the pile flexural rigidity on the maximum deflection 
and the maximum bending moment for a free head pile in stiff 
clay . 
EI Ymax Mmax+ Depth to Mmax- Depth to 
Mmax+ Mmax- ,J 
' (~ m2) (m) (kN m) '· (m) (kN m) (m) 
2000 0.0147 1665.0 3.0 68.8 13.0 
5000 0.0086 1674.2 3.0 71.1 15 .o 
8000 0.0069 1762.4 4.0 - 75.1 17 .o 
i 11000 0.0060 1835.1 4 .. 0 77.8 19.0 
14000 
'\ 0.0055 1903.9 .4.0 81.3 20.0 




. 20000 2013.9 22.0 ., 0.0049 5.0 
-
86.1 , , i 
/~ 
.. I 
.. Table 27 Effect of the pile flexural rigidity on the maximum deflection 
I 
and the maximum bending moment for a fixed head pile in soft ~ ';' clay 
, 
EI vmax Mmax+ Depth to Mmax- Depth .to 
-t\ax+ Mmax- / -
I 
(~ m2) (m) {kN m) (m) (kN m) (m) . 
' \ . 
~ 2000 0.0579 1218.3 12.0 -4004.0 0.0 
,g " 
5000 0.0334 1282.3 13.0 -4443.2 o·.o .... , . 
. ~-
aooo · 0.0255 1,318.2 I 14.0 -4715.9 0.0 t 
r 11000 0.0214 1338.6 15.0, -4917.4 0.0 , .. I f' 14000 0.0188 1358.1 15.0 -5079.3 0.0 / .. ·-.. / '· 17000 0. 0169 1369.6 16.0 -5214~ 9 0.0 " ~ I 20000 .·. 0.0155 1382.2 16.0 -5332.1 0.0 
l ~ -~ ' .. - - - r-· .. -..-- --· -- - ~---~ -
·.J . • ·: : • .. . . .;' ,. ~ .,.l ' ;,: \ ·: .. : . . 
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Table 28 Effect of the pile flexural rigidity on the maximum deflection 
and the maximum bending moment for a fixed head pile ·in stiff 
clay 
EI ymax Mmax+ Depth to Mmax- D~th to -~ Mmax+ M max-
( M'i m2) (m) ( kN m) (m) (kN m) (m) 
r 
2000 0.0045 396.2 5.0 -1628.2 0.0 ; 
5000 '0.0033 459.4 6.0 -1964.4 0.0 
. 8000 0.0028 495.9 7 .0 . -2165.3 0.0 
I 
• ' 11000 0.0025 522.8 7.0 -2314.1 0.0 
' 14000 0.0023 547.2 8.0 -2434.3 .0.0 I 
11ooo I 0.0022 567 .4 8.0 -2536.0 o.o . l [ _·. , \, I 
' 
. . 
20000 0.0021 . 580.0 8.0 -2624'. 7 o.ci 
. ; : 
~ 
. ~ •\ 
·:-·-
Table 29 Effect of the pile diameter on the.maximum deflection and the· 
~ maximum ·bending moment for a free· head pile in stiff clay • 
t., ;. 
~ i D Vmax Mmax+ Depth to Mmax- Depth to ~ ~ax+ Mmax-
.. 
~11)} •. (m) (kN m) {m) . (kN m) (m) 
. 0.75 0.0131 '\ 1686.0 3.0 - 71.8 14.0 
1.00 0.0121 1658.6 3.0 .68. 7 ' 13.0 
1.25 0.0119 1637.8 3.0 68-.6 13.0 r 
1.50 ' 0.0117 1602.9 3.0 66.9 13.0 
• I· . 1. 75 \ 0.-0114 1562.6 3.0 64.3 13 .0 - ,~.0 ! 2.00 / 0.0111 1523·. 7 61.5 13.0 
2.25 0.0109 1484.7 3.0 5_9.0 13.0 " 
.. ··. •' 
·'· ·:' ' 
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Table 30 Effect of the...pile diameter on the maximum deflection and\ the 
maximum bending_ moment for a fixed head pile in soft clay . 




(m) (m)_ (kN m) (m) (kN m) (m) 
0.75 0.0569 1286.8 13.0 -4370.1 , . . o.o. 
\ 
1.00 0.0480 1241 . 1 12.0 -4134.9 0.0 
1.25 . 0.0425 1198.1 12.0 . -3961.9 0.0 
1.50 0 ;0386 1158.9 11 ,Q" -3817.9 0.0 
\ 1. 75 0.03'55. ~)) ·5~2 ' ' 11.0 . -3692.8. . 0.0 . 
~ 
' . . 
2.00 0.0329 10~9.3 11 :o -3583.0 . ' . 0.0 
2'.25 \ ' . 0.0307 ,; 1028.2 . ' . 1,0 .. 0 -3484.~ 0.0 
' 








Effect ofr the( pile .diameter on the maximum deflection .and 'the 
. .maximum! b~g moment for a fixed head pile in sti f f clay • 
D I ymax Mmax+ 
(m} (m). {kN m) 
0.75 0.00428 396.3 
1.00 0.0040'6 ' 414.-3 \ 
1.25 0.00399 429.4 
1.50 0.00396 ., 434.9 
1:75 0 ·.00395 . 434.5 . 
2.00 0.00393 . 429.7 
' 2.25 ' 0· .. 0039,2 423.9 
. \ ' 
/ 




(m) (kN m) (.m) 
. 5'.0 -1748 . 6 0." 
.5.0 ' •1732.3 0.0 
5.0 . -1723~9 0.0 \ 
5.0 . -1712~0 0.0 
5,0 -1'698·.9 · · · · o.o··· · 
. ...... 
5.0 -1685.:3. · . . 0.0 I 
5.0 -1671 •. 5 0.0 
. '· 
' . \ 
.. ' '• ' -. . ' ' . . ·-· 
. :·1 ' . . 
. . ' : . . ~ . /' :, ' 
- ·.," ·.' .·· 
. "··""' .· 
' ,' ... 
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Table .32 Effect of the pile diameter and th~responding fle~· t 
rigidity on the maximum deflection and· the maximum bending 
moment for· a. free head ·pile in stiff cl~y 








. 1 .• 50 
,~ax+ 
(m) (kN m) 
0.0158 1689 .9 
0.0136 1664.2 
I Depth to 
Mmax+ 
(m) 







·>o.oo79 ·_ • ~ .1702.6 
, .. • 
0.0058 .. 1829.6 ' 
. . ' ~' . -. . . . . ·, · .... 
2.op _:_ · -.. : . >:9~oo4o .. s.o·. 
.. 
: ·. ' . 
M Depth to 
max-
t:'max-
-:- ( k~ ,m) • (m) 
l.. 70.2\ 13 ;o 
I• 
70.2 13.0 
'68.~ .· 13 .0 
. / 
69 .9 . . J4.0 
:. ' .72 .2- 16.0 
··· ~ · 77:·a . · 1a.o 
..· 
. 2.2·.0 . 
. ., ' ' . 
- ' ··93 ~8 
··· ... 
.. ·' 
Tabio 33 , ~;fee~ of the pile diMoter ~ .the ~or~sponding ; lexural 
, · 'rigid-ity pn the inaximum d~f~~ion -~nd t~e maximum. bending 
· · roment fOr a fiXod.'.heOd pili~ s~ft clay · . ) .. . ·· · 
D ~ Y max . . .. . ··M ax+ ·. :. Depth to· --~~·;. ~a~:.. Depth to 
·. · -," · · .· . · - .. · · Mmax+- · · -: . Mma~- . 





__ q._9o oj)_~~g:_.': .·1~~7 .-o>·,_·:· :_ .j ~;:o · _ , · _·: ::· ... ~4~67-~ 2-. - :' 0.0 -~-~--. 
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Tabl¢ 34 '·'Effect-of the pile diameter and the corresponding flexu·ral ' 
rigidity on the maximum deflection and ~h.e maximum .bending 
moment for a fi xe<l head pile in 'stiff clay 







(m) ( m) (.kN m) (·m) (kN' m) ' (m) 
0. 90 '0 • 004 7 387 • 6 '5.0 .:1615.9 0.0 . 
\. 
• \ -.0.95 ·o.:oo44 . ,402. 3. (,t 5·.0 -1674.2 -tO.o 





.· · LlO 
-t~ ~~-ob4\: _ -.. 4~~·3 . · ;/ ~.o -
o.oo3.sx. · ·- 4.40~5 · .. #.!"' 6.-o 
·:-1732.3 · 0.0 
'.' ~· ~1850. 4 ' 0.0 ; 
0.0 ."- . 
~ • • • > • • 
7.0 ~ - ·' -2305.9 .. . ... '0..9 
. . . ' . ·. . . ~-.. . 
·. · 9 ~o · · · · · :.:zss·g ~~ 
. ,. 
i . 
: .. -2023.;. 4 . .. . . & . 
. . 1.'25<.: • : ., 0. 00,30 ~ - . 4~1.4 
~ .-~-.  ] :so · :· -._; __ ·:_~ .. bo~4·_ :·: :_. sss·.4 : ... 
. . •. -~.0.0 · ·_-:-_ ._:_ . ·.q ~-09l7' · .. 691...8 .. ' 
6 ~ 0 
o ~ -o . 
• 0 
... ' . 
-\ ' ... _ Q 
... . . \ 
• 'flf/11 
Table ~5 . Effec;~ of the· soil undrained shear· strength .·on the maximum ~ 
deflec'tion and .the· maximum b.ending moment for a free head 
· ... 
. , 
p,ile i'n stiff clay ·. . · · · · . · · · · · . · 
. . : ' . . 
c 
i . 
(m) . {J<N m) 
·Depth. to :-
~x+ ._, . 





. , . 
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' ·' 
.. 
J.... • ~ 
.. . '; 
·: j:-.·_.-:·~-- - · . · _: ·· \ 
'! ~-' . . ;, .. 
. 0 
55 .1):. ... 0. '0255 · .. . 2247.6 
.. - .. -
, . . ' : 
··: ... -.. 
. ~ .· . ·- ·, . ' 
t . . . . 
·. \ . 
·1, ·~ ... : : ... 
. , . 
. "-!. 
l 
-. · .... ' a.o.o ' ' ·. o:'Ol54-' ' ·.ia16.:8 · J .. o' __ ,_·77.6 ·· · 14 .. o · ··" .. _-r_-. __ .-. · 
"t' J • • • \ • ,. . , • \. • ,. · •• • • , . 
;. . · .. ,o·s.o· o~o11s ·. 1622.1 J.o·~ .. ·. · - ~.-: 67:9 . ' · .· .13-.6 - ·' : .. : ~: >,--_.~ ::~· 
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, .. · · _ .., -<' 15S~b o.oo7a 13~3.0 _J.o · -~ S6.s .~ '·: · l ~. o ·· :·· . . .. : . .- .::-.-. ?:- · 
' • ' ' •· · -., • • . I .•.. , j 
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Table 36 Effect of the soil undrained shear strength on the maximum 
deflectjon and the maximum bending moment for a fixed head \ pile in soft clay ~ 
\ c Ymax Mmax+ · Depth to · .,. f\ax- Depth to · ~. Mmax+ Mmax- ~ ' 
. 
.i (kN/m2 ) (m) {kN m) (m) ( kN m) (m) 
·' 
15.0 0.0889 1518.9 15.0 -5099.4 0.0 
20\0 0.0625 1351.8 13.0 . -4529.0 0.0 
'· 
25.0 0.0480 1'241.1 12.0 -4134.9 0.0 
30.0 • 0 .. 0390 1152.2 11.0 -3843.9 t_,O. 0 \ 
35.0 0.0328 . 1074.5 11.0 ~11.4 0.0 I 
< 
40.0 . 04.0283 1019 . .-9 1·o~ o -3421.0 0.0 
; .. 
'45.0 0.0248 955.8 10.0 -3259.1 0.0 
' 
' Tab-1 e 37 Effect of the soil ·undrained · shear strength on- th'e maximum 
deflection and the maximum bending moment for a fixed head 
" 
pile in stiff clay ~ . 
·' 3' 
'\,' c Ymax Mmax+ Depth to Mmax- Depth to 
" 
· Mmax+ ... Mmax-
{kN/m2 ) (m} (kN m) · (m) . {kN m} (m) .. ' 
55.0 ' 
.. 
0.0064 477.1 6.0 -2031.4 o.u 
' 








130.0· . 0.0034 397 .8 5.0 -1633.2 Q.O 
! 
155.0 0.0030 ' 382.1 5.0 -1572~3 0.0 i' 
\ 
180.0 . ~.0027. 36,7 .3 4.0 ..:.1524·.2 . 0.0 
. . 
. . 
205.0 0.002& ·' ~66.0 4.0 -1484.0 0.0 ... 
. . . 
'· 
. •• . 
~- ., . .... . 
' ;, 
' 
i • ~ ~ : :· 
' ~:l . . . " . 








' . _,..A . 
Table 38 Effect of the soil Onit weight on the maximum deflection 
and the maximum bending moment for a free heAd pile i n 
stiff clay 
141 
y• ymax Mmax+ Depth to M max- . Depth to. 
Mmax+ M ... • max-
( kN/m 3 ) (m) (kN m) (m) (kN m) (m) 
' ' 
5.0 0.01222 1663.3 3..0 68.8 13.0 
.,.. ,("; '<'>. 
6.0 ~.~{U.Ol219 1661. 7 3.0 68.7 13.0 
I • 
7.0 ' 0.01217 1660.2 3.0 68.7 13.0 
8.0 0.01214 1658.6 3.0 - 68.7 13.0 
9.0 0.01211 1657.0 3.0 68.6 13.0 
10.0 ~~01209 1655.5 3.0 68.6 13.0 
11.0 0.01206 1653.9 3.0 
-
68.5 
. I 13 ;o 
Table 39 Effect of the soil unit weight on the maximum def lection 
and the maximum bending moment for a fixed head pile in 
~ "" soft clay , · 




I' ( kN/m3 ) ·(m)· (kN m) (m) (kN m} (m) 
2.b 0.0541 1319.5 13.0 -431 LO 0.0 
3.0 ' I 0.0522 1299.1 12.0 -4260.5 0.0 
4.0 0.0506 1 :?JB~ 9 12.0 -421.5 .0 0.0 
5.0 0.-0493 1259.7 12.0 ·-4174.1 0.0 . 
~ 6.0 0.0480 1241.1 12.0 - 4134.9 0.0 
7.0 0.0469 . . 1222.5 12.Q, -4099.5 0.0 
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Table 40 Effect of the soil unit weight on the. maximum def lection 



























































Table 41 Effect of thelepth of the soft. clay layer on the maximum 
deflection and the maxim~m bending moment for a fixed 





























Depth to M 
·max-
Mmax+ 




10.0 . -3904.9 
12.0 . ~4119.5 
12 ~ 0 - -4114·. 8 
12.'0 -'\, -4130.5 






0.0480 1241. 1 12. 0 . -4134. 9 
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C. I FLOW CHART FOR THE FINITE DI FFERENCIL PROGRAM 
' Start 
t 
Read pile loading, pile properties, 
' 
soi 1 properties 
' 
<±> yes ( STOP 
no 
. I l Generate ~he p-y curves l 
I 
~ ,• 
' Compute i'nitial soil modulus vall(es 
\ . . . . . ~ 
' \ ' ·, ' ' ~ ' 
I ( Compute , the fl exura 1 . ri'.gi dtty at increments . 
1 · . a 1 ong the pi 1 e . · . · . 
. ,. \ 
t 
' 
Set boundary conqi tions and compute deflections 
using the finite difference method 
I 
<±> yes t ' .l STOP" 
no 




of soil modulus . ~? I 
.. I yes 
I . 
Calculate the _-bending mQment .and the '· 
soil resis~ance along .the pile · 
. 
'I 




Greater than 150 iterati ons .or Excess·ive def lection 
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C. II FINITE ELEMENT .PROGRAM (INCLUDING THE SUBROUTINES FOR GENERATING 
THE p-y CURVES) 
I ~"' , 
• * * * * .. * * •• * * * * J * ... * • * * ~-* * "' * ~ ....... ~ ~-,... *. * •• * * • * II' * * .. ·'- lC< * * •• * .. * * * * * * ~ . 
.. / ~ 
* "' 
* 













lM~L-ICll REAL* 8 (~-H , U-l) ' 
f<E-.AL * 4 XA(J1),Y1(.31J tY2(.31) 
1 NT t:. t. E F< l:\1 T L E ( 2 0 ) .-
D P.1ENS lUN 
Dl MENS I UN 
. DIM~NSlUN ' 
ot M EN·s -I DN 
' 61 Mt: N.S 1-6N 
CUi-1M ON 
- . . . .. \ 
A ( ti 4 , <;I 1 J ·, 5 ( 9 1t 2 )', ~A T( ~ 1 ·•· 6 2 I , A SA l( 6 2 • 6 2 )_ 
P ( 6 2 ) , X ( 6~ ) ; ~ ( Y .1 ) . · 
SM J D ( 3,1 ) , D I SP_( .3 I l , S~ 1 UH 3 1 ) , 8 M ( 31 ) I E L E. V ( J 1 J 
~SAT 1 ( b2tb2 J tWI<.ARCA( 62) 







/l::jLO C02/ . NXo NUM, XX( 25-), YY( 25, <:!5), f-l P( 2~, 2 5) 






f<EAO {5,$,ENU=440) OI'TL£( 1) ,1=1.2C) 
READ ( ·5,6, PLoPD,NELM,NEWPY 
READ ('~.10) uCltdC2 
RI:,AD (Se15~ NEI 
DO . 1 0 5 [ = 1 o ~E 1 
READ (S,p) EIP(IhDlSTEI(I) 
·IF (NC:·WP.Y .Ea. 0) GU TO f41 
Rf:AO ·( 5, 15) NL 
I.F ( NL .E.O. 1) GU TO 1 20. 
·NUt 1 ~ NL - 1 
READ (5,10) (DEPJH(I) tl=ltNU4l) 
so ::::; o.o 
00 11 0 I = l , NL M 1 
!:10 =SO+ Df:P~H(. )) 
DE~TH(NL) = PL - SO 
GO . TO 1 JO 
DEPTH( NL) = PL 
/ 
.... 
DO 140 l=ltNL 

































wRJTt (b,20) (TITLE(I)o 1=1.~0) 
WfHTC (7,5) <TITLE:(l), 1=1,.:!0) 
wRITE (7o.:!~) .PLoPOoi:!C.lo8C...2 
WRITE (6.30) 
~ 3 * NELM .. 1 2 
* 
NELM + ' ) ... 
NEUH = NELM + 1 
NE:LM2 = NELM + 2 
NELMJ = NtLM + J 
NELMO = NELM t NELM 
NCI:MI) 1 = NELMO + 1 
NM1 =. N - I 
TOL = 0.1000-04 
H : · PL ... / Nt::LM 
CC:J!:IP_UTE HHTIAL SOIL MOOUL,US \IALUC~ 
DO .l45 . 1=1eNl:L·MI 
145 SMOD( [ ·) = ( 1-.1) ·• H * 100 • 
' ... . 
' ". 
c l • 
UUlLD~lX 
.· c 
DO t'so· 1=1 oN 
DO 150 J = 1, M 
~so AII.J> = .o.o 
A(ltl) =1.0 
A OU!:Lt•U• NEL MD) = 
DO 160 I =2, NEU4 
JS = 2 * I - 2 
-!51 = J S + 1 
DO 1 6 0 . .J = J S , J S 1 
160 A(I.J) = 1.0 
J = NELMDl 
DO ItO ·1 :::N~U42, N 
A(J,J) = -1.0 \ 
.1 ? 0 J ·= · J + I 
Z = 1.0 / H 
JJ ::;i •. 1 
1.0 
DO ISO \ I =NELM~· , ·NMI . 
oa· lHO J=1·2 
A( I , JJ l . = l. 
18-0 JJ . .-_:::·· JJ + I 
JJ ··= 1 
190, 
00 · 190 . I =NELM'.J oN 
oQ . !90 J'=t i. __ :. ; 
A( , .,JJJ ·.=: -z . 
JJ = -JJ · + ' 1' 
.' · .... 
' .. 
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. · . . 
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i:JUIL~ . p MATfH X 
I 
DO 2 o.o· I =1 • N 
200 P( 1) = o. 0 
. P(l ) = ElC2 
P(NELM21 : f:iCI 
Elt.fl LD s 1"1ATRlX 
DO '10 l=l.M 
DO 2 10 J=1 • 2 
Zl. 0 · !:i( I • J j = 0 • 0 
00 211 l[:l 9 Nt;l 
tl 
/) 
IN TwU cullit-!N~ 
/ 
\ 
21 l NL ELM ( I j =· - ·u I S T E I ( l ) I' H 
N~S =\ I 
.. I , 
DO 241 \ K=l. • NEI 
IF (K .NE. l) NNS=2*NLELM(t<:-1) + 1 •......._ 
NNF =. 2 II< NL El... M ( K) 
· EI' = EWfK} ,, 
S 1 :; 4 • o· * E I · / H 
.S2 . ~ .o ·*. EJ / . H. 
. . " . . . . , ' 
00 :220 l=...NNSeNNF 
S('l• 1) ~ Sl ~ ' .· ' 
,. •• . , - . · - II' • 
S C I ; 2.) · =·. S 2 ..._ _ 
lF;:' ·C; J-/.2~ ·2 .!'I,EI. ,I · ) . GO TO 2 20 
5 (' I· • 1 > ::: s 2 I . 
Sf i ." 2T · = s 1. 
220 .tONTINU.f 
;22 t CONT .( NUE · 
ITERNO = 1 
22 5 CONT 1 NUE J' 




\ r ~230 













SfNELMDl•· l) ::: (H./24,), * (7.0.5MUD( il t o.O'fSPIOOO!) - :3MODC:Hl 
l • 0. 60 
S(M.l) · = ·· (H/24.) . * (7. O*SMOO(NELMl )·:·'t 6.0*S/ti00(NELMl-l) 
1 . . - SM0t>CNELM1~2) J 
NELM02 ~ 2. * NELM . t z . II 
MM 1 = M - · 1 . c-. ( 
® 2~0 l="f·ELM02wMMJ 
J = ·1 - NC:LMD . · 
23o ··.·sc •· l 1 = l Hii~. > -. '·c sMao.ci:-.i. .> 
U::.· ( ITERNO ;.C;t ·~ _1) GO '-fo · 2~.5 . 
· ' •' 
. ·.· '\ 
!lU IL 0 . ·~~T'· MATRIX-
./. 










. ~ .·1 -
'" • I . ' , ' 
. . . 
! ' .•' 
.. 
• . 
... , ·:· -~ . 
' • ._ ..... . ' 
'•', . \ . 
········· ..... ; ... 
.: ,; \ · 
. ·· I . , .. '.· 
. · , .. 
·' . 
·.· 
~ . . . 
.. 
\. ._. ?' · 
'.'' · ' 
....... _ . 







' 11.. \ ' 
255 CONTINUE 
J = NELM2 
DO 260 I=NEU401, M 
~AT(I,J)\ = -5(1.1) 
26 0 ° J = J + 1 
c 
e l:lU I LO ASA'T ~lATRIX 
c 
c 
DU 2 70 I =1 • N 
OJ 2 70 J= 1 • N 
ENTRY = 0 eO 
[)U 2o 5 K= 1 • M 
2btl ENTI-(Y =ENTRY+. A(l,l<) * SAT(K,J) 
270 ASAT( loJJ · =,.ENTRY 
C ' INVERT ASAT ., J~ATR . • X 
c 
c 
: .. c 
CALL. LJNVlF tASAT,.N,62tASATltOtWKAREA·eiEHJ 
. DO 2 7 5 \, I = 1 • N . ' ' 
66 . '275 J;, ~ · .. ~ 
'275 - ASAT C.UJ) =I ASAT ·l(;{,J) 
,• 
CO~PuT.E X .MATIHX . 
.. 
• I 
D;J . 3.3.0, ··I= 1 • N 
X(I) '= 0.0 
l>O 3 3 0 1<.~ l . • N ·~ 
330 1(( .1) = · X(I. ) + ASAT(l,K} • P(K) . 
c 
' . • ?,. 
.. • c COM~I.JTE PILE Dl SPLACEMENTS 
i 
I ' ., 
1 ., .. ,· ·· 







DO ' :3 4 0 . I= 1 • NE~ M ~ I 
J40 .DlSP(-IJ i: X(N~LMH!l 
IF ( J·T,.ERNO ··.Ne:. I) GO TO 350 
YTOP~· = .L>I S\~( I J. 
GO - TO 360 · 
Js·o . VTO.PN .. = DISP(l) 
, .. · . ' IF tOASS{)'TCJPO-YTOPN) .LE. TOLl.(i.O T0. 37q· 
Y.T,OPO, ;:; . yl:'oPN . . \ 
.. J60 , WRITE ('6,35) .I TERNO,'Yl' ·a 'po'.'· ·, 
. C~. ·· S.Oii..·M · ·c H~ .NE.t.,.M,~·I SP·; .SMOO j· . ., 
11i NO : " ( T ERNO ·: + ., .. . · · · 
··I · ( :I ·.n i RNO.· ~LE• lOOJ Go· ra · ·zzs· . 
·~RITE ... (6·,4o·): ~.~· . . 
. GO r.o : 4 4 o .. 
-, I 
c ' · .... '.~· 




--1 . '( . . , : ·•· . . I , ' - t . : . ~
• ' \ ,· · .376 oo · 3so\ i= ·l· M 
. l •" 
. · ... .;. ' 
.. , · ~: F(l> ·:::: -o~o ·· 
. ~· 'Do · 3Bo~ :~· K :=: ·t ~.·-N:·· · 
360 F'(i-) "= i=n ) _.-"--+ .S.AT('.litq 
· . . . ,·.· .
" \, . : 
' : . 
.· .. ,. 
231 
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. .. . :, · .· : ·: . . 
. . . · . 
. ·,·· . . '. . . . . . ·. .· .· _:·:..·:, . ~ .. 
.. ' ' "-· .. ' .. : .:•' ·.,:. · .. ·.' .. ·: •· \·._·_ . . 
. •, ~ ,. ' . ' ' ·. 
··, . ~ • I ' 
_.{· <;~' :·.·. · : .. r,•' . ·, 
:· ··\· · · -
·. ; .<· ·: ': \· . • • • • • : • ~ • · : • ; ' ' \ ~- -.. • • I • - . . ' I . ,• ,., . . . .. ' 
.. :~ .. _·-:-:: .... '_. '_, ' .. :_ ... . <:· · . _ .. ·:.-: _ _. ... -.-.::. ~ .. ~·:.- .· .. · .. :· : .. ~ .. -
... .. . • # • • • • • • ... .. . ... • • 
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DO 390 l=loNCLMl \ 
I I = ~ELMO + 1 
:>OILR(IJ = F (I I) 
OJ 40() I= 1 , NE L M 
II = t!.. * I - I t:l~l I ) = F ( 1 I ) 
O"INELMl) = - F (NE.LMDI 
DO 410 l=l,NC::LMl 
EL EV ( I ) : ( 1-1 ) 
* 
H 
C PRINT OUTPUT 
c 
~RI .T~ 16e.45) 
WHITt 16,50) !3C1 
~· wRiTE . (.6;51 ·} l::lC2 
: ~RlT~ . (bo52l PDtPLtHtNELMtTUL 
' WRITE(6e55) NL, "' 
: WRITE (6,5&) . 
. . . 
DO 41 ~ 1 = 1 ~ NL 
c 
415. ~RITE .:.(6,57) l 'tDE~n~\1 ),C( I~eGAMA( [) ,EPS50( I.),NX~I 1)9LKJDt( I) 
c 
\1/R IT E ( b , (l 0 J 
WR I r'E ( 6 ~ 6,5 ) . 
DD ,420 J: 1., NX ., 
.lfiRI:TE (6,66h X~(Jl~:Y:.((l,JJ,PP(l,Jl 
DO 420. K=i~NJM . . 
WRITE (6,67) YY(K,J),PP(K,J) 
420 .CONTI~UE 
. -..._. 
WR IT E ( 6 , .7 0 ) 
DO 430 l ~ l,NELMl / 
\ 
430 WRlTE. ("(,, 7!!)) ELEV( I J, D I Sfl( I J oBMf· I) eSMOD( I), SOILfdl) 
'• ,, . 
DO 4J5 J=l, NELMl 
XA(J). ' =-ELEVCJ) 
Vl(.)) .= -:-OISP( ·J) 
Y2(~J) · ~ ' BM(,.J .) . 
435 CONT U,U .. E 
W~Ht{ ( 7el5 )\ NE:LM.l 
. . WRITE; u;ao) (XA(l) ti=hNELMl)' 
. WIUTE .. ' (7t80J (Yl( .ll .;I=l,NELMI)' 
WRITE (7 •. 8.0) ( Y2( I) . al =ltNE.L~l J 
.c 
GO ·TO . 1·0.0 . :', ·:. 
' ·' · c 
'c . . 
. ·.,·.·s- FORMAT' .lZO.A4 .L . . . . 
' · .. 
- .. · .. 6 FORNAT '·(2D'l_S;.6~2ISJ . 
' . . ' ' '' . . ·. . 
.. . 
. '• 
. ·. : ; · .. \ . 
. ; ... ~. . ·_ . . . . :. 
·~ ... .. 
· ' •' 
\ . 







\ . · 
· ' ' . , • 
1.. ....... 
. l 
:·. . ~· .. 
.. 




. ~~ . ..;: 
I ' ' q 









j · . . 
' 










10 FOHMAT (.3jjH5.6,2l5) 
I~ fURMAT (IbiS) 
~0 f-UkMAT ('1 1 .. ~(/J.20A4) 
~5 FORMAT (6013.5) 
233 
30 FORMAT ( • 1 , 5{ /), 15Xo 1 1 TE~A TIJN 1 NF O~MA Tl UN 1 / l~X, .::.1 ( lti-)/1/ /15 X t 
1 I I T ( f.l • N 0 • I tl 1 X •• y T ( ... Jll 1 5 X • 9 ( I H- ) • 1 1 X I b ( 1 H- l / J 
3 5 F:J R M A T( 1 7 X I l 3 • 1 0 X • D 1 5 • 7) 
40 FORMH ( 1 1'~~(/)olOXo'IOC Jrt.R NOT Ef'<UUGH 1 ) 
4S FQRMAT(• t•, .. H/) o30Xo 1 L~l'LAI\LLY LUAOE:[) PILE PkUukAM 1 /JOXod':dlrl-,}. 
1 5(/l,LOX,'INPUT INFOHMATlUN 1 /lOX.Il( lH-)) . 
5C FOI~MAT( 1 •,.,(/)ti5XI 1 HLJI-{llONTAL LUAu H :',UlJ,5 1 1 K.N'/1 
51 f:JRMAT ( 15Xo 1 MOMEI'<T' AT TUf-' ~T =' ,OlJ,5o 1 
~2 FLJRI-!AT 15Xe 1 f.?ILL UIAI>IETEh: LJ =- 1 e0l.J.5, 1 
2 l5Xo 1 PlLl LENGTH L .. =1 oDlJ,5, 1 
J • 15Xo 1 1NU~EME:Nl LENGTH =1 e0l3o5o 1 , 
4 l5X, 1 NU, ,. OF lNC.REME:.NTS .::: 1 .16// 
5 U>x·;IJTE·R. lULERANCE ::: 1 eDl.J.;tio.• M' //) 
55 FORMAT(• ·.1 o3 .. (/),15Xe'NUo OF LAYEI<S 1 ,10X. ,•:•, · I5~/J 1 
96 FORM:Al(' '12(/) ,ls)(;•PT-<OPERTitS OF EACt-1 LAYER'I·ISX,24(1H-·)/// 
l 2t/l.~x .• ·~LAYER 1 diX• 'DEPTH tMI 1 • l'JX,:·'C (KN/~2f 1 .12X~ 
2. 'GAMA . < KN/M.J .)' .i.Jx, ··Ef>SSO•, 14X, .i~X.L' .7x.•LKOOE•/ · , 
3 t,X, 5( .!H.:. )19.X• 9( 1H-) ,l.:i"XI9( lfi.;.) • 12X, 12( IH-) ·I t'JX ,5·( l'H .... ), 
. 4 14Xe3I1H-·},7x."5<1H~··lll. · . . . · . . . 
.57' FonMAH 1.Qx;tli ~ 4ciox.ol2~5).,1ox.r2 ,1Dx; .u, \ . 
1 60 
65 
Fd-RMAT '• 1. • 15' ); ·~t6x, • ourPuT 1 NFORi-1AT IUN·'/ (ox. 1a < w-1111 
HIRMAT(' •,s.l/)',lOx,•·;)EPT"i TU P-V CURVE (M) 1 18Xe 1 Y (t~) 1 olbXt . . . . . . . . 
l 1 P (KN/M)'IlOX,22(1H-).t.lX,ti(1,H- hl6X.t8(1H-)) · 
66 FORMAT ( 1 1 e5X./5Xe3(10XeU12~5)) 
67 FORMAT(27X,2( lOX,Dl2.5)) 
•  
7 0 F (J R MAT ( • . I • 5 ( / ) I 13 X • I X u.o •• l 7 X •• y ( M) •• 16 X ' • M ( K ~i "" ) • ' 1 3 X I 
I 'ES (K~/M2J'.13X, 1 1-> (KN/M)'/13X,5(Ui-), 
2 . 1 7 X t 5' ( 1 H-) , 1 6 X t 8 ( I H- ) , 1 J X , ·1 0 ( 1 H- ) , U X • .U ( 1 'H- )/ ) 
75 fORMAJ(!:f(10XtDll.5)) 
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LAY EHS w·H IC.H ARE. C.ONSlDERE:.i..) : 
STIFF CLAY AtiuVt ~AT Cl~ 
STIFF C. LAY AE L UW IIIA.TER 
SUFT CL AV BELOW WATER 
= P l.L.E LENGTH 
= PJLE Di AM.ETER 
= NUiott;JEH -UF SOIL LAYERS 
- QEPT.H · .OF A S{HL · LAY~R ~ 


























.. ·* '\ · ... . · · c .= . sHt:AH srHi:NG TH· oF- ·A ·sO:t L LA vr::R . 










· GAMA' . =-:· 'E~ff;:C ·T 1 VE ~N It . WT .• Of . A SO I~ LA.V~R .. .· . .• ·:, . 
EPS50 = STRA_Il'-1 c.U~kESo T.L ·.l/2 ' '\iA~, 'PHlNCl·PAL Sfi~E~S . DlJ=f=". * 
. · OF A· ·SOIL: L.AVER ' · . .. . . · ·· ..._., 
NXL ... = NUMUER. ·oF·: P-y · c.uRv:EG-·lN .A 'SU-lL LAYt::R . 
.KOOE = CUDE or:- A SU.IL -,I!AYE.R .: · • 
·-STiff CLAY ABOVE Wf.~_j;<H SURFACE_ 
·stiFF CL"AY bELOW WATER SUR.F~CE 
. SOFT CLAY f:3EL0 w WATER . . SURFAC[! 
1 
KDDE = 2 









* I . \ ;f . 
.;, . 
... 
*** *-***"*** ****'•••* ******* *** ••**~***'* *•*****'* ..... .... *********'******"' ! .' 
··~ . 
IMPL:lClT RE~L * 8 ( ,1\..:.H · I 0-l) 
.DlMENSlON NXC( 5) ,OX{$) ,Y(25~ 
di MENS 1 mi· · 'iH s) ~ cc s). GAMA<.S > · . 
o1 ME:.NS 1 oN x DPf? .. T C9, •: ~T-· (9 ~· · ~ T c s h SKT· C~_J .-c:Psc_r.' s) 
· C.DiotM,DN I'BLtJCOl / .PLS-.POB'l 5(5) tC.SC-S),GAio4AS(5)-. 
. . . . . .. ' . - . . " . . 
.. 
... 
1 · . ·.·.: EPS50(5),.NXL,(5).KODEC5hNL -· - · . 
·coMMON l'dLOCo2·.1 .NX.NUM,x~2s) ,YMi2s~25'l· ePPCZS.25i · ·' 
. .·· \ ' 
. . C l ·. C2 · . · : . . ' , . . .'- .. 
, .. ' , ._ 
-:- ~?MMON , /'BLO ~03/ 
· : EXTERNAL F · .,; . 
' ... . . \ . . . ' . . . 
I' 
-D4T ~ ;xoPor .1 · .o .• QOP oo, o~s ·oc>·. ~o; 1 .o.ooo·· o o; 1 ~··sao · oo-• .z. o·cio. o o, . 
1· · . 2.soo oo,a;oo.o oo.-J· .• soo.oo,4.o-oo oo· ./' . " · · 
oA.T.A \.T\ 1 o·~2ooo. ·oo;o~·Jsoo .cio,o· •. 4spti ~ oo.-o.so·6o· o ·o.~.ssoo ·oo, ·. 
. 1 , . · .: · o.572o ·ao-.·o .saa[j ·oo.c .• -595) ·oo,o·.6ooo rio ·. / . ::. · . 
.· . . . . . . • . •·. . . · 1 . •. • .· . . • . . • 
_.. :-
:·- o~TA CT I' 0,0700 02.-.0,l'05D. 02.,0.2100 02.0.420D·02,0',S60P -02 I' 
·: o·Ar.A s·Kr ; I' o.'.o3.lj(i o·4-.o.osooo: o•·,o~u)o.oo ·· o'+~o.ioooo 04~o~2o6oo ·ov· 





... : · . 
' '\ ' ' • ' ' ' ·~ ~ ', :· ' ~ I • ' ' • t ' t ' • ' ' ' ' ', • '• • ' ' 
.'t . . . 
' . ..... _. 
. . 
. ··' ···: . . 
' .. · . . 
' ,·, • ' I 
.. -~ ' \, . . : 
·; <-~ .. \ :. . ' . . 
. .. ' ... . 
• ... 
. . . 
. <·: 
' # · , 
.: . . 
' .. 
.. 
·- -~ ..: ., . ·. . ~· : ·_, !:; . _: :· 
:' '• 
' ~ ' ' I ' ' ,"' -. :; • ' • : · ' \•' 
. . \. ' ; .. · . : . 
. . .. " ; •.· 
· >· l 
• r-..;, . · ·. _. ,' '1 > • ' • ' I . ' : · .. ·. : . . 








• I • 
,. 
-:' • ~ • I 
. • ', . ;t··:·. 
, . 








. , . 
. . ' 
CIM = 254. D-Q4 
CL8KN =· 4448oD:,_06 
C\4~ = · 1.0 I ClM 
CKNLU = 1 .0 I CL BKN 
PL . !:: PLS * OH 
· .PO = P.OS * Oil 
DO 1 0 0 I = 1 , NL 
DU ·J = D S C I ) * C M 1 
v . 
d I ) = CS ( I) * ( CKNLI3 / ( CM I *CM I )J 
GAMA(I) = GA·"'~S( ll +- -~CKNl,..B I tC.Ml -*CMl*(..MII) '-





_______________ _.. ____ .._. ______ . -~---------------_______ :" _______ .;_ __ - --
DETEI-IIIJNE THE LOCA'rlONS OF P-Y CURVES 
--------:-.:..-- ... ---~-----------------.;,~--------------------------------
- . 
NXC( 1) ,.'=--·~N-XU .'l) - - . 
, IF , NL:· .-Eo· .. · i') ·- Go · ra 6 oo · 
. Du 500 .;1 =2. r NL·: -, 
NX C .( -1) ·" :. N')(C(l-7- 'l _) ..... N ~LII, ) . 
so·o c.o~·-Tl NUE.- ··. ..- . .. ' · ~ ' · 
90 0 CON,TI.NUE .. · . .. 
· · . NJ(' .= 'NkC( NL ) i ' ;. · ·· . · : : 
'\ .-:.IF · ( NK' G1' · ·.:··25) ·. Go .'to ·· 2 '400 
< ', • • ~ I I I • ' ' ' ' • ' I ' 
··· DP JOO: \l : 'l• NL' .· . , _.' . · ' · 
. ·' OX_( I ) .= .. 0( I) I ·<· NXL.( IJ -fl· 
70 6.---CaN T'I~uE . . 
~(i , J .. , = ·. o:. 0 
k ·= .•. ·: ·. 
NXM·l =: NX - 1 
00 800 l<=l , NXI41 
IF l I ,EO. NXC.(K) -). GO To' .750 
; x c I'-t-1) ~ · -. x (Il · :f. _ Oxl'tq ·· 
GO .TO aoo , . . .. , , \\ 
'750 CON TlNUE . 
' K :; .. K'tl ':··· .. - . · ··· ···· :. 
: · •' 
.,·.· 
. . . ~ ' ' . . ·,. ·' 











<" x(r i:; t.{ ~ · K( I j 
. ilO 0 ·caNT lNUE· : ·: .· · _:. I \ ,. . 
•• • !" 
': . ' \ 




.. ··1 ~ - ·--:-~ --~7"-~~-~-"7~~-;-~ . .:..~.~~:~j~~·;._~~~~);--~--~~~.~~- ~~~~~~-:---~~~~-~--~.:::_::~~~ - .; , i 
':·c-·; _.: ... OETER1!4lNe~ THE Pt LE; DEFLECTIONS. · . Y·( I) . . .: .. . 
· .. ·t . c . -·------~--~..:..:._-~-~~-:-;:-:~--..:...:.._..,: __ ..:..:.~--~- .;;-~--·--..:·-.,.. .. ·~":'·-:-'--------------:-: . ... 








, .. : . 
t
. . . :·· . . 1 i . ;:: 8 . ·. :. ·: . : -' . <-:"•: : .. ·. ·' : .. . . . .. 0:,,\ : . ·. :--: . . : . .. ·, ... . . ..... ·~ '. . . 'i :':<_:" . 
. • i2 =, IS\ . · . · . . .. ·· .-. · • ·'· ·· · •, .· r: .'· .. '· · ·:·· .· ' ... · · · 
_. ,. .-· II.Pt : 11 . ._ .... ,_ _._. .. _·,_ ... :· .· ·:·.',: _ .. '-. . .. .. ·._···,· . . . . 
' \ ' • ' ,' • • ' • , · , , ' > ' • ' ' ~ ' I • • • .'' ~- ~. . .. ' • ~ - ' ~~·, , ~~- _', .',;• • 
1
.. , .··. ·. . · · · · · ·. . 'uP z. = · -'1 ' +-: z : :· ·-· · · · · . · • · · ·. . ,-: · · <·. . : .. ,... · .. ' . 1 • • -. • .. ' 
. ' . ·.· ·.-.~~-Pl -. :_ :=.·:.~12 ._'+::t =-:-:_.· .· .. :-- · ·: '\ -.:. · · ·-· · ..' : .· .. ' ' · \' - ·. .,. 
.·· ·. ·• __ ' · • . . ·: :·. 12.P2 :·=,._; ~2_ : .t .2 · ,:· .' . . ....... · .. , · --...'.:<: · .. '~ > .. .·:: · ,. . .... . , 
· -\~·_._: .· .. · . . · . . ·. __ :··.YJ;1Pl.·:=' .. ~o .~ - ~- CI4 .~ . <\ ··, -. . . . . -·.· ·>:.: ... _::· :;. · --· .. -_._.., ··:·, . 
.  ··. ·. . ; ', c7 2:P' .F ts o •,::~~: ,' ?_ ·___ : ··.: __ ·:, -__-.·· .. _·  . .-;_:_>_~: ~-· .. :_~_: __ · _ :;_< . , ,,.i. -: f : : I • : . ; ; . } : ) . 
• '. J ~ • ' . ,:;:~·. \ •••• : ••• • - , . ·. 
· . .-. -> ; .. ' ·;,_ .-. _._. ·. . · . . · .· .. _. _::_-_:,:. ·' ._, .·. ;:: . :, . . . :,',•: .. ; -.. :. ' . ... · .- ... . ·:.._ .. ··:· ·. ·:·· .. ·\ > ... . _  ,\ · . 
. ';,·.- : ·- \~.; . .:.:.:.... :·_.·::_ .. _._·:_··.·.,._:_ ..• _·.·-.:~ .. ~. _-.·-. ~ •._.:_-· . ·_·. ",.-, .:.:: ~--· ·. · ·_ ......... _ ·:·;· .. _··:· ,;··:. . :·.--: , . ':·· , ·• . . · ... . . .. ; ·", ·:· .. :·: 
I ., , • : '' • •• ',"',.. • : • ' • .' _•:.:- • ~\. :~ ' • • ' ~ ' . • . ,•, • ' ' ' . ~ ~ - -·'I . - ·: : . 
-.-. .. :~ ·-· .. ,-. ~·· ... : :~_.-;;r :<·.--::-·· .r. .. - · .··t- :· ...... _:_. _.": .• :_ •. .-_.-__ :· .. _ :.: _,._: ... -··. :· . .... · :.: _·_ ·-· _:·_· _· _~ .. - ~~·:_ .. ~· --· - ~· -~ -·~- ~-- --- · .. :.. ·: .. .... ' -- ~ 
. ' . 






• 0'1' I = ' 0 • Q p 6 * et:U 
ov2 ~ ,o.osi).: * e;~r 
UY,J = "0 • .!50 * C~l 
Y{l) = OoO . 
00 900 1=2.1 1 
• 'Y' ( I I = Y11- 1 ) + DY 1 
NT NU£: . ' 
~·> . = Yll J:Jl . 
0 l~llP2o r2 
· .. 
Y ( 1 ) , = V C I - 1 ~ + OY 2 
CQ.<j'NNlJE 
Y ('I·L~.l J' = ~ I 2 ~ 1 
DO .1000 J=l2P2t!'IUM 
·"f(l) . = ·ht-l )+O'YJ 




··. 236 '..> 
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.·; .. ' (.? •. \ 
_...,..,~_~ _ __:!_ __ ._ . .;_.._ _____ ~_;;..:: ___ ~,.!::_;_~------ ---------·:... ___ - ---·-----:-:-----.. 
,CAL~UL·A~J'c r.HE ... 50lL ! ·~.s~s'r~N,E .·· : · .P.i f) · .. . · l . -. I .'. • . . :· · - .. .. 
'. 
~ -~ .. 
' c . 
· ;.--:-~-:-:-.~.-:-·~--:-:~--~-~·-.-~~~-:-·-·- .-~--:7.-.-.. ....  ·--:i:-:.~.:.t.~---.... ·..;..-:r-~-~-7:-~~--=---.-..:-
:.··· .9 . J • • \ 
. . ' ~ \ .. .. ;.·j . . . .• ' 




. . :. \ ' ... 
.· , 
. .. .,\. 
·-. :~ .. , : · ... r~- ... ; 
~:t;-;, . 
·.:· J 
< .:" ~ ·. 
7 . I. 
. '\ 
.. , 
· . . 
' ! 
; ' · 
• ' ' : • ~ J 




•.. KK· : .·1· ··· · · ·n ·, 1 •• • ·, , - •• ~\· ·. ~·· • · ·: : • •• : ~: · . ' . ·~ •• 
. .; . .-:Op 23.Q 0 .K=·l· NX . , . · •· · · · 
• • ' •, ., , ', • 0 •• • ' ' ' ' • I\ ,• I 
< ··.: .' IF· ( K · • GT'i :,NXC ( KK ) · ) ··t<K.= KK.+ I 
" .... oo'· .{i 0 'o· J=i'. NU!o4 .: .... ·. ·.. ' : ' . ' .. 
. i· : 
. ' . 
" ... 
' ~·.-·. • , . ' 
.- I ,. . ' :• · .. . 
, .. . . .. .. ! .•• · 
.. .... ·. 't ," ., 
· . .. ·. >?,j' (~ .-!<l: ::_::~ (;J;.f .. ·:• ... : .. :.:. .. · .~ :•· 
' llOO·C.ONTlNUE · '· 
. '·. ~:· . . ~. . . ; ... ' . . 
. IF · ( i<·K . .' .• Eo. i f ·.Gu fa 1' 3 o·o · 
. . . I , : ·., - ~ \ · .· "' ' DC :·= ·o;.O -.•· . .' , ·· . 
. .... . . . . · .. 
, . 
.. . 
• ' .. · .
1 I . .,.· . . ... 
~. ... .. . ' 
. ,.:. · 
., 
. " '' 
·, .J 
. ~· : 




••• t . 
i • ' ' 
•. ·. '· . 
• 'I'• . 
·.':! 
..... .... , . . ·. 
: ': ·:: ].< ~-
·'· 
.. 
' . . 
) . · . 
• ' . 





.. · ·:; 
. .'· . 
;:, . 
. :,•· . 
. • ··r .,. 
· .. • 
·' ,: 
:::.::.· .. 
) '.' : 
. • . . 





























P 03 ( J I K) = 
IF(VM(JoK) 
1 60 0 CUNT l NUE 
GO TO 2100 
. 
(0.5 * (YM(J,K.J/YSO)**(l,/4.)) 11< PJ 





STIFF CLAY BELOIII WATER SURFACE 





PU 1 = 2 • 0 * C ( KK.} * PlJ 
Pi.J2 = 11.0 * C.(KK) 
+ <.AMAV*PU~<X(K)•-t- 2./::!J*C(r<K)*X(K) 
* PO 
P,U = PU 1 
IF (PU2 .Ll. PUl) PU :: PJ2 
XOi>D = X( K J 1 PO ' 
A = 0 • t>·O 
,I 
IF lXUPU .LE. 4,0) CALL YINTPL (XOPDTtATt~tYtX~PDoA) 
CALL V INT,PL. ("CT, "SK T 95, 5tC:fKK), SK) 
CALL YINTPL CCT~EP,SCT ,s,s.·,.C,(KK),EP,SC) 
YC = EPSC * PD 
C1 = SK ~ X ( K) 
C2 - 0. 5 * PU ~ DSORT ·' Y C) 
Y2 = A ···* v·c 
' · 
CALL CH~CK CF,O.OD O~Y~tROOf) 
Yl = ROOT · 







= 18 • 0 * Y2 • 
~ 8 0 0 J = 1 , NU M I 
(YM(J,K) •LT• Y1) 
Y~(J,KJ 
·. • A. NO ~ Y M ( J , K ) 
0 s QRT ( y M ( .) • K J ) 
I 
• ANq. YM(JoK) 
I ' 
• L T • Y.J) . 
l 
2 
PPC:JoK) = · Cl * 
(YM(J,~) .GE, Yl 
PP(.:J,K) = C2 * 
C Y M ( J , K ), ,<tiE.. Y Z 





(YM(JeK) eGE. Y3 .AND. · Y:M(J,K)' .LT. Y~J · 
PP(J.K) = C2 * ~~QRT(Y3) 0.41l*PU - (0,0625*PU/YC) 
. . . ~ 
*(YM(J'eK·}-Y3} 
IF CYMC.JeKl .GE. Y~) · 
1, PPC.J.tK) = C2 .• bSQRT~Y31 -· ·q .411 *PV . .: O. 75,~PI.,I*·A·· . 
·" IF < PPC.J •. Kl .LT. o.o > i>PLitKJ = ·-o~o 
l ' $00 CONTINUE . 
Go· ·ro·_ 2too' . 
. ", ., 
----~---~---------------~--~--~--~----~---~--------~~------------~ 
soFT JCLA'Y . BELOW. oWA.l:ER suRFAce : ' .. ~ -· . , . 
. ·~·--~-~~.:.~-~":"~-7-. ...:;.:.:_ ___ ~_;;...;':"'~...;~~ ~:.:.._. '":' __ •· ... :-;.. _ _:, ____ ~.;..-~..::.;;:...:.-:-:.;;- ~--'--...;~ ·- - \ 
' . 
i q·oo.··· ca·NT:I~NUE .... . .. . ·' :,. · . .. . . . . . . .. · . ~ · . ·· 
. . .PU l . ·= :(3. o_+:cGf\MAV/.C CKK'.J.)*>.C (K).· .• ( 0 .s[ I?D)*X tkl) . ·•.c (KK·l•?o' 
• ··pu~ = . 9~· o :::~ ~ :ctK·~ i . ~Po'-. . · .. : · ' .· { 1:::·: · · · 
· fiu~, .. ::, ·. ~.u1;. ·: ·.·: ·.· i··· · ' . ..,. · ~·· . · . ·' '· · · ·,. · '·. . 
.. 
·' 






. .. IF · :« Puz·: . • . L ·T · • .'. Pl:Ji' J. PU. =· :~2:, ,.: ·\.~- - ... . . . .. : ,· ·. : · - . : · .~ · . •: · 
. ' .. >·;· '', :;· .  : J '' : / ·, ; : , :·,;, ~·' ... • • • ··.:. • • • • ;.' • • 
:". ·. · ·· .· ·. r : ·: < .. · ·:: c:- :r.-... r:;. ~rF:· :: :·: : : ( : .. · . ·, <.. <:.:s·,. ~ . < : : ;>,::.c :~ 












Y50 = 2 o5 * EPS50 (KK) * PD 
DO 2 0 0 0 J = 1 • NU M 
PP(J, K. ) == (Q,S * (YM(J,K .)/Y~O)**( lo/.J.)) 
[f(VM(JoK) oGT • . (8.0*Y50)) PP(J,r<.) . = PU 
2 00 0 CO 'II Tl N UE 
2 I 0 0 CUN T I NUE 
X( K J = X( K ) * C I M 
.,0 2200 J=l oNuM 
YM( J,KJ = 'I'M( J ,r<.) 
pp ( J 'K J = p p ( J 'r<. ) 
2200 CpNTINUE 
2300 C,:ONTINUE 
GO TO 2500 ·"' 
2 40 0 CONTINUE 




* Cl llo1 















S\JB'RUUT INE Y1 NTPL ( Xe Y • ND l Me f.,j oXBA~ ,y B AR) 
********* ~******************•****************•*•••••************** " I \ 
* • . 
* ' ro INTERPOLATE FUI-< VBAR CllRRES. j (J XOI\R * 
* ~ , A SET OF TABULATE O VALUES FUR X &Y 1 5 KNU~ N * 
• * ······~··············~·***'****••··················~···~········· · 
l _Mf!I,.Ic..n REAL: * .. a CA-H • o-LJ 
DIMENSION 'f,~(N_DIMJeY(NDI!-4) 
IF (XBAR . • L r. :X( 1) 
DO 100 J :i:: I '-N 
lF ', l'XBAR -.GE . X(l)) 
.oR • . XBAR' ~-~ T • X{ NJ .> GO TO 250 
'L = I \ 
GO TO -200 
CONTINUE· 
YBAR. :: Y,( N)' 
GD ' . TO 300 
GO TO 100 
.. \ 
200 CONTlN.UE ; . 
SLOPE -;;,' (V(L) - YtL- lil / (XlL'l-XlL-lJ J 
vEfAR ··.= •v(L-_t) + ·-sl.:oPE•fxaAR- x<·L-1) r Go :.ro - ~oo' · · 1 · · · -, . \ ., .. 
. . - ~50. CONTINUE. · '.; .. ·-.\ . .-. t · . ... . 
W R.i T E'( tl" , ·tO: ) •' ~-.. ·.·· 
' . 









' \' ' ' ' ·. 























. ' 5U~~QUTI~E CHECK (F.~.B.ROOT) 
******~**********************************~·········~·~·····:· 
* * * T~ CHECK FOR THE INTEH5ECTION UF TH~ FJNLTIUN~ Fl ~ F2 * 
* ( F ::o: . fh·F2 j ·wiTHIN-" GIVEN RA~GE Aod · * 
* ' '. ,'f . \ * 
. . . ' \ . . 
**·*··*** ***** ................. *** .,. •.• **** ** **·***********·***·*. **** * •••.•••• 
. . ' ' ' : . 
IMPLi"C l T REAL. • 8 · ( A-·H • 
to~MON /ULDCOJ~ C1~C2 
N =' 50 \ 
ox ::;: . (·'B-AI . i N ' 
. , 
x' = A+ox 
YO = F (X) 
t-1"1 1 = N-1 
DO 100 . l=·l,NMl 
X = X+DX 
IF ( 1 • EQ • NM 1 I X = 8 




I ·F (YO.YN .LE • . 0.0) GO TO 200 
Y.O .= YN 
100 Coto(r I NUE 
ROD T -:;: o. 0 
.Go To 300 
200 CONTINUE 
PIOOT =' X - px~ 2. 0 
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'CCII4Mi.JN /JJLUC03/ c ltC..2 
F 1 ( X) ;: Cl 
F2( X) = C2 
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SUd I=-< OUT lNE ~UI LM (HeN ELM, Y oES) 
******************************************** 
* CALCIJLATt ~t:VI SED VALUE.S uF SlJIL MODUL~S * 
******************************************** 
IMPLIC.lT REAL * 8 (A-H , tJ-L) 
OIMENS ION Z(.H), Y~{25), PI<( 2~) 
DIMt.NSIUN Y(.H) oES(JI) 
-.. 
C.UMMUN /8LOC02/. NXoNUM,X(25) oYM(2So25)oPP .(25oi:..~) 
' . 
241 
c •• •.¥••••••••.• ** *~··· · ·*·· *'t **·****~**** ** ********************** ***** .... ' 
C SET DEFLGCriON VALUE .S EQUAL T!J Z{l) . . ·. . 
' (. ** ••••.•• ******* ***** *** **** *** ............... .. :*******'********** ***** *** 
Nl ~ - NEL.M. + 1 · ' . - - .. -:. 
DO 1 I= lo N 1 -
Z ( I ) . ~ · OA as ( Y { I ) ) 
cpNTlNUE 






c sr AT ION ,vEPTH EuUAL i-o . A 'p-v curlvE DEPTH 
c. *********~·····························******************************* 















IF ~ D 1 5 T- X( K ) _) 1 Z • 3 , 10 . 
DO ··4 . JJ= 1 t NUM 
VRcJJI-=YIII( JJ .• . !<I 
P R ( J J . ) = .P P { J J o K ) 
c cilt'l TI N!J E I 
JJ= 1 - . 1_. 
If .(Z( IJ-.V-R(jjjJ .9o6 .. 7 
PC=PR( JJ) 
. GO TO' 27-
. · IF '' (JJ.:_'NUMJ · 8e.6t6 
JJ=JJ-tl ~ 
<io r .o .. s . 
.. ·, . 
TE-RM I =PR ( JJ-'f) 
\ 
·TER~z:a ( c PR:< J.:J) -PR., .~~-11 , -'t vRc JJ > ~~'R c .. .~~ , n J-., zt o ..,..,. __ R-, ... i~• , _,. 
pc:::f,!ERMi +fEFIM2 - . ' - :-- . .- . - . . . \• 
GO ;' TO 2.7 ' ' .,. 
·1 o.. . l"F : :ci<:..:.Nx 1. u • 3, :3 ' · 
' . 11 -• - K="~+( . . · . ··· .. . 











, '• .. 
·. ' · 
.. 




GU TO 2 
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~ **********************************************~········~·······~··· · $· 
C STAT ION .:>t.PTH NOT EQUAL TO A P-Y C(JRV E L)£PTH . ( ··~r ....•.•... * *****"'***** ••••••• _ •••• :oc •• ••••••••• ,..~4o ............ **"'** • .IQ:.. 
























IF (Z(lJ-'fi~(JJ)) lti.l5.1b 
PA=PR( JJ I 
Gu T 0 1 ~ 
IF (JJ-IiiU~) 17.d5t15 
JJ::JJ+l 
.Gu. ro 14. r -.. 
TERM 3::PR ( J,J..; l I . . 
'·' 
T ERM4= ( ( PIH JJ) -PR (J J-1 '.) 1/ ( Y~ JJ)- YR (,J J- 1) J) * ( Z C I ) - Y R ( JJ- 1 J ) 
·. PA= TERM3 +tERM4 . . . ' .. . 
. ~r. t'l 
•• .;INT.ERPULATE RE515Te tjETWEEN DE.FLELTlON::i UN ADJACENT CuR VE 
"' I .. ·. ·'· 
.DO 2.0 JJ=l ,NUM 




IF_ (L(li-YR(JJJ) 2 5o22t23 
Pt3=PR(JJ) 
GO -TO 26 
IF ( JJ.;...NUM) 124t2~o22 
JJ = JJ+ 1 
GO. TO 21 
\ 
Tt: RMS==PR ( JJ-1) , 
T E.RM 6= (( P R ( J .:1 ) - P R ( J J- l ) )) ( V F< ( J J ) - YR ( J J- l ) ) ) * ( 4 I 1 ) - Y ~ {J J- l ) ) · 
~B=TERMS+TERM6 
c . . . . . . '. . ,.r . . . -~ 
c *********-*************-* **** *** ********** **** ******** *** *·** *****·****'*** c lNTE~POLA'TE ' SOIL. ~ESISTANC E B E- TWEE_N · AD.JAC.E NT . P-V C,~RVES AT D~FLEC.T .IQN 
c ** ******** *** ********** •••.• ···***** ·-···~····· ····· ····*·~·········· *** 
.Z6 Pt= PA:.((PU- PA).I(X'<K) ..:x -(K- 1))}-*CDIST- X(K- ll) . 
. •, ' . ~ ' 
c 
.c 
........................ *****••·····~··********·**********'*******'***** '******' 
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C. III PARTIAL LISTING ~F PLOTTING SUBROUTINES USED IN THE PARAMETRIC 
ANALYSIS GRAPHS' 
SU3\.WuT JNI:. ~LUTNN 
****************************************************************** 
TO PLOT THE RESULTS . 
············•*****'**'*****•********************************'***** 
Dl MENS IUN I OUF ( l 000) 
DlMCNSlUN X( 152) ,Yl( 152) ,Y2( 152) 
01 MENS I ON 1/ (22 ) , Y 1 A6MX ( 22) o Y 2M AX ( 2 2 h Y 2M IN ( 2<!), l:i lG Al(t< ( 42) 
DlME.NSION :Y01(20),V02(20),PL(20) ' 4 
DIMENSION X<.:ROS( 100) 
NOC.: .; 1.52 
REW INO 10 
CALL PLOTS (I~UF,lOOO,bj 
READ 110.) t~·tJ~CoNOPP 
PH T 1 .. = 11 • 0 + NOPP 
.Pwo 1 ~ ·a. 5 
' CALL PLOT '48.0,·1.0,-.3) 
CA.L.L PLOT fPH.:r 1 ,·o.· 0 •'?) 
.CALL PLOT <PHTl;PWOlo3) 
CALL PLaT (O,O,PWDlt2) 
~ALL PLOT (0,0o0o0o2) 
NOPPMl = NOPP - l 
DIJ , 100 . I=l ,NUP-P~l 
PHT 1 1 = 1 1 , 0 * I 
CALL ·PLOT {PHTl. l tPill01 ·,3) 
CAL~. PLOT ('PHT 11·,0. o, 2) 
100 ,CONfi·NuE · 
·pH T 1 .1 = PHT 11 +. 2', $ 
DO 200 I= l ,t 2 
PHT'll =. PHT 11 + 6~·5 
· .· Pwo '11 ·.= 9.6. 
P~1>12 ·= .. _a .a 
/ CALL . PLOT · .{.P,HT.ll oP1i01l . •3) 
CALL 'PLOT ~PHTU,PW0129~1 ' J 
200·· CON'TI,NUE ' ' . ' '\, ·. ' ,0 
, ' ' 
·" - · 1l 
,. 
., 
' . ' 
. ,. 
' / / \ 
' ' . ·. CA-l.( :P~DT . t1;. 0 .l ~·3 .:..:·3) 
C. , ·-. ... · : 
~. 
I 







~ . •, I 
' ( 
' ' I . 
I. 
I ~~ o •' 
, 
/ 









,..,. .. . 
) 
CALL PLOT ( 11 • 5.- 1 • 5. - J ) 
PHT2 = 9.0 
PwD2 = 6.1 
<.ALL PLOT ( Pill D~, 0 • 0, 2 ) 
CALL I-' LOT (Pw02,PHT2o2) 
CALL PLOT (0oOoPHT2o2) 
CA L L P L U T ( Q.~ 0, o 0 • 0 • 2 ) '\ 
XO = .. -(PHT1+0.'5J + 0.8 
YO ~ 1 .5 + 1 •ff 7 
CALL PLOT (XQ,YQ,~j) 
R~ Ab ( 1 0 ') 
RE AO ( 1 0 ) · X, 




o l ._ (. , 
. . ' . I 
cA·L.L "Ax. Is· · u E·XP x. xA :; x< N\ 1) ._xc N+ 2J J 
' l 
CALL YAXIS ' (lt::.XPVlo AXReYl(N+l), 'Y1(N+2)')· 
CALL YiTIT>L .UEXP~ \YAXR) -
. ... \ \ ' 
CA.LL•FLlNE .(XIYle ,UQ,Q) \ . . . 
\ 
I 
CALL C,ROSNG (X'eYl tNDC,N,XCROS,mCROS )-
CALL PL.OTXQ (XCROSeNXt~OStXCN+lJ,itN+2)eYOl(ll)~ 
'CALL PLOT (O.Oe3.3·, - 3) , 
CALL XA~US OEXPX,X.\XReX(N+lhX·{N-t.-2)) . 
,. . ' . ·~ . ~ . ...... ,) . 
~A~~ ~AXIS (LEXPY2~YAXR,Y2(N+1 ·)~Y2(~+2)} 
C~L':- .Y2_J~,~L' (~E~~V'A.·XR). :· ·. , . · , 
~ C.ALI- ·f.:LINE . (X,Y2e-Nelt0~0~.\ .' · · . 
( 
\ 
. ;CALL t"'f.losNG (X,'/2.-Noc,N:xo~os.NXCROS ). 
>cALl L. PLor.xo ' 'xcRos_, Nxc~os:'· _x(N+l ) _,_ xl.N+2~ A Yc02l I' H) . 






· . . <;~LL P:i..:o:r -,· s.6 _~-~~·· .. :a _;~3i .. '·· ·:· . 
,· lF- cNaH·A ... Eo~ .: 1 f ci\LG · SORH : <~v j-
• . . .- IF ~NOt:f.~ -- ~· E_ai- 21,_ .ci.'L~ SaRv_ · (VV_) · · 
· • \ t r'F ( NOHA • EQ.; 3) . C,U.~L -.saRM T ( V,\1) 
.J- - -IF (~OHA -~_-e9: -.4~ - C.ALL: ~ saRL·:.·. · ~yv) 
. ~F ( NOHA ··~a.-· ·5)· · CALL, S_QRE I ( W) '.; '·. 
· IF cNot-tA .ea: • . 6i-cAt.:L·;_· saRa·, -, -v.\n ··: · 
--··- · · IF t .NOHA · • . :e.·a. · 1) c.\LL~: s.a~b·- .-;·.: ·c :vv i: · .: - . _ 
' . _. ,/iF· ~.-o~_aHA_ . "~a. ,fe) ·.~cAL~ -s~aRc , .... } ~vf_- ·y ... . ' . 
· · 1F' '(NDH'A .EQ~· / 9 .) CAL.t-·.· saRG - ('.(VV) · ,~ - ' ' : ·. 
. . · , . . • . · : _·_ . . · .. . ·_: ,: . . - . ,_ , . -: · . .- : .. - . = .- -
•• II '• , . < ' • '• ,• ' I • 
, . 




. . ' 
. \ 

















. . t . :· 
. : ' ' 
... . ,;. 
. ·... , -',*·;· ',' ,•,. -!. 
. ;·~'\ : <.- : :_· :· .·::: .. :·:·: ._.~_--~-·.·•-·-. ~.:. :_ .. }_· :·: •. ~·i; i •.•.  :.:.· : ; . ·. :-. ~ .:· .· .•· ·· ~ ·· ' .. : : ~:,.< .• :.· .:.··  •.•... '.·: ,· .•  ·. '. : .•. . ·_·_~:-·· -~_,_· . ,' ' ; 
' ·~· •. ·· '. ' ~ • • ' ,' • ' ' ' .~ • ' ' ' ' -.•: • ' :' ': ' •'' ' ' I 
. ·i . · ·:· :: .. ~· · · . . · .·.: · < ~ .. · . . . ...... .... , · · .. _ ··: .. ·;_ . : ... : :·:/· :.- ·...~ . ··. _;;'~ · . . : · :·:. . :'' ,.: :· ·.: .• · . ·~ . l~ , •• : . : :- • .'"') . · ~ •• :::·;; ~ · 
·: . · ... , .. : · <· · · .. · ··;·- .: :<~. :_: .:~; , ! ~~~:! : .:.· .. ·,_?;:.'· :: .. ~-:;·:~ :~·:": ·.~)-~ · .. (~l·.J~~::;-~~f· ;~:;~.~~?,.~:.c·~ .. ·~Y.~t~•sc:,~-to·, ~:.·.; ··_. -~·: ·· :.-~··t"s: ::.~ ~~~.t:t· ~:;--,.;,~ ... ~~-,;~~~~~ ;~,t·., :. · · ·-~t~£~t~r;':t;·.:;-.Js:~~~.:.: ... :---;~~;...-:::..~· .);:~.;- · ' _:J. · 
\ 
. - ~ 






<..ALL PLUT (2.2.-i.o7,-3) 
<..ALL VTITLS (~UHAoKODEP,KUDES,Il) 
IF ( 1 I oEO. NUPP) GU TO 500 
CALL P L 0 T ( 3. 2 , 0. 57 , - 3) 
500 CONTINUE 
600 CONTINUE 
CALL PLOT (3.6,0.9,-3) 
READ (10) VoVlA.tiMXoY2MAX,Y.2MlN 
VAX :::. 4.5 
YA X : 1 • 8 
VA~~ = 5 eO 
YA XH .= 2. 0 1 
.00 700 1~1 • NOPC 
f![G Af.<fd I) . .:: Y2 MAX ( 1 J 
BJGAI·HN.NOPC+l) : Y?,MHI( .IJ 
700 CONTI NU._E ~ 
NDP.C?. : _NOJ.:'C +. NOPC . 
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\ \ 
. ; ·: . CAL~ .1-!Nt>Lt:::X Ptr't22-.NOPC.,VAXoVAXR ,VCNOPC+lJ,V( NUPC+2),J E .XPV·) 




t : . 
I tl ~XPt>) ~ 
CALL MNDLEX (EIIG.ARR.42 .NUPC2.YAX,YAXR, 





DO" 80 0 l = l t 2 
V2qX tNOPC+I) = BlGARJ.( C NO~C2+l) 
" Y2 .• !"HNOP~+l) = BJGARR(NOP<:,2+1) 
800 CUN HWE · · 
.,_ 
CALL" VAX IS (lEXPVe'ifA)(R.V(NOPC+l) oV(NOPC+2)J ' 
lf (NOHA ,EQ. 1) ~ALL · TJTLH (lEXPVoVAXRo-o.~·~ 
IF (NOHA .EQ, 2J CALL . T lTLV (lEXPV,VAXR,-0 • ..3) 
lF CNOHA .EQ. ~ I CALL · TlTLMT HEKPV,\IAXR,-0.- . ·.:1) 
IF (NOHA .Ea. 4> CALL TITLL "- CIEXPVoVAxR ; -0 • .3) 
IF ' (NOH.~ - ."~a. S) ~A~L \ T ·JTL E l _(I f:7XP.V,VAXR,-O.~ ~ 
~F (NOH~ .Ea • . 6h CALL ·TITL:. O UEXPVeV~XRt,-0~4) · 
1'\ • 
IF (NOHA .ea • . 0 CALL T· qLO\ (IEJ~P,~· VAX~j,-O~J) 
t 1 .J~F (NOHA .Ea. 8) . ~LL ~IT,LC" ,UEXPVo -VAXR,-p. 3 J· . · ~- IF Ct-lOHA .ea. ·9> ¢ALL ··TJT~G · crexP\t,-vAxR~:-·O.J> . . \ 
f. CALL -YAXI·S ( ·IEXPD.YAXR .,Yl~BMX(NOP.C+l hY1ABNXlNOPC+2n 
~ . CALL . DTITL -' (IEXPD·oY.AXR) ::--'~ .. . . · • .. . , . . : . 
.. 
~:-,- , . cALL .. Ft fNE . (Ve.Yl. AB.MX ~~NOPC, 1. i, i> .. 
. cALL Pl.'rir ·c v4~R .~o :3·~ :j J · · · · · · · 
.- .. C.AU:.>PLOT . CVAXR',YAxR;:zJ ·· 
./ 








1. "cA-~L ,.·PLOT. 'co.o ·,·vAXR.~2 ·J -~ . .. . . :f l ;:1~!~ , ~ l !i~G~~R;~,;;~~•il;l I ' ( atG~~R(N0Pi~+'z l 'j ·. · • •. · .. . . <I .. ·  
. . . ,·.\{cttt· '~E~r· ?~R;:v' ~"T ''?'N"",;~fl•v?· , , ·~ ·. · .. · · . ·... 
: .~~·~\>' · ," .'.",· ' ·,·,, • I ' ' ,"\.• • . ... . ~ : ,: "t:• · , .• , •" • • ' ' ~ ., • ' \ • •I~ 
' . ·. ·:. . . ·J: ·:, . ·•.! ·, · • •.•. .• . .• ': '.: ·: .: ··.. ·. •'. "'< 
·c :· ··. : . . . ·,..._ · ·: .. i · · • •· .. • · :~·.- •. ·,;: . . , .· ,,· . .:~: ·:..'" : . . ·-, . . . ,. . >. · . .. ·:.>· .-. ''·.~~·· . . : :·.'.-.·.:.· .: _., 
~· • • ·' • : • ; _ • • •• ~-, : ~ : • ' •• • • • •,' • : ~ • • \ • • ., . : .. ' : .'· ;. • ·~ •• •.. .. . ... • .i 



















. ·• :· . r 
- . -·' 
IF (NDHA 
IF (NO~';~ A 
IF (NUHA 
IF C~OHA , 
IF (NUHA 
IF- ( NOHA 
IF (NOHA 
11- ( NU HA 
IF (NOHA 
. ca. 1 , 
.Ea. Zl 
ol:.Colo J) 
. Ea. 4) 
• EO, 5) 
• ~a. 6) 










" ' l 
T lTL-H (1EXPII,VAXRoYO) 
T 1 TL \1 ( 1 t.:: XP V o VA XR o Y 0 ) 
TIT L MT (IEXPVoVAXHoYC) 
TITLL ( 1 E X PV , V A XR t Y 0 ) 
T lTL El ( I E XP V, VA XR t Y 0 ) 
T ITLO ( 1 E.XPV, VAXR oYO) 
T lTL 0 ( 1 E. XP V o VA XR , Y 0 ) 
T ITL c <iEXP.V,VAXHtYO) 
.EO. 91 CAia.L TlTL6 (l E >.< P IIoVAXRoYO) 
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MTl TL ( lEXPMoYAXfd . 
FLlNE (V,Y2MAXo-N0P(;I,L•3) 
F L 1 NE ( IJ • Y2 M 1 N, -NOPC, 1 o l , 1 1 l 
PL(JT co.o.o.o.3J 
PLOT .<o.o·.-o1,.3,2) . 
PLOT (VAXR,-() .• 3,2) 
PLOT ~V~~R,YAXRo2) 
PLOT . (O.O .. YAXRo2} 
·. l 
CALL PL) JT .<.3o8t2elo-J) 
C.AL,L SYM~ '-;·.s 
' ... . : . 
CAL~ PLOT (-4 • . Q,-8,1,.,.J') . 
(.ALL; ,HTI TLS C ~OHA;~oof.p·,KODE? J 
~·XN = -(RHT1+5 .• ~l 
YN = · 2~17 I 
CALL PLOT (XN, VN,-3). 
CALL PLOT (2.~0.0,~2) 
CALL Ru:ir tz.a,o.'o,-3) 
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5Ut3ROJTINE MNOdx (V,N0 1oN-.VAX,yAXR tiiMN,Dt:LVtl C XP.) • 
****** ••*-"·• **** **** ** ** *** ********** •• ** ********** ****** ** **. ** *** . . TU GET VMIN • DELV , EX~ 
***************************************************~************** 
DIMENSION V(NO) 
VM X = V ( 1 ) 
VM N = V ( 1 ) 
DU 200 1.=2, N 
I F ( II M X • G E • V ( I ) ) GO T U 1 0 0 
v"'x =· v ( r'r-
i.oo l.F (VMN eLE ~ V,(l)) G~J TO 200. 
V."t~,;, _v(lf, ·· 1 
200 CO"'(T JNUE · . 
• ~~~~V:fc~~~:~~:~) 1.V~~~= 0~-~- ~ . VM)( 
·cALL v~;~?tvMJ\1, DE(.V.VAXR. IEXP.) 
: CALL -MNDLM . ( V114NeOELVwVAXH·w·iEXPJ 
. • 1 ' ' . . .. . 
.. R--~::(-URN . · ... 
EN!)) . . 





i \ . 
I.. 
SUBJ-tOuTl NE VE:XP ( VMNo OELV t .VAXR ti.EX'P ') · : .. / · -..., 
:. · . 



















' . • . ' {\.o •· . .. ' . • • ' .: . ' · - • . - : 
• ** *** ··*--• ··~ *** ...... ** ~· ~· ·~*·····~ ** **.** ··~:····  **~***·* ***!***~* *** T:) GET· Tl-tE VALUE OF THE; EX,P COR.RES. TO· SCALE _VALUES' 10-.0" -TU· 99 .a 9 9 
. .• • .t ...•••••••• *·****** *********** ** **** ** ****'*'*********·*·*~ * ** •• * ..... · .  ' '. . . . : ·• . . '• ,· . . . . - ' ' . ' .
. . 
V~NR. - VMN '· •. 
v·M~ R -= · VMNR + oeLv*vAxR 
ABMX = 'ABSC VMNR) • 
lF - lABS(VMXR) · -.GT. 'A.BStVMNR)l. AB.MX·· = AEJ_s(·vMXf.d ., IE'XP -~ - 0 ,· . - - . ; · ·. / 
-1 . . IF_: c·AaMf._·_. ~e ·. _~ 'o·~~ o) 6o :To 1· :·~ oo , \ I ' 
'\ IF·- (ABMX ·· ·Lt-. · lO . • Q) . GO :lO .200· ,\ 
. .- cio. rci 3oo -~ ·. J -100 . CONHNOE . .. ..-:.-. . . ~ -. -~ ..• ·, .. . I .· ' \ : . •I 
. . ABMX'·.:: · ASMX .. / _'lOitO . " , . 
• \ I ':'\ • I 
:lEXP :·= :lEX~ . + · :1.. ·._. ·, -' ·. ;- . . .-. 
.IF ··( ·ABM>C' .. GE. · lo(}.o) . GO TU .iOO · . ' ·. , 
. Go_ · +'? :io:o. ·· . · ~ .· · · : ·:. · " . . \ . • . . 
200 · CONTINU E . · . .. .. ·· · .. - .. · .. 
·~ . - ' . M ._ i3 . : . 0 ' 0 . ' . "\" I ' • ' ' ~ . ' , f 
I . · -~~ ~ J A MX. ~ --~ . ~ . , : ;' . ·_ ·. . · ~ __ ; ~'- . - _. _-. ..._· . ~ • . 
' . 1£~p - · IEXP I -1 .. :. . ... .. . . . . ' ' ··' ·-, ~ ... · _ tF- <ABMx ·.J...T· • . lo.o) .·Ga·· ro .2oo .·\ ·. . ,. ·-. .. 
· ., · . .3oo :. RETURN .· . ·· • · ... · :~--::: ·. _;. · .. ·· ~ : .· · · ... 
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' 1 ' 
0 
I ~~. :' f' ' ._ , ~, , I i •\ 
1
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SUBRCJUT 1 NE MNDLM(VMNo DELV, VA.XR_, 1 EXp l 
c 




' TO GE T ROUN.DED SCALE VALJ~S FUk ·VMIN o DELV 
*****-** **** ........................ . -..... ** ····~··· ...................... *** 
VMN~ = VMN / c i o,n lEXP) . 
DELV:i = D~LV / ( 1Q •**lE.XP ) · 
VMXS = VMNS. + DE~VS*VAXF-< ,\1 
RR = t'. OD-10 
IF -(VM~S) ' l ·00,200o3CC 
V)o\~SR = VMNS - RR 
GO TO 400 
20 Q VMN SR =- V~N.S 
GO to 400,--
:.:SO o ~ VMNSH = '"v.MN·s + RR 
· 400 PELVSR = ·DE_Lvs ·+· .AR. · 
.. IF · (OELVSR . oLT':~<i .~oi· GO TO 590 
··oeN . · ~ . t-.b . ~ .:· .-' . . :. ·. . 
' : iiM.~ ~M . .::: ( · I ~ lxc',vMN_S.~ ~,~~J * · ~?. . . ·.. . • . .. ·. 
:·. IF . '(VMN~R .Lt--. · o·.o·, . o.ANo, ·· Al:lS(VMNSM-VMN-!H 
. 1 . :·. . . . • .· "• . ' .. VMNSM _.!f VMNS~ :.. .2 ... 0 
·GQ".:f·d .. BOQ ..... ' 
soo .:DE~ . ·: 2 -~o ··. .· ' · I - • 
~ v.\tN.SM .:;: lfOl XL\/MNSRJ 
IF (VMNSN · oLT~ CoO 
1 • .
ooo"· D ::::. VM~S - v·~NSM 
DR = D - RR 
. . . . \. 
.AND. ABS(V~NS~-VMNSf oGlo RRJ 
V.MNS M · ·= . .V M~S-M - I ·. 
,. . 
DO 700'. I =1, 400_ 
\ · DEL v SM ; I / DEN 
IF. ('DR •LEo VAXR*DE.l:..Vs~· ) 'Go· T.O 
70 0 CON T I'NUE · 
~TOP ·.. . 
SO 0 VMN =· VMNSM ~ 
OELV '= .' DELV:SM 
.RETURk_ · - . 
' -~~~ . 
') . 
. - ' .. 
I I 0 00 
.( 
.. . 
( lO~U·l EXPJ 
* · C'l 0 •· • .. 1. 1 EXP f' 
I ' 
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' SU~RUU,INE X;AXI$ .(lc~I-»X,XAX~,XMN,DE~ X)·. . .;.. ' ... . . ' 
*** ***"' ** ** -'** *'**** ., ..... ....... *** ••••• ** ***** * * * * 'l' ** **'** ** ** ** *** ** 4<  ~ 
TU Uf{Aw THE .X-AXIS (ELEVAT .lUN) . 
'YPA GE. :: .o ·"·o. 
*******•··~*****~*********~***;************~*********************~ . . ' . 
/ 
,( .. XPAGf:;- =0.0. 
X~N!:> = XMN I ll ,OoO**lEXPX), 
DE. LX!::> = 'D E'L X / {l 0 • 0 * * l EX P X ) : • . . 
. .~ "' ~ 
f 
j . 
. ,, .: 
;. 
. .. ' 
. . .., .. 
FpN :: Xt-1NS• .' . ·, . . . . . . . 
CALL PLOT (XPAGE,Y'PAGE-O·oC!::>.2) . .''·-,. ·, .. . 
cALL NuMsgR .'{ x?A~~~q. o(.·r~~ca=.-o .6-3 .6 -~o(,FPN ~9o ·. o..2l . -.. · '·.>~.-; :;· ·: 
' t> . 
l"i = x·AXR · " . .. · .. . . , . . .. • r ·"- .. . :.·· ' , .. ,. : 
DO ·1o.i:i 1 .~1 ,II ... • . . . . . . , .. .. · . .. ... _,_,_- -: .· .. _:_.:,:. ; ··· 
' •",. : \ · : ,' ' • I : x_PA~E ::=:· )(P.AGE ' j 8·- .~~ -b . ' ~,:- . . .. . , ~~::.- ~~ · .: : ··· .. -.'· 
FPN .::: . F.PI"·f - ··oeL.xs ·. · . . - . . . ·. . ~ -
. C~ LL . ~U~BE R i_c .KP A(;E f_vp';\'~E-0 • 7 T , c. o 7 ~F .PN.• 9 .0 ;;o , 2J 
. ,· CA~L PL;Oi: . ( -XP f' GE, YP~ .GE-_0 • 2 So ;J )"' 
. • . 
\ .. 
,; ~ . · . ... ·· .. ' . ' 
. ' :~ 
.. : '• 
. CA~L PLOT tXPAGE~YPAGE-0.15,2) 
100 C:o'Nn.~uE ' . ··' · -· ' : · . . ,·._ · 
' . . . . ," \ . 
. . . . 
· ..... 
' ~ . l-1~ 'UEXPX -.,Ea • . 0) .. GO -.:.p-•-290 
. VE.XP = I .E XP.X · _'· '. 
XOIS =· CX•4XR/2 oO) · - 0.9 
c. ALL $'YM3UL ., XPAGE- xo 1 s· .. YPA.GE '-O. a2 ,o .• 1 ·, • ELCVAT 1 oN 
CALL .SVMHOI:-. ,C. 9199.~999.~0~.0. 7t '' M~ ·o180~0.1) ., , , 
CALL NUMI:iER ('999. ,'YPI\GE-0 ~ 69 iO .c 5, VEXP ,1 ·60. 0, - ·1 .) 
CALL:··: s ·YMoOL . t999.~999. -,o·.l: ·•) *10.1 ' ,1BO .• o.,>n ·, 
·oa · ro ··3oo · . .-. · · · ·· · · 
· . 
,_. . ;f 
( ~ ' 1·8 0 • 0' ~ -~. ) ... 
\ 
. "; 
200 .CONTINUE ·' · :· · • .~ .. 
. 'xors· = (I(AX~I'·z · .~> o.7 ~ · ·  ·._.  '\ , . . . . "!' ,. 
CA~L.·.' · svMeOL .<XPAG:E~xot s .vPA.GE:.:a···a2 .o . ·1, • El.Ev ~'r ION · . l .• .• tao .o .•. l2) • 
.:. ' .. ~ . CALL ,S)'~o(?i- . ·(999~J999·.; _o~07,•M•~· l80~~.1L · _' . . 
. CALL SYMBOL . (··9.9~ · •9.99. ~_' • Oel _, ·•) '.y~o .• o,.) ·' · 
300 CONTU ... UE .·. · ·'' .. 
.. · : ·.'-. . 
· . .. -' XPAGE ;:: .o·.o· ·.· 
. · ..... · ... C:-'u:. :-.:)L.or ·. < xPAGE. YPAGE. 3 ,-. : 
.- ·'/ :·' RE(~RN ·: · ·:.· .- '. .  > . ' .. ..:: . . . ·. ·: · 
.-....  
.. 
·. ~- ~ .. 
. _,· 
: ·' 
·. · . .. cr: 
,. 
, ' • I .. 
, ._. 
' . · ' r 
. : . 
:· . 
' . . ~ 
'7 ~ 
•,· ' 


















,•',• .• . 











YMNS = YMN / ( l 0. 0* *I E XPY J 









DO JOO l=~oll 
CALL PLOT CXPAGEoYPAGE,3) · 
·YPAGE ~ 'fPAGE + 1.0 () J 1.· 
FPN = FPN, +. DELYS 
·'cALL PLdT. o.,( x'PA.GE,YP.AGE.z,) , 
CALL. PLOf.; ··( ·>fPA GE-0 a.05o YPAGE, b . 
IF ·' r • ~a.~ · i'i' Go. T.o · ·2oo -.1 · . • . 1 . . . . . 
'CAL:.L NUMBER CXPAGE-0.08,YPAGE-0 • . 2lo0.07,FPN.90 . .;0,2) 
·caNT INi.J E' . . . . . . -., 
c·f,)NTI ~~E. . . . . . . ·. _. .  .·, · . 
.CALL:: . t".~.("BER .. .. <~.PAGE-0. 08, YPAGE-;·o, 28,0 • 07, FPN • 9 0 •.• 0 ,\2J· :; 
YPAGE :::; 0 • 0 , .· .· ' . . • .: . · . \ . · 
cALL "~LOT CXPAG~. ·yp·AdE,J) \ · . 
RETURN . 
END 
• . f . 
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SUBROUTjNE Yl'T ITL ( lEXPYlo YA.XR) 
' fJ It" ' 
*•**************************************************************** 
TO . w·~-t~TE THE DEFLECTION TlTLE Y 
••******•***********************~································· 
If ( I1cX PY 1 • EO • 0 ) GO T U 1 0 0 
, I 
VEXP <=_.- IEXP·~l 
YD .l~ .= . (Y.AX,R/'.2~0· ) ..;. 0 ·. :5 · 
CALL. SYMBUL · (~0.2~YDlS~ ,O~l,, .'v- ( • ,9o.o,ttt.· 
CALL s·vMaoL: (999~ _.999. ,-o '.o],:• .M• ,•;O.O •1· ) .· 
~ALL.' svi.i'i:ibL ~99.,·999 . ·, o •1, • l ·· · . no• ~ 90. o, n 
--.' ·¢A14J.. NUMBER C-0.27~999~,o~.O~t.V~XPt9Q ::.o_; .-il 
'(;o TO 200 
. ' 
JOO. CONTINUE 
YDlS = (Y'AXR/2.0) Oo2 
CALL SYMBOL c-o.2.vo_~s.-o.1,~· v . (•1 9o.o,ttJ 
CALL SYMBOL l999.w99~ •• o.07e'M' ,90.0,1) 
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SUI:3ROUTINE PI L E (YOl,Y02,PL,ND.,N·I 
••••••• ~~*****•**********************************•**************** 
·TU Dr~AW THE PJ:LE 
•••••• ******!* ···******* *** •• ****** ** .************ ***** ********** ••* 
~ - . 
~!MENS ION · VO~ (NO),Y02( NO), PL(NLJ) 
DO 1 00 'JJ = l ", ,N 
."(:~LL PLOT. (O.O~YOftJJ· ) ~ 3) · . 
·C~L!- PLOT (PL.( JJ J·.dO'l.fJ J J ·• 2 J 
Y.'•t : = .~.3 .. t ' Y02CJ'J) ·r . .' , •. ~ 
~:~~· · , :t6~:·~ ·: ~(·~.·~.~~:-~~·~ 2; ' 
cAL'L:' · · ~L o-T 'Oi'1 ·~ o. ·~~o ~ ·o .~..;: 3 J 
CON~ .l NVE· · ·' 




·· : . . 
., 
.. . \ 
\ · 
.. : :·. ·,··:: 
SUBRD UT INE CRDSNG , ( ·x ·•Y • ND • N, .XCROS, NXCROSJ 
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TU PLUT THE POJNTS OF ZERO DEFL. OR ~.M. 
**** ********** "******** *********** ** **** ****** ** *"' *******"' ••.••• *** 
• ... 
DlMtNSJON XCRO~( 100) 
o~ 100 I=l.NX~nos 
XPAGE = ~XCRO$(!) XMNJ / . UELX 
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